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ABSTRACT 
 
Bunya Tukka Tracks investigates traditional travelling routes from eastern Australia 
to the Bunya Mountains traditional gatherings in southern Queensland.  By utilising 
ancient rituals and continuing Aboriginal knowledges and practices associated with 
the Bunya tree.  I will examine the extensive connectivity surrounding the Bunya 
trails that reflects the complexities of the stratified knowledges and uses for 
Aboriginal people relating to these trails.  Underpinning the research is Indigenous 
epistemology and paradigms applied in order to address the main question ‘What 
additional knowledge about the Bunya Mountain travelling routes and events is 
held by Aboriginal Communities of Australia?’ 
 
The approach used in this thesis emerged as the basis for the development of a 
culturally sound and mutually beneficial research methodology referred to 
throughout as a “reciprocal research methodology”.  In addition, the research will 
involve scholarly qualitative action-based research through GPS mapping, and an 
examination of archival records to gather written evidence of historical events and 
to demonstrate the gap within New South Wales related to traditional travelling 
routes.  The keys to addressing the gaps in New South Wales is  the use of 
interviews, oral history and GPS mapping and recording of the geographical 
locations of Bunya Trees (Araucaria bidwillii); combined, these processes aided in 
the identification and mapping of traditional travelling and trading routes linked to 
the traditional ceremonies and gatherings in the Bunya Mountains held triennially.  
This research will make a significant contribution, and add to the body of 
knowledge by bringing forth new information and insights about the role of the 
Bunya tree and Bunya nut in Australian Aboriginal culture and trade. 
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PREFACE  
 
I am a Ngarrindjeri mimini with kinship affiliation to Darkinjung Country where I 
reside and grew up.  I acknowledge my ancestors the Ngarrindjeri Nation and my 
kinships to the Darkinjung Nation, past present and future and thank the ancestors 
for allowing me to work on Country.  I also acknowledge both sides of my families’ 
heritage and bloodlines that include English, Scottish, and New Caledonian 
ancestry.  I want to acknowledge my father who was the main Aboriginal influence 
in my family growing up and my mother, Diane, for all her support and 
encouragement over the years of my journey.   
 
The purpose of introducing myself is to position myself firstly as an Aboriginal 
person and researcher, whereby through an Aboriginal lens, I will be able to reveal 
aspects of this topic that would not have been captured by a non-Aboriginal 
researcher working solely within a Western paradigm.  
 
Aboriginal Elders participating in this research, through sharing of stories and 
knowledge of old ways, will be acknowledged as co-authors of the extended 
research.  The research represents a stratification of knowledges and activities of 
multiple Aboriginal Nations.  Each story, while belonging to each Nation and their 
family blood lines, combines to map commonalities of ancient purpose and 
collective use of land and resources.  Aspects of this research are both physical and 
spiritual, and also relate to traditional ecological knowledge, Aboriginal 
cosmology, and social and ritualistic paradigms of Indigenous knowledge systems 
that reveal order, logic and respect of millennia of balance between humanity and 
land.  This thesis attempts to uncover the synergies of multiple Aboriginal Nation 
knowledges, spirituality and actions surrounding a single natural resource; the 
Bonye bonye [Bunya] tree. 
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My Bunya Journey 
 
It’s the old ones stories carried on today in people’s memories, the knowledge 
left in the land, the telling of the journey that justifies your presence now to 
continue the story (Vanderwyk 2015: n.p.) 
 
I remember as a young child, my family would take long road trips up and down 
the east coast of New South Wales.  My brother and I would lie across the back seat 
of the family car making pictures out of the clouds.  Every now and then I would 
notice certain trees that were very different; they had a kind of hood on the top of 
them.  As an adult, I made similar long journeys walking and driving Country with 
Aboriginal Elders and friends learning about Country and bush foods.  Through the 
knowledge sharing of these Elders I was introduced to “her”, the Bunya Tree.  I 
learnt when to gather her nuts, how to cook her nuts in various ways and from where 
the tree originated.  I also noticed that the tree would often be situated around 
cultural landscapes and traditional camp sites.  A pattern was starting to emerge 
and a greater curiosity grew in me to know more. 
 
My growing affinity with the Bunya tree started an internal questioning of why was 
I so interested in these trees.  Why did they seem to show themselves to me and call 
out to me?  I would sometimes sketch them and make notes, but years went by and 
my life got busy and life went on.  Many years later my mind returned to the Bunya 
trees.  I had my own restaurant and bistro.  I then wondered what it would be like 
to fuse some native bush ingredients with mainstream foods.  I thought about the 
Bunya nut on desserts.  I used it on a few menus in the restaurant which went well, 
but due to the clientele who were mainly male, average age of 40 years plus who 
preferred standard Australian pub meals like bangers and mash and lambs fry and 
bacon or lamb cutlets, mash and gravy.  Traditional bush foods didn’t really take 
off in the early 1990s so I let that idea go. 
 
Years later, I was working for my local Aboriginal community, organising events 
around National Aboriginal & Islander Day Observance Committee (NAIDOC) 
week.  NAIDOC week provides a vehicle for all Australians to acknowledge and 
recognise the contributions of Aboriginal people in various fields.  This is a week 
of celebrations from 7 to 14 July 1956 (Keeffe 1992).  I gathered resources for 
NAIDOC week, teaching and learning traditional culture and heritage and bush 
foods and my interest with the Bunya nut surfaced again.  I started gathering the 
nuts and thinking about these enormous trees and what they could mean, as they 
are so ancient and mysterious, again demanding attention in my thoughts.  I have 
used Bunya nuts in bush tucker talks and culture walks and talks many times.  While 
picking the nuts I began noticing the Bunya tree growing patterns again, clumps 
and specific places where the trees stand. I started realising the relationship between 
traditional camping areas and the Bunya tree.   
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I was visiting the Pioneer Dairy on the Central Coast of New South Wales for a 
course when I noticed these trees again.  I asked Don Craig the President and long-
time member of Pioneer Dairy and Caretaker about what he knew about the Bunya 
Trees here.  Don replied “apparently, the local Darkinjung people liked those trees 
and gathered the fruit, the nuts and they would go down to the end of the river to 
their camp and have a big night.  Aboriginal people came from all corners south, 
west and north to attend with dancing and singing all night and eating those nuts.  
They also had a fish baulk across the river for these occasions.  There were more 
Bunya trees around but the nuts would fall on the cattle consequently they cut them 
down for building furniture” (Don 2003: n.p.).  I found this an interesting response 
as I knew there were bora rings and other sites down the end of the river.  It was at 
the mouth of Tuggerah Lakes, Tacoma, New South Wales, that certain Aboriginal 
ceremonies were held on the site that Don spoke about and there is still evidence 
today of these gatherings.  There are also a few scar trees around the site and 
isolated tool finds.  I had been told that the Pioneer Dairy site was an old traditional 
Aboriginal camp and there is still considerable evidence including scar trees and 
isolated artefacts previously located and recorded with other sites waiting to be 
found.  The site has never had a full archaeological investigation undertaken.  
 
Through my growing interest in Bunya trees, I am now seeing the remaining 
scattered Bunya’s across the Central Coast of New South Wales.  They are such an 
idiosyncratic tree.  It was as if they would show their presence to me, they wanted 
me to notice them, and it seemed they were talking to me.  I’d look back over my 
shoulder and low and behold there she was standing tall and proud.  I refer to the 
Bunya tree as ‘she’ as I sensed her femininity and her ‘voice’ was always female. 
 
I continue to walk Country and listen to tales of old times with Aboriginal Elders 
and friends, with them pointing out places in the landscape and telling of travelling 
long journeys for ceremony and for other various reasons, to places such as Mount 
Yengo located overlooking the Hunter Valley or the Bogong Mountains in Victoria 
or the Bunya Mountains.  The pattern was starting to become obvious.  I then 
realised that these Bunya tree places included remnants of traditional walking 
tracks.  I would consistently be pointing out Bunya trees and showing them to other 
people.  Now, they too cannot travel without noticing the Bunya tree and paying 
them attention.  
 
I was now permanently working in the culture and heritage field, tasked with 
compiling Aboriginal surveys while trying to avoid culturally sensitive areas 
discussed by local Aboriginal people.  Aboriginal community members would 
often raise the issue that culturally sensitive places were hard to avoid when not 
mapped or registered.  The Aboriginal community also raised concerns that 
restricting mainstream society from knowledge about these places and not 
recording the places on Aboriginal Heritage Information Management System 
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(AHIMS) with National Parks & Wildlife Services (NPWS), the now Office of 
Environment & Heritage (OEH), would put these places at risk.  Traditional owners 
and resident custodians of these places expressed a lack of trust in government land 
management departments due to past experiences of site degradation and as they 
stated, because of a “lack of respect for the land and ancient knowledges”.   
 
There is lack of state government departmental acknowledgement of Aboriginal 
knowledge in providing evidence about the significance and values of these places.  
Moreover, there is a denial that an Aboriginal place exists, putting these places at 
risk of being harmed or even destroyed.  The local Aboriginal people claim that 
this cultural, Nation-based information is the oral transference of Aboriginal 
history, Australia’s history that belongs to the Country and that this represents 
further evidence of Aboriginal peoples’ huge and millennium of occupation of 
Australia.   
 
Through my culture and heritage work, I was introduced to geographic information 
systems-based mapping programs.  I started to think about how useful it would be 
to map these tracks.  After consulting with Elders regarding their land, they would 
ask me if I could map their Country for them.  This would also be a wonderful 
resource and tool for Traditional Elders, Native Title claimants, land council’s 
historical records and Culture and Heritage surveys.  This research and developed 
map could also assist in Plans of Management, Conservation Land Management 
Plans and Culture and Heritage Plans.  I then started using a Global Positioning 
System (GPS) to record coordinates of Bunya trees in all locations and thought it 
was worthy of further investigation. 
 
Hence, the aim of this project is to demonstrate that these trails still exist and also 
to assist in mapping, conserving and acknowledging the importance of these trails 
and their history.  Due to cultural protocols, much of the information relating to 
ceremonies has been censored, but a colour-coded system for tracks has been 
provided.  Initially, the intention was to map New South Wales, but the project 
would have been too large and so it has been scaled down to the east coast of New 
South Wales.  This will allow additional research from other Aboriginal people to 
map the western side of New South Wales and other States and mainstream state 
and territory boundaries that intersect and erase traditional walking trails.  This 
research will provide an innovative model of mapping that can be taken forward 
into further research.  
 
Through my journey, I have also come to understand that this research will unearth 
and expose sensitive information about earlier times and of events related to 
Aboriginal people along these travelling routes and their attendance at the Bunya 
Gathering’s before and after European settlement.  The timing of this research is 
crucial with our Elders holding valuable oral information that will be gone with the 
passing of this generation.  This project may open opportunities for memorial trails 
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or sections of bush corridors to be established to remember and pay respect to the 
blood spilt on this land through settlement and agricultural activities.  It may also 
open opportunities for local Aboriginal peoples to re-engage in the collection of 
resources such as timber and food or the tourism industry.  
 
Historical colonial practices of acquiring land and the hunger of securing economic 
opportunities, created much friction between Aboriginal people and European 
settlers (Cummins 2009).  The ongoing impact of the lack of understanding of 
Aboriginal culture and practices, and negative social attitudes towards Aboriginal 
people, their spirituality and the Australian environment, have hidden the stories I 
seek in the minds and memories of those who carry the knowledge.  My story so 
far reveals the nature of research required and ethical practices demanded to gain 
trust for others to tell their stories.  
 
The Bunya Mountains are a very special, deeply spiritual place for Aboriginal 
people who belong and come from the Bunya Mountains ranges.  The region holds 
infinite significance to neighbouring clan groups from surrounding Nations who 
have a relationship or kinship connection to the region.  The Bunya Bunya 
gatherings were considered one of the biggest Aboriginal gatherings in Australia in 
its time (Wheildon 2007).  The purpose of the gathering is likened to Western 
parliament gatherings.  It was a necessity to attend for ritual and learning around 
cultural and kinship lore, obligations, moiety and business.
 INTRODUCTION 
 
THE BUNYA BUNYA GATHERING 
 
The Bunya Bunya gatherings were major gathering events that brought countless 
of Aboriginal people together from around Australia for ceremonial purposes, 
political matters and judicial affairs.  Each activity conducted at the Bunya Bunya 
gatherings contain many cultural layers of knowledge and obligations to the land 
and Aboriginal people. 
 
The Bunya (Araucaria bidwillii) tree is one of the most iconic ancient majestic trees 
in Australia.  For Aboriginals, there are Bunya trees that belonged to particular 
family groups, it was their responsibility of family clan group to protect resources 
and nature.  The Bunya trees were an economic and living commodity to the 
Australian Aboriginal and the tree also provided food that nourished the body and 
spirit.  Bunya nuts were harvested by Aboriginals by climbing the trees using a 
strong vine looped around the tree and the climber’s waist.  Cones could also be 
found on the ground after they broke off and fell from the very top of the tree when 
ripe and full.  The Bunya Bunya gatherings occurred triennially or when a message 
stick was sent out inviting Aboriginal groups to attend.  The Bunya nuts were ready 
for consumption between December and March, when a generous harvest of nuts 
would occur that could sustain a large mob.  Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
people would travel from southeast and northern Queensland, and eastern and 
western New South Wales to gather at the Bunya Mountains for ritual activities.  
These Gatherings involved the conduct of Aboriginal business including:  
 
 trading and sharing items, food, information and new knowledge;  
 observing and arranging cultural, social and kinship obligations;  
 resolving disputes;  
 conducting ceremonies and organising future events;  
 allowing the inter-change of songs, stories and dances between groups and 
their transmission home; and, 
 facilitating moiety, marriage and intangible knowledge exchanges. 
 
Aboriginal groups attended similar en masse events with different groups and 
continued the cycle, for example the Bogong Moths (Agrotis infusa) gathering in 
the Victorian Alpine region.  Through these events, regular trading and the 
exchange of information, songs, stories and material culture resulted in the 
establishment of trade routes across Australia (Queensland Government 2015) 
 
During the mid-1800s to early-1900s conflicts over the Bunya Tree, including the 
cutting of timber resources for money and clearance of land to create cattle pastures, 
had horrific consequences for Aboriginal people attending the Bunya Bunya 
Gatherings.  During these times, en route to the Bunya Mountains and Blackall 
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Ranges, Aboriginals experienced skirmishes, genocide. They suffered further 
misery by being hindered in performing their cultural obligations.  These well-
trodden trading and travelling routes, that were somewhat recognisable to European 
colonialists, were also used to ambush, attack and massacre Aboriginal people in 
large numbers.  I ask to be excused by my Elders for using these European terms, 
but this is the truth.  I know it is painful for them and Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander people to read this but it must be acknowledged.  An outcome of this 
research may be in assisting traditional groups to establish a system of cross-
Australia memorial walking trails that will pay respect to the Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander people and families who suffered, the cultural legacy related to  these 
‘cultural routes.’ (ICOMOS 2008). Raymond Evans describes the impacts as 
follows: 
 
The attention of the Bunya tree from European settlers caused the 
demographic decline in Aboriginal attendance at these gatherings, along 
with the gradual encroachment of European enterprise upon the Bunya 
stands themselves, underlines the dual impact of colonisation upon culture 
and environment (Evans 2002: 47). 
 
Thesis Scope 
 
Bunya Tukka Tracks will investigate traditional travelling routes from the Bunya 
Mountains in southern Queensland to the east coast of New South Wales 
geographical region.  Bunya Tukka Tracks identifies and maps Aboriginal 
traditional travelling and trading routes including traditional ceremonial and 
Gatherings at the Bunya Mountains held every three years and attracted Aboriginal 
communities Australia-wide.  The geographical area of study in this thesis 
concentrates upon the eastern coastlines and highlands of New South Wales and 
southern Queensland. 
 
Through the Bunya Tukka Tracks research project, I have captured accurate GPS 
coordinates of extant Bunya (Araucaria bidwillii) trees to provide an exemplar 
map, to stimulate evidence for conducting further research towards the compilation 
of a comprehensive map and thesis.  This research will articulate additional 
information that can be revealed through Australian Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander and epistemological perspectives of multiple Nations’ connectivity 
through the Bunya tree growth cycles and movement of the Bunya nut across 
Australia.  Bunya Tukka Tracks argues that the tree growth patterns and nut 
transmission by multiple Aboriginal Nations demonstrates and reveals evidence of 
Aboriginal connected song lines and will make the invisible visible. 
 
From an Aboriginal perspective, the map to be produced can be interpreted as a 
piece of art in its own right; from an Aboriginal lens, it represents many layers of 
Country and Aboriginal understandings of knowing the Australian landscape and 
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navigating through Country for various reasons.  Through an Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander lens, Bunya Tukka Tracks will seek to reveal cultural information to 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people that may not be articulated looking 
through a Western lens. 
 
There is a misconception that Aboriginal trading routes and tracks have disappeared 
in certain areas within New South Wales, especially from the nerve centre of 
colonization, Sydney.  While there is some primary information and documentation 
focused upon the Bunya Mountains and the Bunya tree centered upon local 
Aboriginal gatherings, very little research has been undertaken that considers the 
actual Gatherings and multi-Nation gatherings for ceremony and trading purposes 
dependent upon the movement of the Bunya nut and the Bunya Bunya Gathering 
itself.  Bunya Tukka Tracks provides evidence that inter-linking trade lines remain 
in the landscapes of southern Queensland and coastal New South Wales today and 
that such trails can be evidenced.  Critical evidence of current knowledges of the 
existence of Aboriginal trade lines is documented in the Bonya Buru Booburrgan 
Ngmmunge: Bunya Mountains Aboriginal Aspirations and Caring for Country 
Plan (Bunya Mountains Elders Council & Burnett Mary Regional Group 2010).  
This plan articulates Aboriginal community aspirations to have these trade lines 
acknowledged today for what they were and are still today.  Additional 
corroborating evidence about these trade routes is reinforced by several authors 
(Blay 2011; Byrne 2004; Burnum 1998; Kerwin 2012; McBryde 1975-2014; Steele 
1984 and Skuthrope 2006).  Comparable documentation exists in relation to the 
dispersal and exchange of greenstone throughout south-eastern Australia from the 
Mount William quarry site, near Lancefield, in Victoria.   
 
A rigorous comparison and analysis of existing maps and data, in parallel with 
Elders stories will reveal existing tracks pertinent to this topic.  Accordingly, the 
key research question tackled in this thesis is: ‘What additional knowledge about 
the Bunya Mountain travelling routes and events is held by Aboriginal people, and 
what does it offer in spatially explaining these routes and events?’   
 
Bunya Tukka Tracks is intended to demonstrate that these trails still exist, and to 
assist in conserving and acknowledging the importance of these living cultural 
routes / tracks, Aboriginal journeys along these routes / tracks, and what such routes 
/ tracks meant and continue to mean to Aboriginal people and Australian history 
generally and holistically.  
 
We (Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people) are still travelling these trade 
routes today, still doing business and communicating different cultural information 
along the way.  You too are travelling our song lines and trade routes doing your 
businesses now.  You just do not know it because your eyes cannot see them yet. 
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This research will make a significant contribution to the acknowledgement of 
knowledge held by Aboriginal Elders that is crucial to capture.  This information 
has partially been recorded, is often held in oral repositories.  It is in danger of being 
lost.  It will be argued in this thesis that Aboriginal oral history of these routes/ 
tracks, events and traditional lifestyles continues today as evidenced by the 
reinvigorated Bunya Bunya Gatherings, The Bunya Dreaming Festival (Hands 
2007).  This research will attempt to fill in the missing pieces and join the dots of 
existing Aboriginal travelling routes and trails.  Importantly, this research will give 
Aboriginal informants an opportunity to have their voices heard and their stories 
documented in their words for their families, their future generations, and future 
historic records. 
 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people and their Elders can also use the 
information for negotiating with institutions, government departments and 
environmental services.  Future community use of this information could also 
inform recommended management strategies for identified areas of sustainable 
economic tourism development opportunities for local and neighboring Aboriginal 
people.  Another reason this research, is of a very timely manner, is as expressed 
by the Australian Prime Minister Malcom Turnbull, that “Australia is open for 
business” to projects that contribute to business innovation and tourism 
opportunities.  Along with the education and employment goals outlined with the 
Australian governments, Opportunity, Choice, Healing, Responsibility and 
Empowerment (OCHRE) initiatives (Australian Government 2013: n.p.) 
 
Bunya Tukka Tracks will also assist educational institutions, government 
departments and environmental services and may influence future policy and built 
and natural heritage conservation practices contributing to better management of 
cultural landscapes and “Caring for Country” practices.  Additionally, Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander people have an opportunity to invest in Australia’s 
tourism industry.  The Australian Tourism Industry is a growing multi-billion 
industry.  With support from the Australian Government, Tourism Destination 
Australia and the Australian Trade Commission (Austrade) have combined to 
facilitate investment in Australian tourism.  As described in Tourism Australia 
Consumer Research (2012), Australia offers a compelling value proposition for 
investors: 
 
It is the eighth largest tourism market in the world and a major destination 
for business investment.  Located in the world’s strongest tourism region and 
largest aviation market, Australia offers a secure and stable environment for 
tourism investors.  Tourism Destination Australia and Austrade have formed 
an investment promotion partnership in response to the national long-term 
tourism strategy, Tourism 2020, whereby the Australian and state and 
territory governments are working with industry to double overnight visitor 
expenditure to between $115 billion and $140 billion by 2020.  The 
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partnership demonstrates the Australian Government’s commitment to 
making the process of investment easier - removing barriers and making 
information and insight on Australian tourism opportunities more readily 
available to interested investors (Tourism Destination Australia 2012: n.p.). 
 
It is crucial that Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people have an equal 
opportunity to participate in Australia’s tourism business, as for too long too many 
non-Aboriginal people have taken knowledge and critical information from 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people and have prospered from our Culture.  
While Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people watch, their Country has been 
raped and pillaged of its natural resources for other peoples’ self-gain.  While 
witnessing the disrespect about their knowledge, its reinterpretation from its 
original stories to suit present circumstances or gain in mineral and resource 
exploitation is just a continuation of colonial practices.  The Bunya trees held (and 
continue to hold) varied and shared sacred significance to multiple Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander Nations, people walked the routes/trails utilising the edible 
nuts as ceremonial food and sustenance in their journeys.  The multi-Nation use of 
traditional travelling routes / trails is evidence of a stratification of knowledge 
related specifically to these trails, and therefore Nation-specific significance can be 
extrapolated from each Nation’s perspective.  While shared multi-Nation 
knowledge may lead to a better understanding of the rituals associated with the 
trails and Booburrgan Ngmmunge, the mysteries of major seasonal ceremonial 
Gatherings that previously brought Aboriginal peoples together, in large numbers, 
from a diverse wide region across Australia, is un-documented.  For the Bunya tree, 
the relationships between three-year Gathering cycles and the abundance of Bunya 
nuts will be presented in this thesis.  More information will be sought about the 
stories of Nation representatives carrying sticks (message sticks) from the 
Traditional Custodians of the trees whom travelled through the surrounding 
districts to invite selected groups to attend the ceremonial feasts (Holzworth & Huth 
2010: 13).  
 
The majority of this applied qualitative research was conducted in an environment 
and location that was cultural appropriate to the informant’s.  Such included 
traditional custodian areas or kinship areas with interviews from Traditional Owner 
groups on their Traditional Country, in spaces that were suitable to them and 
suggested by them.  When I am talking about kinship I am referring to areas that 
Aboriginal people have a connection to or relationship with from being removed 
from their traditional birth areas to another area or region recognising the various 
Australian Governments’ protection and assimilation legislation that legitimised 
forced removal practises and the Stolen Generation (Wilkie 1997). 
 
In each location, the methodology was applied consistently enabling replicability 
in future research and asking the same qualitative semi-structured questions 
associated within the more fluid approach of Kungan and Yarning.  To capture 
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additional information from informants, the research environments included the 
current Bunya Bunya Gatherings held in the Bunya Mountains known as the Bonye 
Bonye Gathering, or Bunya Dreaming Festival.  This Festival is now an annual 
event held on Mimburi property in the Obi Obi Valley alongside the Mary River 
and was initiated and co-ordinated by Beverly Hands, a traditional descendant of 
the Kabi Kabi nation.  An Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander-specific Gathering 
is held every year on the Australia Day weekend for Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander people; this day represents sadness, grief and loss and is known as 
‘Invasion Day’, the 26th of January.  A contemporary public Bunya Bunya 
Gathering has been held every 3 years since 2007 (Hands 2007).  Both events have 
provided major focal points for the gathering of diverse information from clan 
groups about the traditional travelling routes taken to and from the Bonye Bonye 
Gathering used by their people.   
 
The Bunya Mountain Murri Rangers and the Burnett Mary Regional Group, in 
collaboration hold their Gathering every year in February, and also a community 
day held in March (Bunya Mountains Elders Council and Burnett Mary Regional 
Group 2010: 123), to pay respects to their ancestors’ dreamings and to acknowledge 
the aspirations of Aboriginal people from the Bunya Mountain region reinforced 
by the Bonya Buro Booburrgan Ngmmunge.  This festival was created to re-
establish the traditional Bunya Bunya Gathering (Bunya Mountains Elders Council 
& Burnett Mary Regional Group 2010).   
 
Attending my first Bunya Dreaming Festival held at Mimburi property presented a 
unique opportunity to not only travel Country but to feel Country when I arrived.  
Being physically on Country for the Festival built a sense of Country opening up, 
wrapping her arms around me and taking me in and welcoming me.  My journey 
up to the festival was fraught with extreme weather conditions, floods and torrential 
rain; it was with great blessings that I made the first Gathering safe and sound.  I 
considered my safe arrival as Country wanting me to be there.  Each year more and 
more people attend the Festival, representing their mob, clan, nation or family 
group(s).  Someone from the group would stand up and introduce themselves to the 
audience; announce where they are from, who they are descendant of and their 
family mob/names.  I introduced myself and explained my theory and met local 
mobs who welcomed me and encouraged me to complete this research project, 
offering their input to represent their family groups was energising and a delight to 
have so much positive feedback to continue the research.  Thank you ancestors.  
 
The Bunya Ranges, or the Bunya Mountains, are home to the Wakka Wakka, 
Jarowair, Djaka-nde and the Barrungam.  The neighbouring clan groups are the 
Kabi Kabi, Githabul, Gooreng Gooreng, Butchelle, Quandamooka, Barangum, 
Yiman, and Willi Willi Nations, along with other kinship groups.  The Bunya 
Mountains are traditionally known as Booburrgan Ngmmunge.  Many Aboriginal 
people from many Nations hold an association to the Booburrgan Ngmmunge.  
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Aboriginal people of southern Queensland and northern New South Wales have 
special kinship with the Bunya tree, Bunya Bunya Gatherings and with Booburrgan 
Ngmmunge as outlined in the Bunya Mountains Aboriginal Aspirations and Caring 
for Country Plan (Bunya Mountains Elders Council & Burnett Mary Regional 
Group 2010: 10). 
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CHAPTER ONE 
 
    THE BUNYA TREE 
 
1 Bunya Forest (Queensland government 2011: n.p.) 
 
 
2. Bunya Pine (Araucaria bidwillii)        3. Bunya Nut (Araucaria cunninghami 
   (Swan 2015: n.p.)          (Willis 2006: n.p.) 
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This chapter provides a historic graphic chronology of the Bunya Pine (Araucaria 
bidwillii) from both a Western and Aboriginal prospective.  It also focuses on the 
genus and geographical locations of the Bunya Pine.  
 
The Bunya Pine is the last surviving species of the Section Bunya of the genus 
Araucaria.  This section was diverse and widespread during the Mesozoic period 
(252 to 66 million years ago) with some species having cone morphology similar 
to genus A. bidwillii, which appeared during the Jurassic period before the super 
continents separated (Galleschi et al. 2002: 540) remnants from the Jurassic Period 
(180 million years ago), when the western half of Gondwana (Africa and South 
America) separated from the eastern half (Madagascar, India, Australia, and 
Antarctica. 
 
  
4.  Gondwana Continental Drift Plates (Encyclopaedia Britannica 2010: n.p.)  
 
 
Bunyas stood tall like testaments of time revelling snippets of a long history of time 
and survival, known fossil records are known to have existed 100 million years ago 
at a time when the planet was hot enough for forest to grow across Antarctica and 
ocean levels were 200 metres higher than today (Williams 2015: n.p.).  Australia 
was still joined with Antarctica the forests of which had covered the ancient 
continent of Gondwana in Jurassic times when dinosaurs roamed the earth (Haebich 
2005: 2).  At that time, the Bunya tree was much more widely spread, as was its 
close relative, Araucaria mirabilis (long since extinct) making this tree a 
contemporary of dinosaurs like Stegosaurus.  
 
Conifers, including the ancestors of the Bunya pine and hoop pine, replaced ferns 
as the major vegetation about 200 million years ago.  Regardless of their name, 
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neither are true pines.  They belong to the cone-bearing Araucariaceae family, 
which was once distributed worldwide but is now restricted to Australia, New 
Guinea, New Caledonia, New Zealand, islands in the Pacific and South America.  
The Bunya tree is not a pine but rather is a large evergreen coniferous tree in the 
genus Araucaria, family Araucariaceae.  It is native to south-east Queensland with 
two small disjunct populations in northern Queensland's and many fine old 
specimens planted throughout Australia. 
 
The Bunya Mountains were formed approximately 30 million years ago and are 
thought to be the remains of an old shield volcano.  The lava flows cooled and 
hardened into basalt, and over millions of years the rock has eroded and weathered 
to form deep, nutrient-rich, red-brown and black soils.  The mountain has an 
average elevation of 975m with the highest point, Mt Kiangarow at 1135m (Office 
of Environment & Heritage 2010: 1).  The deep, moist gullies and varying aspects 
and altitudes of the Bunya Mountains provide sheltered environments and 
geographically isolated habitats in which a diverse range of plant and animal 
communities thrive.  A mix of moist rainforest, dry rainforest, grasslands, open 
forests and woodlands cover the mountains.  The Bunya pines tower over tall, moist 
rainforest along the range crest.  One can recognise the distinctive dome-shaped 
crowns of Bunya pines emerging above the canopy.  The under storage of the 
canopy is relatively sparsely open, ferns carpet much of the forest floor 
(Queensland Parks & Wildlife Service 2011: n.p.).  Under the canopy is quite dark 
in thick forested areas, as the hood of the Bunya pine partial shelters the ground 
from the sun.  
 
The Bunya tree species now placed under scientific Classification, named Bunya 
Pine (Araucaria bidwillii).  The tree was named by William Jackson Hooker after 
John Bidwill who delivered a live specimen to the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew 
(UK).  The name honours John Carne Bidwill (1815–1853) an early explorer, 
botanist who so call, ‘discovered’ the Bunya Pine and was the first Land 
Commissioner for Crown Lands, Wide Bay District of Queensland (the then New 
South Wales).  The use of the word ‘discovered’ in John Carne Bidwill’s story 
presents another argument as to who did originally discover the Bunya tree.  
Aboriginal people consider the Bunya tree was never lost and therefore, only 
discovered by new arrivals to the country.  As an Elder Aboriginal woman stated, 
‘It wasn’t lost, they didn’t discover our tree it’s been here since all time, until they 
came we had more, they destroyed it, chopped it down’ (Spiers 2013: n.p).   
 
According to Andrew Petrie it was Tom Petrie who discovered the Bunya tree.  But 
even then, Tom Petrie was taken to a Bonye gathering by local Aboriginal people 
and was shown the Bunya tree, both claiming and arguing over something that was 
not lost to be rediscovered and already had a name.  In western ideologies however, 
according to Bidwill it was himself, but there was not enough ‘written’ evidence to 
back Petrie’s claims and John Bidwill had personally taken a sample back to 
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England with him, so the species name became Bunya Pine (Araucaria bidwillii) 
named after John Carne Bidwill, (Kerkhove 2012: 2).   
 
The Bunya Tukka Tracks geographical area is shown in the Australia map, 1864 
Tracks of Earlier Explorers below in image 5 taken from Early Explorers in 
Australia: Primary Source and Personal Narratives 1788-1901 the collection is 
held in Flinders University.  I have chosen to use this map as it displays the tracks 
of early explorers, and also clearly and essentially highlights the original traditional 
travelling and trade routes of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people prior to 
colonisation. 
 
 
5. Map of Australia, 1864 (Prescott 1996: 29)  
 
 
The Bunya tree species is endemic to Queensland with a disjunct distribution in the 
state, with one large but fragmented area in the south-east and two smaller but 
adjacent areas in the north Queensland World Heritage listed Wet Tropics.  
Geographically, the Bunya Tree grows in the Bunya Ranges, the Bunya Mountains 
which are located in southern Queensland between far north east of New South 
Wales, approximately 250km, 2½–3 hours north west of Brisbane.  The Bunya 
Mountains is a spectacular rainforest range forming an isolated section of the Great 
Dividing Range lying almost centrally between Kingarow and Dalby. The Bunya 
forest is very distinctive compared to other native Australian forests when 
approaching as in image 7 below. 
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6.  Looking north-east from Bunya Mountains over Lower Burnett and Kingaroy 
regions. (National Parks Queensland 2015: n.p.) 
 
 
In one small mountainous area in south-eastern Queensland, the Bunya Mountains, 
this tree occurs in abundance.  McCulloch mentions in his biography of Governor 
Gipps that: 
 
So, significant was the association between Indigenous Australians and the 
Bunya, that in 1842 the New South Wales Governor Sir George Gipps, made 
the Bunya Proclamation.  This enlightened act recognised this ancient 
association between the first Australians and one of the world’s most ancient 
food trees.  Gipps ordered the whole area be put aside as a reserve for 
indigenous use (McCulloch 1966: n.p.). 
 
Because of the unique diversity of the Bunya Mountains in Queensland’s and the 
fascination with the Bunya pine, this area was set aside as the first National Park in 
Australia in 1908 and the second National Park in the World.  The area first set 
aside to form the Bunya Mountains National Park was 19,490ha and is now less 
than 100ha (Holzworth & Huth 2005: 5). 
 
Then some seventeen years later the area known as the Bunya Ranges, then State 
of New South Wales was declared a new State of Queensland.  The new state 
government rescinded the Bunya Proclamation in 1859, opening the whole area up 
to exploitation by settlers (McCulloch 1966).  Red Cedar (Toona ciliata), Bunya 
and Queensland Kauri Pine (Agathis robusta) were amongst the first ancient forest 
giants to be felled for timber and their rainforest habitat cleared for farming.  
Indigenous Australians were progressively driven from their traditional lands into 
missions to break this cultural connection. 
 
The Bunya Rainforest is an amazing artefact reflecting Aboriginal Land 
management practices using fire to maintain and allow the diversity in one 
landscape.  It once covered most of the Bunya Mountains, and not just the 
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distinctive subtropical rainforest with Bunya tree emergent.  But at least nine 
different kinds of rainforest, including dry rainforest, can be found on the 
mountains and lower slopes (Department of National Parks, Recreation, Sport & 
Racing 2013: n.p.). 
 
7.  Bunya Birthplace Araucariod Forest 100 million years ago (Williams 2015: 
n.p) 
 
 
Chronology of The Bunya Pine  
 
To survive for millions of years through extreme weather events, drifting 
continents, Ice Age, dinosaurs, severe drought and meteorites.  The Bunya trees 
biggest threat was and still is humans, non-Indigenous people who do not have a 
spiritual connection or cultural obligation to the Bunya tree or responsibilities for 
Country.  The Bunya Tree story along with the persistence and drive of Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander people to continue to co-exist, endure and resist 
colonisation is a captivating story of survival.  Anna Haebich’s description in her 
article ‘Assimilating the Bunya Forests’ is a compelling story of assimilation and 
survival.  Haebich states: 
 
The Forests’ significance for local Aboriginal people stretches back over 
millennia but with colonisation they were assimilated into European systems 
of scientific, economic, environmental and horticultural knowledge and 
practices.  Aboriginal people today continue to revere the bunya tree and it 
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remains one of an elite group of trees admired and studied around the world 
(Haebich 2002: 1). 
 
When yarning with community regarding knowledge of the Bunya tree some 
Aboriginal Elders tell me that long, long time ago the Bunya tree was found all over 
Australia.  Elders told me that they were told by their grandmothers that were all 
over Australia before the Ice Age (Manning 2013, 2016). 
 
This unique stature of a tree was soon claimed by the new settlers, who were quick 
to re-name and sell this precious resource.  I would think if it seems precious to the 
new comers, wouldn’t the new settlers think it was so for the original people of the 
land.  Surely, they couldn’t have thought otherwise?  One would have thought that 
the colonizers would have consulted with the local people who possessed the 
knowledge.  Instead they re-named, claimed and used the resource for their own 
purposes and profit.  Below is a table of the chronology order of the Bunya Pine 
time line developed by Haebich (2002).  As we move through the time line of the 
Bunya pines existence, it reveals time lines that match Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islanders auto-ethnographic accounts and oral stories handed down from generation 
to generation.   
 
Year Chronological Order of The Bunya Pine 
180M ancient conifer forests cover the earth; 
65M Araucariaceae forests disappear in the northern hemisphere but remain 
widespread on Gondwana in 20M; 
45M Australian continent breaking away from Gondwana and forming 
present shape; dominant conifer forests give way to sclerophyll 
angiosperm forests leaving relic conifer forests.  Exact date of 
appearance of Araucaria bidwill in fossil record is open to debate; 
similar species appear during Jurassic. 
4000 BP intensification of Aboriginal society towards more complex technology, 
sedentary life, intensive food production.  
1788 rainforest cover 1% of Australian continent; Araucaria restricted 
distribution; Bunya pine in South-East and North Queensland. 
1820s escape convicts and marooned sailors living with Aboriginal people 
along Queensland coast sight bunya trees and attend Bunya festival in 
‘Bunya scrubs” between Brisbane and Wide Bay. 
1824 convict settlement established at Moreton Bay. 
1838 Andrew Petrie arrives Moreton Bay, Foreman of Works, Moreton Bay; 
became first colonist to view tree when ascended Mt Beerwah in Glass 
House Mountains, drew tree, collected samples of timber, etc., sent 
report to Governor Gipps.  Tree classified locally as Pinus petrieana. 
1842 Governor Gipps’ proclamation to protect bunya tree from encroaching 
settlement.  John Bidwill arrives in Moreton Bay and publishes first 
botanical description of the bunya pine.  German missionary W Schmidt 
also publishers an account in Colonial Observer. 
1843 Bidwill returns to England with dried bunya specimens and living plants 
collected from 112km north west of Brisbane; specimen acquired for 
Royal Botanical Gardens, Kew.  Sir William Jackson Hooker publishes 
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description with double plate by Walter Hood Finch in London Journal 
of Botany classifying and naming Araucarua bidwillii. 
1844 Ludwig Leichardt meets Aboriginal groups travelling to Blackall Ranges 
for bunya festival 
1844/5 Tom Petrie visits Blackall Ranges with 100 Brisbane Aborigines for 
bunya festival at Baroon Pocket near Kenilworth as guest of Kabi Kabi 
people. 
1853 Bidwill dies age 38. 
1856  Bunya cones sell for 10 Guineas each at Covent Gardens, London 
1858  Baron Ferdinand Von Mueller distributing native plants in colonies and 
to Kew Gardens.  
1859 Colony of Queensland created. 
1860 Governor Gipps’ 1842 Bunya proclamation revoked; squatters and 
timber getters now allowed to take out timber cutting licences; early 
sawyers and bullock drivers move into bunya areas.  
1861 Governor Bowen requests assistance from Colonial Office to control 
Aboriginal resistance; reports that Aborigines had been driven out of 
regions of the bunya pine and forced into ‘fierce and actively hostile 
tribal resistance’. 
1861 Melbourne plant nurseries selling bunya plants.  Native police report 
large numbers of Aborigines gathered for bunya festival, Wide Bay 
Region. 
1863 Native police report problems getting Aboriginal men to join as troopers 
as are attending bunya festival or working on sheep stations, Wide Bay 
region. 
1863 Bunya tree at Kew Gardens 4m tall, moved to the Winter Garden (now 
Temperate House)  
1865 Queensland timber licences amendment excludes cutting of bunya trees. 
1870s Williams Parry-Okenden hunting stock and wild horses on spurs of 
Mount Mobalun. 
1870 Dalby police request more blankets due to increased number of 
Aborigines visiting  district for triennial bunya festival  
1873 Bunya tree at Kew Gardens bears massive cones. 
1875 Gold rush on Mary River brings rapid increased in white population  
1877 Nursery catalogues offering Araucaria species for sale; bunya specimens 
in country districts of Victoria in spacious gardens suited to large trees. 
1878 Bunya Mountains and foothills thrown open for selection under 
legislation passed by Thomas McIlwraith government; Queensland 
Darling Downs and Western Lands Co, owners included McIlwraith, 
monopolise timber cutting in district; opening of mills leads to 
wholesales cutting of bunya  
1883 Great Bunya Sawmill established on north branch of Myall Creek, brings 
end of Great Aboriginal festivals in the Bunya Mountains   
1885 Gympie the largest and most valuable timber district in South-East 
Queensland; new timber regulations lead to increase to timber licences 
and revenue collected in this way and through royalties 
1886 Nanango main mill in district near Bunya Mountains, problems 
removing wood due to wet conditions; block of bunya pine displayed at 
Colonial and Indian Exhibitions. 
1888 ‘Bunya Murder girl’s mutilated body found near parents’ home near 
Bunya Reserve on South Pine Road 22km from Brisbane; mother 
accused of murder. 
1891 A.H. Zillman requests Colonial Under Secretary Atherton to protect 
bunya trees in the north against timber getters; tree (coa or coah) grows 
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in scrubs in district; Aborigines gather it in large quantities, store for 
future use ‘as it will keep for a long time’. 
1890s Demise of trees conflated with ‘demise of Aborigines’, see publications 
The Land of the Bunyah, Ode to the Bunya.  Beginning of policy of 
forcible removals of Aboriginal people by the State to centralised 
institutions; passing of 1897 Act; institutions Deebing Creek, Fraser 
Island, Barambah, Durandur (closed 1905), Taroom, people moved to 
Woorabinda, Purga. 
1903 Settlers picnicking at Bunya Mountains during bunya harvest season. 
1908 9,105ha of land at Bunya Mountains reserved as National Park.  
1915-30 Bunya wood used for lining and sealing homes in local region of Bunya 
Mountains 
1918 Commemorative plantings of bunya with war memorials. 
1919 Ornithological excursion to Bunya Mountains. 
1919-27 Returned Soldiers build road up the Bunya Mountains; joint project of 
state government and Wanbro and Dalby Councils. 
1920-21 State government launches plantations of 6,000 seedlings of hoop and 
bunya pines at plantations on Fraser Island, Atherton, Mary Island; 
trailing commercial bunya plantations in northern NSW. 
1927 Commemorative planting of bunya at opening of Old Parliament House 
by Duke of York. 
1930s Aborigines still holding corroborees at Hawkewood Station for bunya 
festivals. 
1931 Jennyn Lind of Cherbourg writes to Chief Protector of Aborigines 
requesting halt to chopping of bunya trees. 
1941 83ha added to Bunya Mountains reserve.  Launch Samurang with hull of 
bunya offered for purchase to Queensland government. 
1954 Mr A Stirling donates 19ha to Bunya Mountains reserve. 
1970s Road surveyed from Kingaroy to top of Bunya Mountains.  Bunya barter 
system commences in Maleny. 
1990s Bunya Mountains National Park now 11,700ha; neighbourhood dispute 
over bunya tree Nedlands, Perth.  
2000 FAIRA plan to revive festival in Bunya Mountains during the last week 
of January. 
2001 Planting of 2 bunyas as international Tree of Peace at entry to Peace 
Park adjacent to National Library, Canberra.  Poisoner attacks bunya 
pine, Cambridge NZ 
2002 Aboriginal people of South-East Queensland talking of re-establishing 
the Bunya Festivals.  Purga vision for future use includes possible 
commemorative plantings of bunyas.  Native title claims for the Bunya 
Mountains. Dispute over bunya trees at Minden State School.  Maton 
guitars incorporate bunya wood; played by many Australian artists. 
Bunya nuts on sale and served in restaurants in Brisbane.  
 
8. Table Showing Chronological Order of the Bunya Pine (Haebich 2002: 115-
118). 
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CHAPTER TWO 
 
THE BUNYA MOUNTAINS: HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 
 
Introduction 
 
Elders tell us of the great gatherings of the Bunya Mountains and preparing to leave 
for the long journeys to the Bunya Ranges on ancestral pathways accompanied by 
cultural obligations and multiple responsibilities on the long journey, including 
acquiring resources, both tangible and intangible.  The excitement of ritual 
movement must have been electrifying, igniting the inner spirit, with a sense of 
cultural adrenalin satisfying spiritual custodian obligations and gathering of new 
ancestral knowledge and resources. 
 
There are scrupulously researched bodies of information relating to the Bunya pine, 
the nut and the all over majestic tree.  However, little is mapped from lower 
southern Queensland to the east coast of New South Wales, or known of why these 
tracks were chosen and for what other purpose these trails provided besides 
navigating through Country and what activities took place on these journeys.  Some 
tracks are known and some remain hidden to the western eye, not acknowledged as 
ancient Aboriginal trails but referred to by non-Aboriginal people as the Cobb & 
Co trail time at a when Cobb & Co were “king”, paving the way through Australia.  
Aboriginal trails were “discovered” and utilised for railway tracks, the telegraph 
line or main roads which are now re-named after explorers.  These explorers had 
been here for a fleeting moment, had just a glimpse and captured only a small 
portion of knowledge of the place compared to the millennium of land management 
practises of the original inhabitants. 
 
The colonial lens was firmly focused on Aboriginal people.  However, there was 
not the same degree of research conducted on Aboriginal people’s connection and 
relationship to Country – Land or the synergies of both people and land with regard 
to travel, ritual, sustenance and kinship lines or moiety groups.  Bunya Tukka 
Tracks focuses on a single aspect of this - the relationship of Aboriginal people and 
the Bunya Tree and Bunya nut and the travelling routes taken to acquire them.  
There has been some documented evidence in peoples’ journals, newspaper and 
diaries (Hume 1831; McCarthy 1939; Mitchell & Petrie 1983; Stuart 1861; 
Threlkeld 1931-1938) along with many more.  But these are just short statements 
and observations mostly concentrating on the feast itself or the gathering of the seed 
cones, the numbers of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people that would come 
from various areas that would gather in adorned in ceremonial fibres and resources 
alarm and concern the new settlers. 
 
As mentioned in the previous chapter, there is some documentation on Bunya 
gathering, stating that the last Bunya Gathering is believed to have been held in 
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1902.  One Governor, as mentioned in Chapter One, who had the foresight to 
protect the Bunya tree and prevent unnecessary skirmishes was Sir George Gipps 
who was appointed governor of New South Wales on 5 October 1837 (now the 
State of Queensland).  The Bunya tree is one of the very few trees to have been 
protected by government legalisation as early as 1842.  Governor Gipps was aware 
of the importance of the Bunya tree to the Aborigines and strived to lessen the 
conflicts between them and white settlers who could only see economics and source 
of large timber supplies.  Governor Gipps proclaimed that Aborigines were to have 
sole use of the Bunya trees where they occurred (Holzworth & Huth 2005: 6). 
 
Gipps’ foresight was witnessing the introduction of government settlements 
displacing Aboriginal people from their traditional custodial lands and brought 
disruptions to countless traditional gatherings and ceremonies, as well as national 
“parliamentary events”.  One well known and documented ceremony was the Bonye 
Bonye feast held in the Bunya Mountains, Bunya Rangers Southern Queensland.  
Here many representatives from different groups met triennially to discuss 
important issues relating to the environment and the “Lore” of The Dreaming.  But, 
a focus has not been taken on the travelling routes to and from southern Queensland 
to eastern New South Wales.  However, a colonial or European compartmentalised 
research interest was evident in the documentation of the Bunya tree itself utilising 
descriptive text such as the ‘fascinating tree’ or ‘majestic tree’ (Huth 2003: 2) and 
in the words of Stephen Simpson, ‘But what am I to say of the Bunya-Bunya tree?  
About this majestic tree whose trunk looks like a pillar supporting the vault of 
heaven?’ (Simpson 1843: 6).  Simpson comments are actually very close to 
Aboriginal cosmological religious views and truth.  There are ancient rock 
engravings around Australia showing Aboriginal people with a ladder-like structure 
climbing giant trees up into the “Skyworld”, such as in western New South Wales 
and southern Flinders Ranges, South Australia, just to name a few (Clarke 2015).  
These engravings and Indigenous epistemology will be discussed in further 
research.  
 
People of Bunya Country an Aboriginal Understanding of the Bunya  
 
As mentioned previously the Bunya Ranges or the Bunya Mountains are home to 
the Wakka Wakka, Jarowair, Djaka-nde and the Barrungam and neighbouring clan 
groups are the Kabi Kabi, Githabul, Gooreng Gooreng, Butchelle, Quandamooka, 
Barangum, Yiman, and Willi Willi Nations, along with other kinship groups.  The 
Bunya Mountains are traditional known as the Booburrgan Ngmmunge.  Many 
Aboriginal people from many Nations had an association to the Booburrgan 
Ngmmunge.  Aboriginal people of southern Queensland and northern New South 
Wales have special kinship with the Bunya tree, gatherings and Booburrgan 
Ngmmunge (Bunya Mountains Elders Council & Burnett Mary Regional Group 
2010: 10).  
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Aboriginal people know their Country explicitly, liken to knowing your mother, 
knowing everything about her, what she likes and doesn’t like, how to be respectful 
and knowing all the guidelines growing up to communicate with her.  Aboriginal 
people talk about the pathways that the Dreaming’s took and certain places in the 
country side that relate to these stories, tangible with intangible knowledge.  As 
West emphasises, ‘The land is still believed to be lateen with the potent force of 
these particular beings that went into the land at certain points so for people today 
these concepts are still very alive and very much the focus for important rituals’ 
(Leticia 2015).  Like all entities in Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people’s 
lore, the Bunya Mountains also has a Dreamtime story of creation relating to the 
Bunya tree and Bunya nut.  The oral story of how the Bunya tree developed its 
prickly leaves to protect the fruit from the rats (macropods), taking too many nuts 
is a story told by the Kubi Kubi and Jarowair nations.  This traditional story is also 
backed by scientific evidence as Capocchi et al. (2011: 823) identified in the study, 
‘Proteolytic enzymes in storage protein mobilization and cell death of the 
megagametophyte of Araucaria bidwillii’. 
 
Although there are no reported dispersal agents for the seeds of Bunya, being so 
large the macropods and various species of rats are known as predators of the seeds 
and tubers.  It was observed that the Bush Rat (Rattus fuscipes) was catching Bunya 
seeds from limited distances uphill from parent trees, possibly allowing ridge-top 
germination.  Brush tail possums (Trichosurus spp.) were mentioned as carrying 
the seeds up trees.  A study carried out in 2006, on the Short-eared Possum 
(Trichosurus caninus) has also shown them to disperse the Bunya seed (Capocchi 
et al. 2011: 823). 
 
While yarning with Aboriginal people on dispersal methods there is a traditional 
story relating to the rat and part my short version of the story is that many hundreds 
of years ago the Bunya tree didn’t have prickles until it had to protect itself from 
rats taking to many Bunya nuts, so then it grew prickles on its leaves, which also 
lines up with scientific evidence and time lines.  Elders have also mentioned that 
the Bunya nut was not only moved by the people but also through Dinosaurs, 
reflected in the song lines (Manning 2015), but that’s a whole other story.  
 
Traditional custodian and leader Paddy Jerome of the Jarowair people tells stories 
that document the traditional name for the Bunya Mountains called Booburrgan 
Ngmmunge, Jerome explains:  
 
The Bunya Mountains which means ‘our Mother breasts’ – Boobarran 
Ngummin, this is a very sacred place.  The Bunya Mountains, the Bunya nut, 
to us was our Mother’s Milk.  To us it is equal in status to Uluru, to all the 
tribes of South East Queensland and Northern New South Wales it has been 
very significant, in fact for thousands of years, perhaps 60,000 years and 
that’s a long time.  Our people would gather at the Bunya Mountains from 
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these areas.  It was a deeply spiritual arousing ceremony.  We went to suck 
the breast of our Mother, who gave us this, the spirituality that was so intense 
that it was a part of our bearing in this country, our Mother Australia, the 
Earth.  We are sucking the breast, sucking the milk, the Bunya nut, from her.  
All around the Bunya Mountains is very, very spiritual country.  There are 
indicators speaking to Murris, telling them where to go, what to do, what 
ceremonies to perform (Jerome 2002: 1).  
 
To the Jarowair people, in their Country Jarowair means “the givers”.  Their 
Country includes the western slopes of the Great Dividing Range from Crow’s Nest 
to Dalby; north to Bell and south to Oakey.  It also includes the towns of Bell, 
Crow’s Nest, Dalby and Oakey.  The Yaegl and Gumbaingirr people occupied their 
core tribal areas all year round.  Wakka Wakka peoples’ Country includes Nanango 
north to Mount Perry behind the Coast Range; west to Boyne River, upper Burnett 
River, and Mundubbera; at Kingaroy, Murgon and Gayndah.  Djaku-nde people 
occupy Boyne and Auburn Rivers; north to Hawkwood; south to Dividing Range 
and vicinity of Kum-bia.  Barrungam peoples come from the riverine region on the 
Condamine River.  Barrungam Country occurs on the red soils south west of the 
Dividing Range.  It includes: the headwaters of Condamine River east of Jackson 
to about Dalby; north about Charley Creek to the Dividing Range west to 
Wongorgera and Woleebee; south to Tara; at 165° Chinchilla and Jandowae 
(AIATSIS 1994; Bunya Mountains Elders Council & Burnett Mary Regional 
Group 2010: 10; Tindale 1974). 
9.  Language Groups of the Bunya Mountains, derived from Aboriginal Australia 
Wall Map (Horton 1996) 
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Aboriginal people know their Country explicitly and the truth about these roads and 
trails, as these stories too were handed down from generation to generation to keep 
history and culture alive forever.  This is a cultural obligation to The Dreamtime 
and Mother Earth that cannot be negotiated.  Bunya Tukka Tracks plays a small 
contemporary role in preserving stories so future generations can continue in 
handing down the stories of Australian history, life and change in the environment.  
Aboriginal people too thought it was important to record and hand down 
information to the next generation about how new people arrived on our shores and 
where they came from and for what purposes.  
 
When Aboriginal people translated how Europeans copied Aboriginal people or 
claimed they had surveyed and pioneered through thick forested country.  These 
stories were often conveyed and told with great humour, explaining how the 
newcomers mimic Aboriginal people, making out they found these pathways on 
their own merit.  Traditionally, one would be punished for claiming someone else’s 
work in Aboriginal “Lore”.  However, for Aboriginal people, the Bunya tree has 
never been lost to be discovered as claimed by John Bidwill and Andrew Petrie.  
Karen Martin, an Aboriginal scholar describes such newcomers as ‘just another 
mere tourist passing through’ (Martin 2014: n.p.).  
 
The European fascination with the statuesque form of the Bunya tree and nut, did 
not extend to an association between Aboriginal people.  The imposition of western 
paradigms or worldview neglected to observe the holistic nature of Aboriginal life 
and in particular the relationships between Aboriginal peoples and Country.  The 
boundless natural resources of the Australian bush were missed by early settlers to 
Australia, including critical ancient survival expertise and cosmological values and 
insights held by Aboriginal people about the Bunya tree and nut and its medicinal 
and nutritional values and uses were missed of this botanical “discovery”. 
 
The Dreamtime is universal. It continues today with Aboriginal and Torre Straight 
Islander Elders and the birth of their children.  The Dreamtime is something that 
will never end (Tacon 2015: n.p.).  The Dreamtime, Indigenous knowledge systems 
and epistemologies will be discussed further in the following Methodology 
Chapter.  The Bunya tree story starts at the beginning of time, The Dreamtime.  The 
Bunya nut like the movement of other resources was more than just trade, when 
Aboriginal people moved and observed over the Australian landscape, looking 
through the lens of an Aboriginal person, was like casting a net over the 
environment that took in much more information than through the lens of non-
Aboriginal person, more likened to looking through a kaleidoscope than a lens.   
 
The Dreaming tracks are as old as the continent of Australia. Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander people believe that these ancestral Dreaming paths were carved into 
landscape at the time of creation on earth.  Dreaming paths are mirrored ancestral 
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landscapes and are associated with the greater cosmological of our planet, the solar 
system and beyond.  Anthropologist Stella Wheildon (2012: 12) explains:  
 
Traditional Aboriginal people’s knowledge systems held extensive lore, it 
was not lost it just had to go underground in order to survive.  There were 
very strong Aboriginal people in many nations like the Narwarkarl and the 
Githabul Nations of the mid north coast of New South Wales who have 
insured the integrity and protection of this information until western science 
was ready.   
 
Wheildon confirms ‘So powerful was this information that it helped determine 
Federal law in granting Native Title to the Narwarkarl and the Githabul moiety 
nations’ (Wheildon 2012: 12).  
 
The Narwarkarl and Githabul nations were able to prove that Aboriginal 
epistemology auto-ethnographical accounts could and did assist in affirming 
“Traditional Lore” in western Law ideologies and securing native title land claims.  
Dale Kerwin explains the Dreamtime in his book, Aboriginal Dreaming Paths and 
Trading Routes: The Colonisation of the Australian Economic Landscape: 
 
Dreaming tracks were created long before Australian Aboriginal people took 
their human form.  The Dreamtime Spirits used them to seek out food, create 
paths to waterholes and soaks, which became their drinking places and to 
assemble by known tracks.  The voices that come from the deserts and forests 
are not simply the spirits of the trees, but those of Aboriginal ancestors.  
These beings still continue to travel along the road and are located in the 
environment, for the road is a primal thing that is silent and scarcely obvious, 
except to Australian Aboriginal people for whom the roads are known as 
Dreaming tracks (Kerwin 2012: 37). 
 
Aboriginal ancestors have been handing down this knowledge through oral stories, 
art, song and dance of these events for hundreds and thousands of years, like the 
great flood, the great drought, meteorites (ABC 2015: n.p.) and many other great 
environmental changes to the land, but it is only recently that Western science is 
catching up with Australian Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander epistemology and 
oral historical accounts.  Indigenous knowledge systems are being recognised.  The 
more archaeological evidence is being unearthed, providing scientific evidence of 
Aboriginal occupation, the more mainstream society is starting to pay attention to 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander ideologies, auto-ethnographic accounts and 
knowledge systems transferred through oral stories.  
 
To support Indigenous paradigms and knowledge systems I have drawn on 
academic works from Indigenous authors such as Martin (2013, 2014), Foley 
(2003), Kimmer 2016), Rigney (1996, 2006), Smith (1999) and Wheildon (2011).  
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These authors also advocate evidence based and material lived reality for 
Indigenous ways of “knowing”, “being” and “doing.” 
 
In terms of western scientific evidence base material, I will be drawing on authors 
and researchers such as McBryde (1984, 2003) The Falling Sky: Symbolic and 
Cosmological Associations of the Mt William Greenstone and Exchange in south 
eastern Australia.  Wheildon (2011) are asserting the boundaries of entrenched 
western paradigms and their misrepresentation of Indigenous epistemology.  That 
western society may finally, before it is too late be arriving at an era were the 
possibility of agreeing that Aboriginal Dreamtime stories are not just stories or 
Myths after all as science combined with geology, anthropology and archaeology 
are proving to line up with Elders oral interpretations and knowledge systems.   
 
This important historical information from our Elders of Australian land 
management practices is now critical to capture, as we have already lost so much 
valuable knowledge and traditional information of natural resources, pristine water 
ways and high light the importance traditional land management practices.  Land 
management practises consist of everything within the land, including the sky, 
water, flora and fauna, the whole environment.  The purpose of this research is to 
add an additional information to the body of knowledge already in existence. 
 
Evidence of the Dreamtime and Aboriginal beliefs and ways of knowing can be 
witnessed at physical sites such as the Koonalda Cave, located in the Nullarbor 
Plains, South Australia.  Pitjantjatjara Elders Roy Underwood and Ned Grant 
explain to archaeologist, Dr Scott Cane on the first episode of the epic documentary 
First Footprints (ABC 2015) of the creation story of this cave.  While travelling 
along song lines the dreamtime story ‘The Mamu Dreaming Track’ concerning the 
pathway from Yalata to the Nullarbor Plain through the Great Victorian Desert.  
The story relates to the Koonalda cave, dated 22,000 years old plus and is from 
where Pitjantjatjara Aboriginal people came and were created in the beginning, 
“The Dreamtime”.  The Koonalda Cave is now on the National Heritage list and 
dates back from the Pleistocene period.  The Koonalda cave shows evidence of 
“finger fluting” which matches the geographical timelines and oral stories from 
Aboriginal Elders (SA Museum 2013).   
 
Cane describes this as he abseils down the cave ‘Deep down inside the cave is like 
a womb, it is very dark and very step and the only big cave within miles’ (ABC 
2015: n.p.).  The story told from this is where their ancestors were created they 
climbed out of the darkness of the earth, from the womb of the mother at the 
beginning of time.  
 
There are other such creation stories across Australia explaining the beginning of 
the ‘Dreamtime’.  Another story relating to the “Dreamtime” and “Creation” story 
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(Ancient Mysteries: Dreamtime of the Aboriginals Mystery of Man 2015). The 
Dreamtime and Creation is described as: 
 
At the dawn of time super natural beings arose from the mud of a lifeless 
earth.  Some took human form others travelled the form of Giant Kangaroos, 
Lizard, snakes or birds.  They journeyed over the shapeless earth creating 
landscape as they went and giving birth to the first Aboriginal people 
(Ancient Mysteries 2015: n.p.). 
 
As the documentary states ‘they created the land in their wake, they the Ancestral 
beings created a network of sacred pathways which stretched hundreds of miles 
across Australia’ (Ancient Mysteries 2015: n.p.). The documentary describes how 
Aboriginal people: 
 
Celebrate, cherish and obey ancient traditions which is the oldest continuous 
line of human wisdom on earth, it is called The Dreamtime a body of stories 
which describe the creation of the world.  The Dreamtime culture still thrives 
linking the past the present and the future.  Dreamtime secrets passed down 
from generation to generation in sacred stories, art, song and dance give the 
knowledge of the spirit world (Ancient Mysteries 2015: n.p.). 
 
It still amazes me that even with the scientific evidence we have today of Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islanders existence, whether that be 120,000, 60,000, or even 
20,000 years ago that Indigenous knowledge systems are still struggling to be 
accepted by western ideologies.  Even 20,000 years ago is still an astounding length 
of time for transference of information shared by the original people live in 
harmony with their land, environment and cosmological world view and holistic 
knowledge of Country and place. 
 
Colonial Histories and Writings  
 
The Bunya Tukka Tracks argues that majority of these explorers did not discover 
these new pathways through Australia and also altered maps to reflect their own 
discoveries.  Aboriginal people know of their existence and colonial explorers 
walked on existing Aboriginal pathways.  Evidence of colonial ‘discovery’ of 
Aboriginal trails abounds in texts and journals such as that of Major Thomas 
Mitchell 1848, who put reference in his own journal’s stating they had Aboriginal 
guides show them the way Stuart and Mitchell (Baker 1967: 180).  Yet, there are 
many highways and roads named after explores and surveyors like John McDougall 
Stuart, the Stuart Highway in Northern Territory and South Australia and the Hume 
Highway in New South Wales.  For example, the Hume and Hovell expedition in 
1831, Hume even contradicts himself when writing in one of his own journals (cited 
in Frew 2012: 86) he states that ‘when not using Aboriginal guides, we would 
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follow Aboriginal tracks or native path’.  Explorers Hovell and Hume while 
surveying through south east coast soon lost their way but as Frew notes: 
 
Just six days after discovering a native pathway, the Tumbarumba Creek 
gorge and the sight of the range of snow-capped mountains forced the party 
west wards to the present site of Tumbarumba and to the Manus valley, an 
area with abundant archaeology evidence of significant Aboriginal 
occupation and an area now recognised as being on major pathways form 
the west and south-west, through Tumbarumba to Yallowin (Frew 2012: 114). 
 
There are quite a few monuments around Australia honouring the so called ‘Great 
Pioneering Explorer’ who ‘open up the dry harsh’ Australian continent for the 
Crown’ (Robin, Dickman et al. 2011: 229).  Hume even carves his name on tree 
that was already a scare tree that had significate meaning to the local Aboriginal 
people.  Preserved in 1824 (Peach 2007: 63) because it had Hume’s signature on it 
when on the other side of the Country, in western New South Wales scar trees were 
being removed at an extremely rapid rate, as well as burning scar trees in fear of 
evidence of the first people relationship with the land or Aboriginal people coming 
into ‘their’ now land.  As Peach states, the Hume Highway that now links 
Australia’s two greatest cities still follows, to a large degree, the track which was 
allegedly established by Hume and Hovell (Peach 2007: 58).  These tracks were 
already well-established tracks established longer than other tracks in the world.  
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10. Exploration Map, Hume and Hovell 1845-1825 (Peach 2016: 60)  
 
The map above also reveals information regarding traditional travelling routes.  As 
Hume and Hovell had merely walked over existing traditional travelling routes, not 
navigating through virgin land.  Furthermore, diaries, journals and letters sent back 
to England provide an insight to written evidence documented and referred to by 
authors such as Kerwin, Burnum and others who mention that explorers and 
surveyors had Aboriginal people as their trackers and guides showing them the 
way.  Without Aboriginal guides, they would have perished in surveying 
expeditions such as those of Burke and Wills in 1861 travelling through western 
New South Wales (Tombs & Whitcombe, 1908).  Bunya Tukka Tracks will be 
utilising scholarly research to support this theory as well as auto-ethnographic 
accounts from participants and researching back over historical records.  
 
Europeans were besotted with the Bunya Tree even as far back as the 1860s, 
European settlers were travelling to the Bunyas for the scenic holidays.  The 
Superintendent of the Great Bunya Sawmill in the 1880s, showed the Premier of 
Queensland Sir Robert Herbert visions of a tourist town with accommodation and 
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roads allowing people to experience the mountains views.  In 1881 after that visit 
timber reserve, of some 12,150ha was declared protected.  Following more than 20 
years of lobbying against powerful timber and grazing interests and numerous visits 
by inspectors of forests, another 9,112ha of National Park was declared in July 
1908.  The words of Inspector of Forests GL Board in 1903 reflect widespread 
sentiment, ‘It would be a disgrace to allow this beautiful spot to be alienated or 
otherwise lost to the public' (Queensland Government 2013: n.p.).  The Bunya 
Mountains National Park became Queensland's second national park and first of 
substantial size (Queensland Government 2013: n.p.). 
 
Timber was still being cut and sold up to the 1930s despite this protection. In 
additions to the park, including donations by the Stirling family, and conversion of 
some State forests increased its area to 19,493ha (Queensland Government 2013: 
n.p.). 
 
 
11.  Photograph of Huge Bunya Pine (State Library of Queensland 1927).  
 
The above image portrays two women proudly sitting on a huge Bunya tree trunk 
cut down with Arthur Groom self-importantly standing next to his accomplishment 
in 1927.  This log has the largest girth (925.6m long measurement) of any log 
brought out of the Bunya Mountains since the Bunya Mill commenced operations.  
These operations existed even though the Bunya tree had been declared protected 
in 1824, and was part of the first National Park in Australia (second in the World).  
This Bunya tree of such tremendous size for that era, was still at risk of being felled 
by colonisers.  The Bunya tree was again protected from being cut down in 1908, 
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by legalisation.  This did not stop the rebelling new settlers from taking and doing 
whatever they wanted to do.  
 
Though Governor Gipps knew the character of the new settlers, who were mere 
convicts expelled from their own Country to settle in ours he was unable to prevent 
the felling of tress, if only the concerns of Governor Gipps were enforced and the 
new settlers had the same attraction to save the traditional people as the Bunya tree 
much would have been preserved.  The relationships between governors, police and 
people of authority with the convicts were already abhorrent.  There was foresight 
expressing concerns for the wealth and existence of Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander people expressed and written in many journals: 
 
The settlers have formed stations considerably to the northward of Moreton 
Bay, and one gentleman, well known for his enterprising spirit, has 
established sheep-stations in the vicinity of Wide Bay, which is in 25 south 
latitude, and nearly six hundred miles from Sydney.  A species of palm, 
bearing an edible fruit, begins to grow to the north of Moreton Bay; there is 
a large extent of country in which it is particularly abundant, and which the 
constant place of resort is for a vast number of the Aborigines, who feed on 
the fruit, which they call Bunya Bunya.  In consequence of the large tribes of 
natives in this region, the Governor has promulgated an order, enjoining the 
Commissioner of Crownlands at Moreton Bay, not to allow any persons to 
form stations in those parts of the country in which these Australian trees 
grow (McCulloch 1966: n.p.). 
 
The Catholic clergy in Sydney, with an interest to convert Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander people to the church were swift to take advantage of the constant 
large assemblage of tribes at this prohibited region, and established a mission 
among them:  
 
As the Governor's order will protect these native tribes from the corrupting 
influence of the lower orders of the white population, the missionaries appear 
to entertain great hopes that their endeavours to convey some idea of religion 
to these Aborigines will be attended with greater success, than the many futile 
attempts hitherto made to convert the Australian blacks to Christianity. 
 
Some German missionaries have been for some time among the blacks at Moreton 
Bay, and one of them has obtained considerable notoriety from having deliberately 
accused the squatters in that district of having poisoned upwards of fifty of the 
native blacks.  The squatters of Moreton Bay, are almost all gentlemen of education 
and good connections, many of them being retired officers; and the ridiculous 
improbability of the general accusation brought against them by the Reverend Mr. 
Schmidt was so universally felt in the colony, that little trouble was taken to remove 
the aspersion cast upon them (Hodgkinson 1845: 113).   
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Reverend Schmidt also takes particular notice the Bunya tree and the fruit produced 
and the close relationship with the tree and the local Aboriginal people in that 
region.  Reverend Schmidt also mentions in his journals how well maintained the 
Australia landscape was on first sight compared to what he read form previous 
explores written commentary prior to his journey to Australia, he states: 
 
What I had previously read respecting the sterility of the soil of New 
Holland, and the dry, harsh, dismal appearance of its vegetation.  I was 
therefore much struck with the luxuriance of the vegetation on the coast, as 
we approached Port Macquarie; dense thickets of cabbage palms and 
myrtle trees, extended down the gently sloping rocky declivities, even within 
reach of the spray, and every unwooded patch was covered with grass.  I 
had certainly never before seen a coast so beautiful; the tints of the rocks, 
foliage, and verdure, were all of that warm, mellow kind which a painter 
would delight in studying.  Native grasses managed land (Schmidt cited in 
Hodgkinson 1845: 73).  
 
Contemporary Writings  
 
Contemporary research into Aboriginal trails and natural resources has been 
conducted in several areas of New South Wales.  One example that is related to this 
research is the Bundian Way Pass initiated by Eden Local Aboriginal Land Council 
in 2013 in partnership with New south Wales Forestry Corporation, the Office of 
Environment and Heritage and the local community.  This research collaboration 
developed “Bundian Way” a traditional pathway that provided passage from 
Twofold Bay and the Snowy Mountains ranging from Targangal (Mt Kosciuszko), 
through Nurudji Djurung (the lower Snowy River) southern ranges and Bilgalera 
on Twofold Bay (Office of Environment & Heritage 2013: n.p.).  The area is now 
on the heritage register for both its Aboriginal and European shared heritage values.  
The Bundian Way is of State significance as a rare surviving ancient pathway used 
by Aboriginal people for over thousands of years linking the high country at 
Kosciuszko and the south coast at Eden (Office of Environment Heritage 2013).  It 
is associated with seasonal gatherings of Aboriginal Nations on the Snowy River 
for Bogong Moth (Agrotis infusa) collection and on the Eden Coast during whale 
migration.  It is known historically for its significant role in early colonization 
whereby European settlers were aided by Aboriginal guides in search of pasturing 
lands (OEH 2013).  The Bundian Way is now becoming a major tourist attraction 
for walkers and historians.  The Bundian Way project sets precedence for 
duplication in the Bunya Ranges.  Just recently in late 2016 the Bundian Way 
project has attracted and received $700,000 funding secured from the 
Commonwealth government to establish economic and tourisms opportunities for 
the Aboriginal community and for Tourism Australia.   
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General Concepts 
 
Until recent times it was believed by European settlers that because physical 
evidence of European farming techniques, such as fencing and large agricultural 
cropping, were not visible in the Australian landscape that Aboriginal people did 
not farm their land and therefore did not own their land or show ownership.  The 
Bunya Ranges had many groups who permanently lived there and had custodial 
obligations to the land (Kerkhove 2012).  Aboriginal people farmed grasses and 
bush lands following traditional land management practises such as fire stick 
farming, cleaning and cleansing the land or fire management methods that have 
been handed down for thousands of years with much success.  Bill Gammage 
reveals how Aboriginal people had in fact managed and shaped the land to a 
significant degree, in systematic and scientific fashion (Gammage, 2011).  When 
Europeans first arrived in Australia, they described some areas as ‘Superb 
Gentlemen’s Parks’, full of lush open grass lands surrounding rainforests that 
Aboriginal people had been farming for nutritional purposes known as Grassy 
Balds in a study done of the Bunya Ranges and effects on traditional grasses from 
traditional fire practises.  The journal, Aborigine-managed forest, savannah and 
grasslands: biome switching in montane eastern Australia by researchers Butler, 
Fensham, Haberle, Bury, Bowman and Murphy (2014) concluded that:   
 
A general absence of fire since the 19th century has greatly reduced the extent 
of grassy savannah and grassland formations, to the advantage of the 
rainforest.  These results support the hypothesis that the vegetation mosaic 
on the Bunya Mountains is a cultural artefact and testament to millennia of 
skilful and persistent burning (Butler et.al. 2014: 1502). 
 
The landscape had changed since Aboriginal traditional land management or what 
is now known as ‘Caring for Country’ practices had ceased as a result of 
colonisation.  This is evident in the environment.  Many Australian native plants 
require bush fires to germinate seeds or to process seeds of toxins for reproduction 
and consumption (Bodkin 2010).  Aboriginal people’s knowledge of land 
management comes from an eternity of observation and use as noted by Dale 
Kerwin: 
  
The Aboriginal environment furnishes a symbolic text where Aboriginal 
people read their own intentions, identity, culture, and wisdoms.  Both the 
landscape and the country is the text.  The environment provides the very 
essences of Aboriginal ontology- relationships between individuals, society, 
nature, and time is based in the environment (Kerwin 2012: 39).  
 
Mount Yengo located in Wollombi Hunter Valley, New South Wales, holds 
prodigious cultural significance to Aboriginal people of the New South Wales 
region.  Mount Yengo is as important to New South Wales Aboriginal Nations as 
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Uluru is to the Central Desert Nations.  However, there are still gaps in knowledge 
of traditional walking tracks within New South Wales.  These gaps include 
incomplete mapping trails to this actual site and leaving this site.  The tracks are 
not all clear and local Aboriginal people believe that these trails held cultural 
significance and joined the Bunya Tukka Tracks from Mount Yengo New South 
Wales to the Bunya Mountains southern Queensland.  Further research will extend 
on these events from oral transference of Aboriginal Elders and people who still 
have knowledge of ceremony and travel.  Mount Yengo and Darkinjung and 
Awabakal Country holds very significant ceremonial sites that Aboriginal people 
would have attended and visit on their journey to the Bonye bonye gatherings, 
extended research will also focus on these points.  Sites such as Tidlik the frog and 
ceremonies such as the Burbung (Mathews 1997: 1) a major Darkinjung ceremony.  
As a close Aboriginal Elder once told me ‘Aboriginal people came from miles 
around to come here and the Burbung held by Darkinnung our mob on their way 
up north for other business’ (Speirs 2013). 
 
Emerging Patterns  
 
There are still gaps in currently available records and publications regarding eastern 
New South Wales high lighting song lines, travelling or trading routes and the 
variant routes to and from the Bunya Mountains.  Also, information is scant as to 
why the Bunya gatherings were of such ritual high importance in relation to 
ceremony, trade and business thru the journey, to travel such long distances had to 
have meant something very special.  The lack of information around Aboriginal 
travelling routes and trail links becomes more obvious the closer one is to the nerve 
centre of colonisation from Botany Bay, Sydney, and southern New South Wales.  
 
To inform the gaps in current knowledge around Aboriginal tracks and trading 
routes in eastern New South Wales, this research will investigate current ancient 
Dreamtime stories from across New South Wales that may open up further 
understanding of the multi-Nation purposes of tracks across New South Wales and 
beyond.  Paul Tacon and Margie West (Ancient Mysteries: Dreamtime of the 
Aboriginals, 2015) state that the “Dreamtime” is an Aboriginal English word that 
explains the creation of the world view, a philosophy, a way of life as well as a 
religion most ancient areas of the Dreamtime describe the creation of the world, 
then the creation of all the different creatures that populated the world and finally 
the creation of the people.  There are all sorts of ancestor beings, heroes travelling 
across the landscape shaping, transforming it and creating all of the different 
creatures that now inhabit it. 
 
In Summary  
 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people have been recording and transmitting 
this information for a millennium.  The evidence is there, it is recorded in the 
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environment through mediums such as rock art and bark and canvas art, engravings 
extensively throughout Australian landscape, and expressed through storytelling, 
song and dance.  But also, and more importantly, through oral transference.  Oral 
communication was and still is a legitimate form of retaining and transferring 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander history.   
 
The travelling routes taken by Aboriginal people within New South Wales are 
known through oral accounts.  Our people travelled the water ways never travelling 
to far away from water and known food sources.  Travelling stock routes (TSR) as 
they are known today are also traditional pathways.  That ridge tops were 
transcended and saddles within the ridgetops were utilised for camping areas along 
the way, as these areas were the easiest to navigate through and had vantage points 
for seeing over Country.  As mentioned by some Aboriginal Elders, the Great 
Dividing Range was also a well-known travelling route known to Aboriginal 
people, along with waters ways below the Great Dividing Range and the east coast 
line for obvious reasons.  Through the following chapters I will demonstrate how 
oral knowledge was and still is a legitimate form of retaining and transferring 
Australian history.   
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CHAPTER THREE 
 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY  
 
The Bunya Tukka Tracks research will investigate ancient and continuing 
Aboriginal knowledges and practices through an Aboriginal lens.  By utilising 
established and new methodologies, this work has emerged as the basis for the 
development of a culturally sound and mutually beneficial research methodology 
referred to throughout this work as “reciprocal research methodology”.  Indigenous 
epistemology and paradigms will be drawn from authors: Kimmer (2016), Martin 
(2006), Rigney (2011), Smith (1999) and Wheildon (2013) and also qualitative 
research methods will inform the Bunya Tukka Tracks research.  Scholarly 
examination of archival records and action based research will be used  to gather 
oral and  written evidence of historical events including researching back supported 
by theorists such as Connell (2011), Rigney (2011, 2014) and Smith (2013).  
Decolonizing theories will be applied to critique current written and established 
evidence and to add additional material based on the experience of Elders.  This 
chapter refers to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander aspects and explanations of 
the Dreamtime, Indigenous knowledge systems and Aboriginal ways of knowing 
supported by Indigenous researchers and other authors (Barrett 2015, Cameron 
2016, Gammage 2011, Gunstone 2008, Martin 2003, Martin 2012, Martin et al. 
2015 and Wheildon 2011, 2014). 
 
Research Strategy and Content 
 
Bunya Tukka Tracks employs a combination of auto-ethnographic accounts (Holt 
2003) and participatory action based qualitative reciprocal research.  The findings 
will extend current understanding about the Bunya trails and events surrounding 
the Bunya gatherings as well as provide new reciprocal methodologies for mapping 
the areas that were involved in the movement of the Bunya nut by Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander people through the area under consideration.  Hence, the 
purpose of this research is to develop and model a method of mapping the Bunya 
Tukka Tracks to produce an exemplar map that can then be extended and applied 
in additional research.  The aim for further research is to produce a colour coded 
geographical map displaying traditional travelling routes and communication 
pathways through the movement of the Bunya nut.  The research will focus on the 
importance of using both ancient knowledges and new technology to illuminate the 
absent travelling routes. 
 
The outcome of the research will provide functional evidence-based products for 
participants’ use.  This will be prepared in relation to existing and known travelling 
routes documented by various sources by Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal authors, 
surveyors, archaeologists, anthropologists and researchers, as well as additional 
routes to be discovered through accounts of Indigenous research. 
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The key to this research will be the utilisation of reciprocal research methodology 
that positions Aboriginal participants as co- researchers through auto-ethnographic 
accounts provided by Elders and other communities who have direct knowledge 
and experience of the Bunya tree, nut, trails and events surrounding them.  The map 
will consist of a collection of coordinates using a hand-held Garmin 64s 
Geographical Positioning System (GPS), to record geographical coordinates 
marking the locations of Bunya Trees gathered through intellectual historical 
evidence combined with Aboriginal auto-ethnographic accounts.  This research 
will complement research already accomplished on Aboriginal pathways through 
western evidence.  Bunya Tukka Tracks will argue that these travelling routes or 
communication pathways to and from eastern New South Wales to southern 
Queensland have not disappeared.  They are just waiting to be re-communicated.  
Aboriginal people know that these tracks still exist; the environment is like a book 
just waiting to be read along with Elders memory and oral accounts and knowledge 
waiting to be heard.  
 
There is ample evidence written by authors who have described existing known 
travelling and trade routes Brumm (2010), Burnum (1988), Flood (1995), Kerwin 
(2012), Mowaljarlai (1993), Mulvaney (1985), McBryde (1984, 2014), McCarthy 
(1939) and Pascoe (2015) that provide archival evidence and extracts from colonial 
explorer’s journals and some maps.  There is even contradictive written evidence 
in journals from explorers such as Hume and Hovell (1831), Stuart (1861), Tindale 
(1953) and Threlkeld (1931-1938), along with many more who have all claimed 
Aboriginal travelling and trade routes as their own discovery and ability to conquer 
the wilderness or harsh environments.  These works have described well-worn and 
known Aboriginal trails used over millenia.  However, these mostly relate to 
Queensland, Northern Territory, the Kimberleys, Victoria and South Australia.  
 
The exemplar map will also reveal, the connectivity of participant reflections on 
Aboriginal ways of knowing, being and belonging revealing Indigenous knowledge 
systems which will inform the majority of Bunya Tukka Tracks research in 
identifying gaps within eastern New South Wales travelling routes.  The main 
question to be addressed in this research, relates to what additional knowledge 
about the Bunya Mountains travelling routes and events is held by Aboriginal 
people from eastern New South Wales and southern Queensland.  It must be 
acknowledged that the influence of western New South Wales and interstate 
knowledges has added to the stratified body of knowledges along the travel lines 
that reach and inform the study areas.  Oral transfer of knowledges, passed on 
through ancient use of the Bunya tracks are critical to the accounts of full or holistic 
nature of the stratified uses of the New South Wales Bunya Tracks.   
 
Aboriginal Narratives – Story Telling Dreamtime  
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The Bunya nut, like the movement of other resources, was more than just related to 
food and trade.  When Aboriginal people travel and gaze over the landscape it is 
like having a mind map with a holistic 4D or even a 6D lens view of the 
environment -  seeing not only trails, but seeing all the layers of Country, the stories, 
languages, skin groups, time events, relationships and obligations all at the same 
time.  These creations stories are evidence sketched symbolically in the 
environment, in mountains, the water ways and the land.  These trails were there 
long before European settlement.  Aboriginal people believe that our Ancestral 
spirits paved the way through Australia during creation time, called the 
“Dreamtime”.  When Australia was being created, so were these pathways or trails 
also known as “Ancestral Pathways”.  Kerwin describes ancestors making the 
pathways as follows: 
 
[They] … first travelled the country making all the song lines and linking 
totems and moieties across vast areas and national boundaries.  Each of these 
routes are explained by ancestral myths of the ‘Two Dog Dreaming’. ‘The 
Rainbow Serpent’ (Central Australia) and ‘Galaru’ (The Rainbow Serpent of 
the Kimberley) or ‘The Seven Sister Dreaming’ from the Northern Territory 
and may more, all link Aboriginal communities across Australia (Kerwin 
2012: 108). 
 
Embedded within these Dreaming tracks are stratified uses of land, knowledge and 
song lines used by the travellers for millennia.  There is also evidence of some of 
the oldest engravings in the world etched into a rock escarpment throughout 
Australia, revealing story, history and Aboriginal peoples extensive cultural land 
uses and obligations all over Australia and the Torres Strait.  One of the oldest and 
maybe, the first map in the world is found in the Kimberleys Northern Territory 
region.  A rock engraving displaying a map illustrates where to find fresh water 
holes and how to navigate through Country to the west coast to survive the long 
journey.  
 
The Dreaming tracks are as old as the continent of Australia.  The Dreaming paths 
are mirrored ancestral landscapes with association with the greater cosmology of 
our planet, the solar system and beyond.  Many of our Elders (Speirs 2013) explain, 
and as it is expressed by personal conversation with fellow colleague Tauri Simone 
(2016), “what is above is below”(Mowaljarlai 1993; Wheildon 2014).  The 
knowledge our ancestors required to navigate through country would have 
confused the most optimistic of any other race.  This is reflected in Hermes 
Trismegistus’ As Within, So Without, As above, So Below (2014), which is one of 
the seven principles of Trismegistus.  
 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples’ traditional knowledge systems hold 
extensive information and lore.  Many Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people 
believe not all is lost.  Some high levels of understanding towards relationality of 
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Aboriginal culture and cosmological values may be fractured but not completely 
lost as Wheildon observes of Narwarkarl and Githabul people of the far north coast 
of New South Wales.  Wheildon states that their Aboriginal lore: 
 
Was not lost, but just had to go underground in order to survive.  There were 
very strong Aboriginal people in many nations like the Narwarkarl and the 
Githabul Nations located in northern New South Wales, who have insured the 
integrity and protection of this information until western science was ready.  
So, powerful this information is, that it helped determine federal law in 
granting Native Title to the Narwarkarl and the Githabul moiety nations who 
have been able to prove these Aboriginal epistemologies (Wheildon 2012: 3). 
 
There are many deep religious Aboriginal sites within Australia and all are 
interconnected complex places, interwoven and connected together by 
communication pathways and relationality values.  Established with various names 
after European settlement and over time, there have been many roads and trails 
being overlaid on the same Dreaming tracks to transverse Country by various 
people for various reasons.  However, these Dreaming tracks were created long 
before Europeans arrived and long before Australian Aboriginal people took their 
human form.   
 
There is hardly a place in Australia that you can place your foot that does not have 
a related song line, creation story, general story or Dreamtime story connected to 
that area.  Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people are all still travelling these 
song lines doing business today, travelling on holidays or work commitments with 
other business to do on the way.  You and your families are travelling them too, 
doing your business and similar activities.  Kerwin explains further: 
 
The Dreamtime Spirits used these paths to seek out food, create paths to 
waterholes and soaks, which became their drinking places and to assemble 
by known tracks.  The voices that come from the deserts and forests are not 
simply the spirits of the trees, but those of Aboriginal ancestors.  These beings 
still continue to travel along the road and are located in the environment, for 
the road is a primal thing that is silent and scarcely obvious, except to 
Australian Aboriginal people for whom the roads are known as Dreaming 
tracks (Kerwin 2012: 37). 
 
Dreamtime is used to describe Aboriginal epistemology and the beginning of time 
and creation of all living entities.  In English, the Dreamtime explains the creation 
of the world view, a philosophy, a way of life as well as a religion.  Most ancient 
stories of the Dreamtime describe the creation of the world, then the creation of all 
the different creatures that populated the world and finally, the creation of the 
people.  There are many types of ancestor beings or heroes depicted travelling 
across the landscape shaping, transforming it and creating all of the different 
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creatures that now inhabit it.  Tacon and Namoid support this theory in the 
television series Ancient Mysteries: Dreamtime of the Aboriginals Mystery of Man, 
(FilmRoos 1997) and emphasise that the Dreamtime is a body of stories that 
describe the creation of the world.  The Dreamtime culture still thrives linking the 
past, the present and the future. 
 
Aboriginal ancestors have been handing down oral stories of these events and other 
phenomena for centuries.  It is only recently that western science is catching up.  
As Uncle Tex Skuthorpe states in his book Treading Lightly, ‘Australian 
Aboriginal stories have only recently begun to be taken seriously for what they are: 
the longest continual record of historic events and spirituality in the world’ 
(Skuthorpe 2006: 51).  Is it possible that Aboriginal Dreamtime stories are not just 
stories or myths after all and embedded in these stories is real knowledge and 
stratifications of that knowledge and Australian history?  As science combined with 
archaeology and geology is proving to line up with Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander people and Elders oral accounts and events, oral history is now attracting 
the attention it deserves.   
 
An of such evidence is that related to the Koonalda Cave dated 22,000 years old, 
located in the Nullarbor South Australia.  The Koonalda cave is now listed on the 
National Heritage list, dating back from the Pleistocene period.  Evidence here, 
supports Elders oral historical accounts of creation.  This cave shows evidence of 
“finger fluting”, which matches oral stories from Aboriginal Elders articulated for 
over a millennium (South Australian Museum 2013).  Deep down inside the cave 
is like a womb, it is very dark and very steep and is the only big cave within miles.  
The story told by Pitjantjatjara Elder, Ned Grant on the ABC documentary First 
Footprints (2013), and translated by Scott Crane, explains that this is where their 
ancestors were created.  ‘They climbed out of the darkness of the earth at the 
beginning of time and as they climbed out, they made these fingers marks while 
pulling themselves out of the mud’ (Crane 2013, n.p).  Other Aboriginal stories 
relating to the same creation story is that told on the documentary Ancient 
Mysteries: Dreamtime of the Aboriginals Mystery of Man.  
 
Indigenous knowledge systems are being cited and recognised through Indigenous 
researchers already cited who are insistent of change within western static 
paradigms that limit and supress Indigenous knowledge.  Dennis Foley explains 
Indigenous Standpoint Theory is one example of a mode of research that challenges 
western science and is accepting of emerging Indigenous methodologies and 
knowledge systems as legitimate frameworks for research.  Foley examines the 
need for an Indigenous epistemological approach within an examination of 
scientific construct of Indigenous research in Australia and develops a model of 
Indigenous Standpoint Theory, which as Rigney observes, will assist our 
communities to be empowered to preserve and retain Indigenous knowledge 
(Rigney 1999).  Research from the Indigenous standpoint can be culturally 
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acceptable to the practitioner and academically acceptable within Social Science 
(Foley 2003: 5).  
 
Ways of Knowing 
 
The research will argue through, and be supported by western theorists Denzin, 
Lincoln and Smith (2008), who assert that Indigenous knowledge systems and 
Aboriginal ways of knowing are a legitimate source of historical information that 
can be used to reveal how through a diverse cultural tapestry that reflects a fluid 
way of knowing and transferring knowledge.  Denzin, and Lincoln emphasis there 
is a pressing need to decolonise and deconstruct those structures within the western 
academy that privilege western knowledge systems (Denzin et al., 2008: 6).   
 
Participant discussions of Aboriginal Knowledge, refer to all connected and 
interrelated entities within that knowledge.  Dreamtime stories and or myths contain 
cultural instruction.  However, to non-Aboriginal people, Aboriginal knowledges 
embedded in oral histories, or commonly known as stories, are considered as far-
fetched or hard to understand.  However, this information transfer is critically 
important to Aboriginal peoples.  Within Aboriginal stories and/or myths is real 
knowledge and understanding of the environment on many levels.   
 
In Western society, legends, myths and fairy tales have their place in community. 
So do Dreamtime Stories in Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities.  
Western legends, myths and fairy tales have also been handed down from 
generation to generation and often as moral instruction in a similar way to 
Dreamtimes stories.  Imaginary, mythical creatures might feature in fairy tales, 
which were stories mainly to keep children from misbehaving, to scare the children 
from straying too far from the house or to stop them from going out at night.  
Whereas, legends are usually based on historical facts, with heroes and events being 
embellished over the telling and retelling (Kelly 2013).  In Western cultures myths 
and parables are usually based around religious instruction, enlightening and 
explaining some natural phenomenon such as in creation stories (Kelly 2013).  
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander multiple Nation connectedness is reflected 
through the use of stratified wisdom, knowledge and meanings that are specific to 
age group and the initiated status of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander travellers.  
Dreamtime stories are embedded in-Country and are interconnected to all creation 
entities.  They are handed down through oral transfer of knowledge and 
environmental land-based symbolism for thousands of years.  Multiple dimensions 
of meaning related to survival, ecological understandings.  Food and water sources 
are layered throughout the stories, which also impart understandings of Ancestral 
lineage, traditional owner information and caring for Country responsibilities 
(Burnum 2007; Kerwin 2013; Pascoe 2014).  Instructional pathways, such as the 
Bunya Trails, represent an irreplaceable Aboriginal method for generational 
instruction related to food sources and gathering, ritual and travelling, community 
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responsibilities to Country, other participant nations and spiritual connectedness to 
each other and place.  As this passes through Queensland and New South Wales, it 
is cyclic.  Not only does it capture local knowledge, but also knowledge related to 
epistemic systems of other groups.  
 
Stratified knowledges, embedded within Aboriginal epistemological world views 
address many topics through the vehicle of oral transfer of knowledges.  There are 
many other forms of communication on topics such as ecological issues, ancestral 
knowledges, notions of greed, gathering resources, fishing or hunting, survival and 
navigating through Country.  Survival stories include critical information around 
marriage, moiety, ancestral beings, and creation stories shown throughout the 
landscape and embedded in Country.  As with the Western forms of storytelling 
such as legends, fairy tales, myths or fables, there are many layers of information 
that are contained within the one story.  As one would grow and learn so too would 
the stories and the body of the knowledge to be imparted or transferred to another 
generation.  How old these stories are, is unlimited in a Western sense of time. 
 
Julie Butler, a Bungalung Elder, in her 2009 thesis, entitled, An Urban Women’s 
Tribalography, describes how when her grandmother started a story, transferring 
knowledge to her younger generation, she would start it with words, “One time 
ago”.  When she is describing time, it could mean yesterday, a year ago, twenty 
years, hundred years ago or thousands of years ago.  The difference in the 
connotative meanings are highlighted as a method of intent.  For example, the 
Western use of “once upon time” alerts the reader to a fictional analogy that 
contains moral overtones.  However, the Aboriginal use of the term “One time ago”, 
preceding oral storytelling, alerts the listener to an impending teaching experience.  
The Aboriginal oral transfer of knowledge through story stimulates imagination, 
memory, creativity and holds embedded Aboriginal cultural protocols based on 
ancient oral learnings that may be presented in a contemporary context.  Each story 
is customised to engage and inform specific age groups of listeners, therefore 
respecting age-appropriate instruction (Martin 2015; Vanderwyk 2016: n.p) 
 
There is real knowledge embedded within story, as Aunty Pasty Cameron stated on 
a Cultural tour of Bruny Island, Tasmania, April 2016.  Aunty Patsy’s stories 
emphasised and brought to life how ‘knowledge is not only embedded in stories, 
but it is embedded in Country (Cameron 2016: n.p.).  Aunty Patsy drew attention 
to a photograph of her people taken many years ago, Aunty Pasty’s observation of 
her people positioned within the landscape was at odds with what was written about 
the purpose of the event pictured.  Her eye took into account the subtle relationships 
captured within the photograph between her people and the land, Aunty Patsy could 
see the truth embedded in Country, and also saw that what had been written was 
not the truth (Cameron 2016: n.p.).  It is critical that Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander Elders interpretations and oral transference of historical events is now 
captured.  Over and over again Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people have 
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read documentation portraying un-truths of history in Australia about them.  Bunya 
Tukka Tracks provides a different truth in order to enable the reader or listener to 
engage with the information shared with a different perspective than what is written 
in historical books.  A majority of historical journals and history books are written 
from a one-sided point of view, or perhaps it is that the first settlers, justified their 
ways from their own prejudiced view of Aboriginal people that prevented them 
from understanding or even seeing the truth.  The truth is still prevalent in the 
landscape in some areas of Australia, as will be shown later in Chapter Six and the 
discussion of the knowledge gained through fieldwork for this research. 
 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders’ epistemology and ethnographic historical 
accounts, place a new layer of truth over official and other accounts given in the 
documents of the colonisers.  Elders’ historical recollections differ somewhat to 
Europeans biased accounts.  More to the point, the difference relates to what was 
chosen to be ‘left out’ of historical records rather than what was written.  A majority 
of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander’s historical stories as mentioned 
previously, have been handed down through song, dance and art for thousands and 
thousands of years and they related to the lived realities of the people who tell them. 
 
Story written in the landscape can be heard and felt by individuals returning or 
“Going back to Country”.  As Aunty Patsy explained, country can be read as story. 
Embedding one-self “in-Country” or “Walking Country” re-affirms knowledges 
and creates connection to Country and an openness to further learning through 
physical contact and experience of place.  “Going back to Country” and learnt 
knowledge of Country helps to retain and know that knowledge well.  When 
mentioning “Going back to Country”, I am referring to returning to a particular 
area, region, suburb, state, or place more than once.  As mentioned, Country can be 
referred to an Aboriginal person’s place of birth, skin group or kinship place or 
place of residing.  “Going back to Country” also grows the story. “Being in 
Country” with fellow countrymen guides one’s experience and understanding of 
Country and re-affirms belonging and personal connection to Country. As Monica 
Stevens, a professional dancer states, “knowing” place and “dancing” place is very 
important to me.  I need to go back more than once.  You go back three times and 
you are part of that place’ (Steven 2016: n.p.).   
 
The journey to the Bunya Ranges and attending the Bunya gathering was also a 
ritual of going back to Country and knowing place as important knowledge, over 
different journeys was imparted to the younger generation.  Within these journeys 
were many coatings of cultural knowledge and the level and type of knowledge 
imparted depended on age, gender and place within your community.  The Bunya 
Mountains or in traditional Aboriginal language Booburrgan Ngmmunge creation 
story was also part of the learning journey and of the importance of the Mountain 
and her relationship with the local, neighbouring and surrounding people.  It is a 
place where people from many different tribes from around Australia can gather to 
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review spiritual connection and revitalise their spirits by drinking their “mother’s 
milk, the Bunya nuts’ (Bunya Mountains Elders Council & Burnett Mary Regional 
Group 2010). 
 
Bonye, or Buru are two different language names; Bunya, Booburrgan Ngmmunge 
is a deeply spiritual place, translating as “mother’s breast”. Figure 12 below, an 
artwork by Shane Pickett for the Booburrgan Ngmmunge 2014 gathering, depicts 
this well, and also shows what “she”, the Bunya tree means to local Aboriginal 
people.   
 
 
 
12.  Flyer for the Bunya Dreaming Festival 2014 (Pickett 2014) 
 
 
The unique nature of Aboriginal oral transfer of knowledges presents the researcher 
with a deeply understood, but rarely spoken about, personal contract with the 
informant.  When research is conducted with Indigenous people, communities and 
entities, relationality should be the most important starting point.  In building 
relationships before the research commences:  
 
The positioning of the researcher and the participants is vital before the 
research takes place.  By building relationships, the researcher will gain 
knowledge whilst maintaining that Indigenous participants are not 
‘something’ to be studied, but are active participants/ researchers themselves 
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in the process.  Building relationality creates a different positioning based on 
trust and inter-connectedness (Barrett et al. 2016: 3). 
 
The innate responsibility of shared knowledge enacts an ancient notion and action 
of reciprocity.  The combination of the researcher’s auto-ethnographic experiences, 
as recipient of story and as participant listener, demands a reciprocal response from 
the researcher to the informant.  Such stories and related in-Country experiences 
given to the research are unique and important in a silent but potent contract of 
intent balanced on the notion of reciprocity.  Karen Martin comments: 
 
We believe that country is not only the Land and People, but is also the 
Entities of waterways, animals, plants, climate, skies and spirits.  Within this, 
one Entity should not be placed above another Entity as these live in close 
relationship with one another our attention to relational ontology focuses on 
our interrelatedness, and our interdependence with each other and our 
greater surroundings (Martin 2003: 6).   
 
The relationality between Country, researcher, participants, academia and 
Indigenous research frameworks must include reciprocal research methodologies. 
 
The strength of our Country can also be seen in the relationships between these 
Entities; hence it is truly a relational ontology.  All entities are interconnected and 
interrelated.  Whilst they are differentiated, these relations are not oppositional, nor 
binary, but are inclusive and accepting of diversity.  These relations serve to define 
and unite, not oppose or alienate (Martin 2003: 6).  The relationality between an 
Indigenous researcher, Country and people (the participants) have a natural 
discourse of reciprocity through cultural obligation. 
 
In contemporary Aboriginal communities, the influence and demands of Western 
law and legalities present a distinct and sometimes overwhelming barrier to the 
resources of Aboriginal community to produce comprehensive and rigorous 
evidence required by Native Title, Aboriginal Land Rights Act 1983 and the Culture 
and Heritage National Parks & Wildlife Services Act 1974.  The notion of 
reciprocity between researcher and Aboriginal informants must now merge 
information given with practical, useful outcomes.  When consent is given from the 
Aboriginal community for participants to proceed with the research, the consent 
also indicates trust and credibility with the assumption that the trust will not only 
be reciprocated but constantly negotiated (Smith 1999: 146). 
 
From an Aboriginal perspective, reciprocal research methodologies and ethics go 
hand in hand.  Smith clarifies ethical codes of conduct assist partly the same 
purpose as the cultural protocols which govern our relationships with one another 
and with the environment.  Smith continues: 
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The term 'respect' is consistently used by Indigenous peoples to underscore 
the significance of our relationships and humanity.  Through respect the 
place of everyone and everything in the universe is kept in balance and 
harmony.  Respect is a reciprocal, shared, constantly interchanging principle 
which is expressed through all aspects of social conduct (Smith 1999: 120). 
 
Cultural relations embedded within methodologies, positions reciprocity and ethics 
as a starting place.  Indigenous research ethics are examined from a perspective of 
governance, methods and community relevance (Kovach 2010).  Research 
outcomes must reflect the importance and integrity of the given information in a 
way that benefits whole of community.  Bunya Tukka Tracks will support evidence 
for the emergent reciprocal research methodology that will be enacted throughout 
further extended in research for this thesis.  
 
Through conversation within a Deakin University Indigenous research class on 
“knowing”, Barrett refers to her paper Experiential Learning in Practice as 
Research (2007) related to ‘the distinct Aboriginal ways of knowing embedded in 
the acts of ritual and social order protocols.  She adds, ‘Indigenous ways of knowing 
are experimental and derived from teachings being passed down from generation 
to generation and because they are tied to memory practices and ceremonial re-
enactment, this is necessarily embodied, sensory and aesthetic’ (Barrett 2016: n.p).  
Such deep cultural knowledges require the researcher to respect, not only the giver 
of the information, but also the act of utilising the information through the 
researchers’ practical research outcomes.  The benefit to the researcher in being 
brought into a specific cultural knowledge system and local cultural protocols of 
knowledge exchange is now at a critical point of understanding and action.  The 
gravity of the act of reciprocity is all important as the practical outcome from the 
research, shared knowledges, must now provide benefit to the collective or whole 
of community not to certain individuals or groups and definitely not only for the 
researcher. 
 
The emergent Reciprocal Research Methodology is simply and comprehensively 
explained in the following Northern New South Wales Aboriginal story The Crane 
and the Crow: 
 
Share the knowledge: the crane does not share his knowledge about fishing.  
This is wrong: as the expert, he should have shared the knowledge in order 
to enable the crow to independently feed himself.  The core value among the 
Nhunggabarra was that individual expertise must never be used for individual 
benefit.  The other reason is that if knowledge were individually owned and 
not shared it would disappear when the owner died, knowledge was not for 
keeping it was for sharing but only when the recipient was ready to accept 
the responsibility (Skuthorpe 2006: 46). 
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Responsibilities are collective within Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
Communities.  Knowledge is a responsibility learnt and shared for the community 
and is not solely for the receiver.  Each person within a community would have a 
role on behalf of the whole community, retaining integrity and responsibility of 
passing on cultural information.  For example, different levels or information of a 
creation or dreamtime story would belong not only to one clan group, but to four. 
Each clan group would have the responsibility of a certain stratification of the story, 
not the whole story (Spiers 2013: n.p.; Skuthorpe 2006, Yunupingu 2006: n.p.).  
This was a way of insuring the integrity of the story continues if anything should 
happen to the other clan group or member.  It was also to ensure that no one clan 
group or person was more important than another, whilst retaining diversity and 
equality within the community.  Within one story, would be four levels of 
knowledge.  Levels in this framework refer to levels of learning from infant through 
to adulthood, in Western terms: kindergarten, first and secondary form and then 
high school.  In Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander terms, the first level refers to 
early teachings related to the natural environment, flora and fauna.  However, there 
is no set time limit, as until a person was ready for the second level of learning, it 
would not be passed on.   
 
Uncle Tex Skuthorpe explains the four levels in his Country, the Nhunggabarra 
people northern New South Wales: 
 
The second level of meaning would relate to family and community and would 
not be told straight from the story and it was never told explicitly.  You had 
to extract the meaning as part of your education and you had to have some 
pre-knowledge about law to be able to do this.  This level therefore remained 
hidden for non-initiated people (Skuthorpe 2006: 48).   
 
The third level is around relationships between one’s own community and the larger 
environment, the earth and other communities: 
 
As with the first level, all levels required the learner to retrieve the required 
information from the story themselves.  This is part of the Nhunggabarra 
education and lore system.  The fourth level was only for a few with long 
received experience and special abilities.  These stories usually related to 
cosmological esoteric knowledge and certain sacred ceremonies.  Not all 
stories have a fourth level (Skuthorpe 2006: 49).   
 
Auto-Ethnography  
 
The reciprocal research methodology to be used in this research, will also draw on 
frameworks such as auto-ethnography, which is defined as an ‘emergent 
ethnographic writing practice that involves highly personalized accounts where 
authors draw on their own experiences to extend understanding of a particular 
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discipline or culture (Holt 2003: 26).  I will be drawing on auto-ethnographic 
research in citing knowledge transferred to me from previous and present Elders’ 
oral stories and teachings.  Oral history handed down through generation to 
generation is a traditional method of knowledge transference and reflecting the 
stratified nature of Aboriginal uses of the Bunya tree as a resource as well as their 
journey to the Bunya Mountains.  Knowledge in this form, is given through the 
stories of Aboriginal peoples from multiple nations connected through the Bunya 
Tukka Tracks.  The most academic and culturally appropriate way to gather the 
required data missing to complete the Bunya Tukka Tracks map is through auto-
ethnographic and qualitative research tools informed by the Indigenous approach 
of “yarning”. 
 
The auto-ethnographic goal is to open up the conversation rather than dictate the 
research, allowing the participants to guide the research and qualitative findings. 
The positionality of the researcher and the participant is a collaborative method of 
approach.  The colonial impact on Aboriginal peoples, land, places and belief 
systems has affected Indigenous ways of knowing and being on Country, resulting 
in issues of place and identity.  The dislocation of place and identity has caused a 
state of amnesia.  Western ideologies and history being over laid on traditional 
practises and knowledge has produced this state of amnesia for Aboriginal people.  
Brian Martin discusses Andreas Huyssen’s definition of amnesia in order to reveal 
how western frameworks of ideology not only have an imaginary relationship to 
existence but embed an amnesiac conditioning within its own constructed 
framework (Martin 2013:186).  However, despite this “amnesia” the information 
still exists.  
 
This research is premised on the idea that it is not sufficient for people to know 
Country, but that Country should also know the people.  Cattell and Climo (cited 
in Lavers 2010: 20) argue that collective memory should not be seen as ‘a supra-
ordinate group consciousness’ but, rather as a shared collective thought created 
through the interactions of individuals as members of a cultural group.  This view 
recognises that people’s memories, although subjective and individual, are 
profoundly social and usually involve others.  From this perspective, the past is 
collectively shaped even if not collectively experienced. 
 
Auto-ethnographic accounts provide a richer source of historical information from 
the traditional people whose ancestors are embedded in Country and still hold direct 
ancestral memory.  Knowledge held in such memories are not observed from the 
side line through a Western gaze with assumptions made.  Jane Lavers’ 
archaeological research embraces this concept of landscape and memory, her 
research titled Landscapes of Memory: Living Heritage and the Gummingurru 
Cultural Landscape, South east Queensland (2010) acknowledges that cultural 
artefacts, stones and bones are more than just stagnant artefacts left for assumptions 
to be made on what that Aboriginal site might mean.   
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Lavers’ archaeological approach uses a cultural heritage methodology to identify 
the cultural landscape of the ceremonial stone arrangement site called 
Gummingurru, located south east Queensland.  This site is an initiation ceremonial 
site actively used on travel to and associated with the Bonye bonye gathering, just 
one of many.  Lavers describes landscapes as places, memories and stories of the 
actual or imagined past, local family histories and a strong sense of attachment to 
place therefore create ‘memoryscapes’ of individual and community experience.  
Cultural heritage practice exposes how Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people 
turn physical spaces into meaningful places through engagement with sites and 
landscapes as a result of daily activities, beliefs and values.  Lavers research 
supports the importance of doing and being on Country, and igniting memory 
contained in the doing and being. Lavers suggests that this produces: 
 
Archaeological findings and associated memories and stories as a 
‘memoryscape’ of individual and community experience through time.  I 
conclude that the incorporation of memory in cultural heritage practice 
provides considerable potential for the interpretation and management of 
heritage places and landscapes through offering a nuanced, dynamic and 
rich account of landscape that is seen as being more than a collection of 
physical attributes and measurable artefacts (Lavers 2010: 14) 
 
Reciprocal Research 
 
Being an Indigenous researcher, using culturally strict protocols and reciprocal 
research methodologies and looking through a decolonizing lens, this research will 
reveal Indigenous ways of knowing and additional knowledge about the Bunya 
trails.  Leading sociologist Raewyn Connell presents the case for a new 'world 
social science' one that is inclusive of many voices by arguing for a more 
democratic global recognition of social theory from societies outside the dominant 
European and North American metropole.  Connell’s Southern Theory, 2007 
presents the case for a radical re-thinking of social science and its relationships to 
knowledge, power and democracy on a world scale. 
 
This research is innovative, as it focuses on an emergent reciprocal research 
methodology.  ‘Not all theorists of action research place emphasis on collaborative 
engagement’ (Connell 2007: 112).  Participatory research in particular, shifts the 
emphasis from action and change to collaborative research activities which aligns 
with my framework of reciprocal research.  The combination of the Indigenous 
researcher’s auto-ethnographic experiences and as recipient of story, as participant 
and listener demands a reciprocal response from the researcher to the participant 
and ignites a mutual respect and understanding of knowledge transference.  A 
participatory research method provides a vehicle for gathering additional data and 
provides a framework to provide validity and accuracy to the findings that would 
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not have been captured by other methods of research.  It is the combination of these 
methodologies that provide additional dense data in a respectful relationship to 
reciprocal research methods 
 
John Creswell asserts that applying qualitative research strategies and procedures 
to guide the data collection process will provide a frame work which defines the 
role of the researcher, sets out steps for data collection and analysis, as well as 
strategies for validity and accuracy of findings.  Qualitative strategies will 
incorporate validity strategies such as using member checking, Triangulate 
different data sources of information, use rich thick description to convey the 
findings and have spent a long time in the field (Creswell 2009: 191). 
 
The data analysis will be an ongoing process during the research.  Additional 
information on qualitative research is provided in Chapter Six mapping and data 
analysis.  Creswell’s list captures both traditional perspectives and newer advocacy, 
participatory, and self-reflexive perspectives of qualitative inquiry.  I have utilised 
Creswell’s recommendations derived from authors Bogdan and Biklen (1992), 
Eisner (1991), Hatch (2002) and others, the characteristics of qualitative research 
are as follows: 
 
 research takes place in the natural setting; 
 relies on the researcher as the instrument for data collection; 
 employs multiple methods of data collection, 
 is inductive and is based on participants’ meanings 
 is emergent, interactive and holistic; 
 often involves the use of a theoretical lens; and 
 often employs phenomenology and ethnography (Creswell 2009: 201). 
 
Firstly, I attended the Bunya Dreaming Festival to gain permission on Country from 
the traditional custodians and Aboriginal people related to that Country to conduct 
the research was a priority in order to interview Aboriginal people and Elders from 
the Bunya Mountains.  This is followed by yarning with other Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander people and Elders who have kinship ties or a relatedness with 
the study area and trails along the way.  Yarning with Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander people and Elders who attended the Bonye bonye gathering provided clear 
guidance, support and constructive information to collecting data required to guide 
the research.  While on Country, I was advised, and given contact details as to what 
groups I should yarn with and who I should include as participants.  Critical 
information as to pathways taken by certain families at certain times for various 
reasons also legitimised the prerequisite of this research. 
 
This research will honour information gathered from land, people and spiritual 
influences.  The data that will be collated in mapping resources will constitute 
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cultural information that can be used as evidence for such things as Native Title 
claims, family history, Land Rights Act action, and Land Management plans to 
support Traditional Owners connectivity to land and Country.  This research will 
also provide further evidence for communities and traditional owner groups to 
establish partnerships with industry and other departments to establish an 
interpretive historic walking trail that can be registered with the National and State 
Significant Walking Trails of Australia as part of the Tourism Australia 
Procurement Policy, hence supporting possible future tourism.  The research will 
reveal multiple cultural meanings and use of natural resources through 
investigating Traditional Ecological Knowledge in relation to the movement and 
transference of the Bunya nut.  Aboriginal cosmology, social and ritualistic 
paradigms of specific and shared Aboriginal knowledge systems as it is applied to 
the Bunya Tukka Tracks by multiple nation groups.  
 
This reciprocal research will be innovative as the research is two-way and the 
participants are co-benefactors of the research and will be acknowledged as co-
producer of knowledge gathered.  This is in accord with the Guidelines and 
Principles for Pre-ethical approaches to Indigenous Australian Research Principle 
2: 
 
Participants are producers of content and therefore take on the position of 
the object and subject of the research.  Participants are owners of their own 
cultural knowledge and are producers of this knowledge.  Before researcher 
commences, participants are informed that they are co-producers of the 
research (Barrett et al. 2015: 2).  
   
The outcome of the map using new technology, accompanied by auto-
ethnographical accounts from participants’ ancient knowledge will become a major 
evidence-based resource for the participants.  These accounts will be derived from 
the use of close cultural appropriate interviews by an Indigenous researcher and 
“yarning” with people on the ground, who still have memory, direct experience and 
physical engagement with the area.  Through yarning, relatedness is affirmed and 
relationality is established so that the researcher and the participant become co-
producers of knowledge.  Through cycles of story-telling and reflection the 
insertion of ‘new data’ will be derived from multiple experiential perspectives.  
Most importantly, the method of ‘yarning’ gives equal voice to researcher and the 
participant (Barrett 2016: 8).  
 
In my ancestral Ngarrindjeri language, yarning is associated with Kugnan which 
means “listening” and focus is placed on the listening, Kugnan, as an equal 
responsibility.  Being an indigenous researcher, I will be able to gather and reveal 
information that would not have been captured by non-Indigenous researchers.  
This has an impact on and influences the relationality between the researcher and 
the participants.  The relationships are not based on the premise of coercion, but on 
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relationality.  Deeper and different insights will be given to the researcher because 
the relationships are initially built (Barrett et al 2015: 2).  Not all the information 
gathered in this research will be presented in this paper some of it will belong solely 
to the participants for their use.  Knowledge belonging where it belongs, on 
Country, and some of the maps and related stratified ceremonies of the Bunya 
gathering similarly will belong solely to the participants.   
 
Cultural knowledge can be described as tangible and intangible some items and 
information just have to stay on Country (as it belongs to Country, just like an item 
belongs to a person).  Knowledge is both tangible and intangible.  Tangible 
knowledge includes rocks, feathers, ochre, certain plants, personal belongings and 
other items may belong to Country.  Intangible knowledge and meaning refers to 
the Dreamtime and ancestral beings, language, and other non-material resources 
pertinent to daily survival.  Tangible items, such as Aboriginal paintings, also 
contain, embedded within them intangible knowledge.  Aboriginal spirituality 
tangible and intangible, are all interrelated, interwoven and interconnected.  All 
exists together holistically.  The tangible may be the first to be seen, but through an 
Aboriginal lens, the tangible ignites the intangible.  Seeing behind the physical, is 
the spiritual and the embedded knowledge revealed through ceremonies, stories, 
songs and dance.  Figure 14 (below) Aboriginal Spirituality, given to me by Aunty 
Agnes from St Teresa Community Alice Springs in 2011, demonstrates the 
difference of looking through a Western lens (Diagram 2) and an Aboriginal lens 
(Diagram 2).  I like using this diagram to explain Aboriginal epistemologies, it is 
visual and clearly explains how Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people see 
the world and entities.  Diagram 2 depicts looking through an Aboriginal lens, or 
what I would call, a kaleidoscope. 
  
 
13. Aboriginal Spirituality (Agnes 2011: n.p.)  
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Another image that explains Aboriginal epistemology and the interconnectedness 
and interrelated spirituality is displayed in Figure 15 below, depicting the 
Dreamtime and Model of Indigenous Ontology produced by Lorna Wilson for the 
Australian Institute of Aboriginal & Torres Strait Islander Studies (AIATSIS) 
developed, shows a holistic visual of Aboriginal Spirituality.  The centre below the 
whole chart shows a visual of the importance of land and tracks, which is a conduit 
of story and place within the Indigenous ontology.   
 
 
 
14. Chart Depicting the Dreamtime and Model of Indigenous Ontology (Wilson 
1992: n.p.)    
 
Ainslie Roberts’ paintings (1911-1993) provide many visual representations of 
Australian Aboriginal myths and spirituality, also known as Dreamtime Stories.  
Ainslie Roberts’ expressions of Dreamtimes stories captures and illuminates the 
stratifications of Aboriginal spirituality within the story.  These stories are 
traditionally performed by Aboriginal peoples within each of the language groups 
across Australia.  All such myths variously tell significant truths within each 
Aboriginal group's local landscape.  They effectively layer the whole of the 
Australian continent's topography with cultural nuance and deeper meaning, and 
empower selected audiences with the accumulated wisdom and knowledge of 
Australian Aboriginal ancestors back to time immemorial.   
 
Roberts became well-known for his visual interpretations of Aboriginal legends in 
his series of Dreamtime books.  His material was collaboration with 
ethnologist/anthropologist Charles Mountford.  Roberts' paintings reveal 
Aboriginal myths and legends, which often have a central focus: person, animal, 
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tree, rock or celestial body and stratifications of hidden elements that reveal 
Aboriginal cosmology and methodologies relating to the Dreamtime (Roberts, 
1981: 3).   
 
15. Mangowa and the Round Lakes (Roberts 1973-1981: 89)  
 
Within the Aboriginal kaleidoscopic vision, there are many layers of information 
in this painting.  As Mountford mentions, ‘No other Australian artist has painted 
images like this’ (Mountford and Roberts 1965:2). Roberts has a unique way of 
visually capturing Aboriginal spirituality and cosmology in his paintings 
expressing and communicating his own deep understanding of Aboriginal 
mythology.  The image, Mangowa and The Round Lakes expresses a constellation 
story of the Seven Sisters in South Australia region: 
 
Mangowa, the hunter, waiting silently on the edge of the lake to spear some 
fish, saw a young and beautiful girl, Pirili, paddling her shallow bark canoe 
toward the distant shore. 
 
The sight of the graceful body of Pirili, and the ease with which she propelled 
her simple craft, filled Mangowa with an overwhelming desire to possess her.  
But, although the old men of the tribe agreed that Mangowa could have Pirili 
as his wife, she refused to agree to the marriage.  
 
To court her favours, Mangowa brought her the best fish he had speared, but 
she allowed them to rot in the sun; he gave her scarlet feathers for her hair, 
and the softest of opossum-skin cloaks, but still she remained adamant to his 
wooing.  Overwhelmed with desire, Mangowa pursed Pirili wherever she 
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went, pleading his cause and protesting his affection until one day, in 
desperation; he seized the girl and carried her to his camp.  Pirili, frantic 
with terror, tore herself form his arms and, flying into the sky, asked the 
women of the Milky Way to protect her from Mangowa’s unwelcome 
attentions.  Furious that the girl had escaped him, Mangowa followed her 
and, tearing great handfuls of stars form the Milky Way, threw them at Pirili 
to drive her back to earth.  But the people of the stars, disgusted over 
Mangowa’s behaviour, banished him to earth, so that Pirili would always be 
safe in the sparkling constellation of the Seven Sisters.  The stars that 
Mangowa tore form their homes, falling to earth, made the circular lagoons 
that fringe the shores of the coastal lakes of South Australia (Roberts, 1975: 
88) 
 
Historical events like Mangowa were transferred through stories, song and dance, 
along with other Dreamtime stories that were known throughout Australia by other 
clan groups.  Other nations and clan groups were aware of each other’s stories that 
traversed throughout the Country, each group knowing where these cross-overs 
occurred and when.  
 
A local creation story that is visible to the western eye, is embedded in Country. 
This is the story of Tidlik the frog, which is a local story told by many neighbouring 
clan groups regarding greed.  If you search for Tidlik the Frog Stories on the internet 
you will locate many stories relating to the oral history of this story. 
 
16.  Photograph of Tidlik the Frog (Swan 2013) 
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This site would have had an important relationship with other Aboriginal clan 
groups and was included in journeys to pass on knowledge.  My short version of 
Tidlik the frog story tells about a frog who drank up all the water and wouldn’t 
share with the local community (animals).  The local animals planned to make him 
laugh so he would open his mouth and release some water.  Finally, the platypus 
made him laugh and he laughed that much, he released the water.  However, his 
punishment was that he was turned to stone to remind everyone of the importance 
of sharing and not being greedy.  
 
One example of my experience of cultural property needing to stay in Country and 
doing as your Elders had suggested, is worth recounting here.  In 2006, I attended 
the Central Desert Women’s Dreaming gathering in Pukatja (formerly Ernabella), 
in South Australia with approximately 40 Aboriginal women and seventy non-
Aboriginal women.  We flew to Alice Springs, then jumped on the bus coaches 
provided and travelled for 4 hours, south east of Alice Springs.  First was a welcome 
to Country and carrying out of cultural protocols from Aunty Nellie Patterson, 
Pitjantjatjara Elder.  Then house rules were established.  One rule was that Women 
were specifically asked not to take anything away from the ceremony site that it 
must stay in Country.  
 
Aunty Nellie stated, ‘Also you are only to enter the ceremony place on invitation’ 
(Patterson 2006: n.p.).  After a week of strict cultural dance, song and learning, we 
packed up our belongings and left the camp site.  Half an hour after we left, the bus 
pulled over, we had a flat tyre.  While waiting for the tyre to be replaced, one of the 
Elders asked, ‘Who has taken something away from the ceremony site?’  No one 
answered.  There was silence, women looking towards the ground others looking 
at each other.  Then Aunty Nellie stated, ‘I will leave a basket here and anyone who 
has taken anything must place it in this basket, so we can continue our journey 
home (Patterson 2006: n.p.).  Within 15 minutes the basket was full of rocks, sand, 
feathers, leaves, ochre and a knapped stone.  The Elder gave the basket to her family 
following in their 4WD vehicle and they were to take the basket and return the 
items to the ceremony place.  The tyre was finally changed after some trouble, and 
we continued our journey back to Alice Springs.   
 
Underlying this story, is the notion that the object itself wants to stay in Country 
and knows that is where it belongs.  To Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
people, this is a strict lore and people obey out of fear of bringing something home 
with them in Spirit form that belongs to Country.  This would be like taking 
someone’s cousin, sister or brother with them.  The fear is also related to 
disrespecting Country and cultural protocols.  
 
As an Indigenous researcher using auto-ethnographic qualitative research methods 
or yarning as a tool to collect data, I will be able to reveal information relating to 
trails and gaps within traditional walking tracks from eastern New South Wales to 
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southern Queensland.  Yarning circles are a more effective way of capturing events 
and historical information from and for Aboriginal people, reciprocal research 
methodologies.  According to Cheree Dean (2010) in her article ‘A yarning place 
in narrative histories’, yarning is undervalued and under-utilised as a potential rich 
source of data collection.  Yarning, is a culturally appropriate tool for interviewing.  
Being an Indigenous researcher has been crucial in capturing oral historical 
accounts in filling in the gaps of travelling routes from southern Queensland back 
to the east coast of New South Wales.  Western methodology has often failed to 
capture accurate historical information, is often not conducted in an appropriate 
environment and is ineffective in gathering information and promoting discussion 
 
By utilising both “yarning” and qualitative research strategies in an appropriate 
environment, I have been able to create a safe space to collect the required data.  
Yarning as a form of data collection is a more effective way than standard Western 
ways of conducting research when working with Aboriginal Elders and community 
in gathering information on Indigenous Knowledge Systems.  Yarning is also a 
traditional and culturally appropriate way of unfolding layers and layers of 
traditional knowledge and information.  Yarning allows transference of what is 
culturally appropriate to be transferred or not transferred, or to be recorded or not 
recorded.  Before yarning can commence the importance of establishing a trusting 
relationship with the participants is crucial to the outcome of the information 
shared.  Yarning sets out the boundaries of how the yarning will take place and the 
demands from the researcher an accounting for who they are within the research 
process.  As Bessarab & Ng’andu observe: 
 
Yarning can be a useful tool for collection of stories, the outcome of the 
conversation/yarn is dependent on the quality of the relationship between the 
researcher and the participant, the language used and the conceptual 
baggage brought to the interview process.  Yarning as a rigorous and 
culturally safe method that is highly transferable into other  contexts is an 
interpretive process that has a legitimate place alongside other western 
research methods in the gathering of data and is one of many tools enabling 
the application of Indigenous methodologies (Bessarab & Ng’andu 2010: 37). 
 
Participant research demands the researcher embeds themselves within the 
community they are researching.  Therefore, informal interactions took place were 
yarning (talking) around meals, relaxing by a fire at night, immersed in cultural 
activities and any spontaneous moments yarning opportunities revealed 
themselves.  Cultural practices such as teaching or being involved in traditional 
weaving was another opportunity for the researched and the researcher to become 
part of the conversation and learn from the experience.  Both university and 
community ethical practice demands that the researcher gains from the community 
and specific informants, prior and informed consent to record or recall any 
information shared through informal and formally organised yarning. 
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Participant research, conducted across formal and informal yarning can be 
considered as part and parcel of the researcher’s auto-ethnographic experience.  
Participant research methodology allows the researcher to gain initial community 
interest, trust and participation across the community.  The researcher can then 
identify the informants that hold the knowledges the research requires.  The initial 
discussions conducted through the participant research phase are critical to the 
ongoing success of the research, as this phase determines to researcher’s acceptance 
into the community and informants trust.  The initial phase may take some time as 
trust is earned in Aboriginal communities, through a genuine show of intent and 
integrity in the research topic and the cultural intelligence of the researcher. 
 
Once community agreement has been reached on a reciprocal exchange for deep 
community information and a format for the return of research outcomes that 
benefit whole of community, a more relaxed environment ensures where the 
researcher can participate as a trusted member of the community therefore, 
allowing auto-ethnographic experiences to evolve and inform a rich data phase of 
the research.  Recruiting participants was mainly achieved on site at the Bunya 
Dreaming Festival.  Other contacts were made through phone calls and emails sent 
with an outline of the research topic and list of questions, asking participants to 
participate and seeking their approval and explaining to participants my research 
topic and the aims of what I was hoping to achieve.  Adhering to cultural protocols 
and then going through and explaining the Deakin University pre-ethics principles 
guided me and assisted me in explaining ethical processes.  
 
The yarning circle guides the information to be recorded and trails to be revealed.  
The yarning circle establishes what information is to be kept and mapped solely for 
participants and what is to be revealed in the Bunya Tukka Tracks map.  This 
underpins the emergent reciprocal research methodology.  The yarning circle 
participants oversee and have final comment on information shared within the 
research including the final production of traveling route locations indicated on the 
final Bunya Tukka Tracks map.  As Barrett and Kovach point out, through yarning, 
relatedness is affirmed through cycles of ‘story- telling’ and reflection that allows 
the insertion of ‘new data’ derived from multiple experiential perspectives (Barrett 
2016: 8; Kovach 2010). 
 
Reciprocal Research- Experiential Knowledge and Physical Engagement  
 
I have adopted a model of reciprocal research that focuses on an Indigenous 
ontology and research framework, where the methodology allows for a safe space 
for discussing sensitive issues.  Reciprocal research draws on the participants’ 
capabilities, knowledge, and expertise and respects the dignity and autonomy of the 
participants.  Bunya Tukka Tracks will acknowledge what the participants and the 
researcher bring to the research together.  This research has identified an emergent 
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culturally appropriate Aboriginal research methodology, Reciprocal Research 
Methodology.  The production of mapping resources will have significant impact 
on participant New South Wales and southern Queensland Aboriginal nations.  As 
cultural advisor Annie Vanderwyk comments: 
 
Reciprocal Research Methodology benefits all who invest in the research 
journey.  For the Aboriginal research candidate, this methodology utilises 
traditional oral knowledge transferal as a culturally authentic way of 
growing the Aboriginal researcher’s knowledge base.  For the participants 
and wider Aboriginal communities, the researcher provides functional 
resources and tools to assist in contemporary matters.  Cultural information 
is logged and rigorously collated through the development of electronic, hard 
copy maps that document the multiple Nation stratified knowledges of a 
significant area of collective cultural use (Vanderwyk 2015: 2).  
 
Ethical process will guide the research and information gathered with commitment 
and confidentiality from both the participants and the researcher.  Clear 
understanding of language used, transcriptions and interpretations will be reviewed 
by participants and agreed upon before any material is published  
 
This reciprocal research will privilege Indigenous voices focusing on lived 
historical experiences, traditions and oral stories handed down from generation to 
generation.  This is in accordance with Lester Rigney’s explanation of Indigenist 
Research: ‘Indigenist research is research by Indigenous Australians and whose 
goals are to serve and inform the Indigenous struggle for self-determination’ 
(Rigney 1997: 634). Previous Western ethnocentric ideologies have made 
unscrupulous amounts of money and professions with no direct outcomes or little 
benefit to the people they have researched.  
 
Reciprocal research has provided a platform for participants to have their ‘voices 
heard’, family stories written down and their family history correctly recorded, re-
affirming indigenous knowledges systems and historical accounts.  The 
methodology of the research has been imperative to address the ongoing impact 
that colonisation and racism have contributed to the decline in Aboriginal peoples’ 
knowledge and its impact on Aboriginal peoples’ religious practices.  As discussed 
in the literature review, other scholarly research such as the work of Raewyn 
Connell’s Southern Theory (2007) and the work of many others, have assisted me 
to draw on and articulate the importance of Indigenous research, done by 
Indigenous researchers and to research back in order to overcome the ongoing 
effects of colonialization and provide additional data.  Researching back in this 
sense, refers to decolonising the landscape and critiquing historical written 
evidence and bias.    
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Supporting reciprocal research methodologies are tools such as critical theory.  
Through critical theory the central aim is to ‘free individual groups and society 
from conditions of domination, powerlessness and oppression, which reduce the 
control over their own lives’ (Rigney 1997: 633).  This allows a space for 
Aboriginal historical events and perspectives to be recorded correctly.  It is crucial 
to the outcome of the veracity of the final product produced that the research is 
respectful and guided by cultural and Western ethics together.  As Rigney 
comments, ‘Indigenous people must now be involved in defining, controlling and 
owning epistemologies and ontologies that values and legitimates the Indigenous 
experience’ (Rigney 1997: 635).  This is similarly stated and is in accordance with 
the principles in the AIATSIS Guidelines for Ethical Research in Australian 
Indigenous Studies (AIATSIS 2012). 
 
Research prepared for the Museum of Anthropology, located at the University of 
British Columbia, entitled The Reciprocal Research Network, by Susan Rowley 
(2013) quotes, the outcomes from using reciprocal research methodologies where 
a more accurate collection of historical data was gathered when the museum and 
anthropologists worked cohesively with the Indigenous people instead of using 
static western methodologies of studying the object/objects.  After negotiation, the 
Indigenous people or communities involved in the research were included as co 
researchers, on the final paper.  Rowley concludes in her findings that: 
 
Collaborative museum research is grounded in the belief that originating 
communities should have a major voice in shaping research questions and 
should benefit from the new knowledge that is produced.  There is no doubt 
that collaborative research with communities will be the dominate model 
for museums in the future (Rowley 2013: 23). 
 
Indigenous people can and do voice their own truths and visions.  Gabrielle Russell-
Mundine, a non-Indigenous researcher, states that, ‘Indigenous researchers and 
activists have challenged the structure of knowledge creation and dissemination.  
Indigenous academics have developed theory that is more in keeping with 
Indigenous world-views and that focuses on decolonising and reframing research’ 
(Russell-Mundine 2012: 1).  Russell-Mundine focuses on ‘Reflexivity’ as an 
essential pathway to forging new paradigms of Indigenous research.  This involves 
an understanding that researchers bring a particular world-views predicated on 
factors such as their gender, culture and socioeconomic status.  It is imperative, in 
order to forge a new framework for intercultural research, that non-Indigenous 
researchers develop the skills to reflexively examine their impact and position 
within Indigenous research paradigms (Russell-Mundine 2012: 1). 
 
Ways of Knowing  
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This research represents a stratification of knowledges and activities of multiple 
Aboriginal Nations.  Each story, while belonging to each Nation and their family 
blood lines, combines to map commonalities of ancient purpose and collective use 
of land and resources.  Aspects of this research will not just be physical, but will be 
spiritual and also relate to Traditional Ecological Knowledge Systems.  This 
includes Aboriginal cosmology and social and ritualistic paradigms of Indigenous 
epistemologies that reveal order, logic and respect of millennia of balance between 
humanity and land.  This research attempts to uncover the synergies of multiple 
Aboriginal Nation knowledge’s, spirituality and actions surrounding a single 
natural resource the Bunya tree.  Indigenous ways of knowing from an Indigenous 
person is well articulated by Karen Martins notion, “ways of doing”:  
 
Our Ways of Doing are a synthesis and an articulation of our ways of 
Knowing and Ways of Being.  These are seen in our languages, art, Imagery, 
technology, traditions and ceremonies, land management practises, social 
organisation and social control.  Our Ways of Doing express our individual 
and group identities, and our individual and group roles.  Our behaviour and 
actions are a matter of subsequent evolvement and growth in our individual 
Ways of Knowing and Ways of Being.  We become tangible proof of our 
ontology and its constructs of our Ways of Being and Ways of Knowing.  That 
is, we are able to show Do, respectfully and rightfully Being, what we know 
Knowing (Martin 2003: 11). 
 
Even though some Aboriginal people may not have been present at the time of the 
original gatherings, knowledge has still been handed down and told through family 
groups of stories relating to their families’ history.  Indigenous ways of knowing 
are not only learnt through oral transference, but also through Indigenous ways of 
being and doing, such as listening, watching and copying behaviour.  Indigenous 
peoples share innate and intimate knowledges of the resources, techniques of 
making and specific ritual uses of objects that operate not only on the basis of 
explicit and exact knowledge, but also on that of experimental knowledge and skills 
derived from interaction with objects within a specific environment at specific 
times (Barrett, 2016). 
 
Indigenous ways of knowing combined with western science can only prove to be 
a more reliant true form of legitimate reciprocal research.  Working with both 
paradigms has forged new pathways for Indigenous researchers.  Robin Kimmer’s 
work resonates so well with this approach.  In her account of ‘Why is the world so 
beautiful’ in her work The Intelligence in All Kinds of Life (2015), Kimmer explains 
Indigenous Ways of Knowing and Being which she pursues as a botanist and also 
as a member of the Potawatomi Nation.  She writes, ‘Science polishes the gift of 
seeing, Indigenous traditions work with gifts of listening and language’ (Kimmer 
2015: n.p.).  Kimmer contends that “two eyed seeing” described as science, has 
polished the gift of seeing, of literally seeing “more’.  For example, Kimmer 
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explains that through a microscope, we can see things now that we couldn’t have 
seen with the naked eye before.  Science allows us to bring the natural world into 
the seeing.  Now with science and oral history, Indigenous ways of knowing as a 
synergy or symbiotic relationship, is a restored tool for environmental and other 
problem-solving, using tools that work together in more ‘flexible’ ways that prevent 
stagnation of research methodologies.  Kimmer also states that when young, and 
without her Potawatomi Elders, she was guided by her ‘plant Elders’, ‘I had plant 
Elders as well to guide me’ (Kimmer 2015: n.p.).  Kimmer emphasises the use of 
‘language and how important language is because it can animate both subject and 
object’ (Kimmer 2016: n.p.). 
 
On a Cultural tour of her Country, Nu-innome within the Palawa Nation Tasmania, 
Aunty Pasty Cameron also stated the importance of language and how it can re-
configure the Western gaze.  Aunty Pasty states ‘Cultural Language keeps our 
culture alive.’  She adds ‘Country can speak to you in a different way and hence 
can inform different methodologies’ (Cameron 2016, n.p).  She continues, that she 
can hear Country talking to her.  Aunty Pasty allowed the Country to talk to her in 
a different way and showing her methodology in a different way.  She asks ‘How 
Country can speak to you in a different way?’  For instance, on our tour we came 
across a shell midden site, as I had called it.  Aunty Pasty said to me ‘Don’t call 
them “middens”, call them “cultural landscapes”.  “Middens” mean rubbish in 
English, or left overs.  It makes them stagnant or dead.  But in Palawa language, 
they are alive with cultural information’ (Cameron 2016: n.p).  These landscapes 
are still alive revealing Cultural movement and connectivity of our people and 
practises.  Aunty Pasty spoke was in the same gentle way she would handle cultural 
items showing her love and relationship with her Country, as well as the importance 
of using appropriate language when talking about Country.  All the 
interconnectedness in everything she talked about linked back to each other.   
 
Each nation or clan group have a right to their own stories relating to their Country 
and the tri-annual movement to the Bunya Ranges.  The difference or similarities 
in the stories does not mean one is more important than another, or has a higher 
status than the other.  As in Aboriginal lore, all is equal and one cannot exists 
without the other.  The co-existence within mother earth is dependent on the 
diversity of all living things and all connected stories.  As Karen Martin explains, 
‘In this system, no one person, or Entity knows all, but each has sets of knowledges 
to fulfil particular roles.  These roles are gender specific and directed by life stage’ 
(Martin 2003: 10). 
 
The stratifications of Indigenous Knowledges relating to this research are many and 
include the routes travelled, why certain paths were taken over others, and the times 
for leaving for the journey, the various activities achieved on the journey and 
different levels of learning depending on gender and age.  I will further expand on 
Indigenous ways of knowing and methodologies throughout the thesis. 
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Action Based Research  
 
Action based research consists of a family of research methodologies which pursue 
action and research outcomes at the same time.  It therefore has some components 
which resemble consultancy or change agency, and some which resemble field 
research.  Action based research components include the following features:  
 
• cyclic -- similar steps tend to recur, in a similar sequence; 
• participative -- the clients and informants are involved as partners, or at least 
active participants, in the research process; 
• qualitative -- it deals more often with language than with numbers; and 
• reflective -- critical reflection upon the process and outcomes are important 
parts of each cycle (Dick 2015: n.p.). 
 
As previously mentioned, this research includes participatory action based research 
gathering experiential evidence, yarning with informants where guided by the main 
question, ‘What additional knowledge about the Bunya Mountains travelling routes 
and events is held by Aboriginal communities in Australia?   
 
Maintaining Aboriginal cultural integrity and knowledge paradigms within Bunya 
Tukka Tracks cultural mapping and Indigenous knowledge systems, will inform the 
majority of this research.  Other semi-structured questions asked while still 
maintaining a fluid, interactive emergent, collaborative approach that supports 
western frameworks as well as cultural protocols, are as follows: 
 
 What was the importance of the Bunya nut?  
 Why was it important?  
 Who was it important for?  
 How was the Bunya moved around?  
 What were the routes used to disperse it?  
 Were there medicinal uses as well as ceremonial uses of the Bunya nut and 
what were these?  
 What else were the trails used for? 
 Were there other ceremonial reasons for attending the Bunya gathering? 
 Are historical journals from the colonisers correct? 
 Is there a cosmological connection to the Bunya Tree? 
 
As well as other information that emerged from yarning sessions or just yarning, a 
common theme that emerged was the memory of the travelling to the Bonye Bonye 
gathering, both memories of happy times with family, but also terrible memories.  
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Participatory research has gained increasing importance as a research strategy 
within qualitative social research.  It can be regarded as a methodology that argues 
in favour of the possibility, the significance and the usefulness of involving 
research partners in the knowledge-production process (Berigold 2007).  
Participatory research, requires participant’s willingness to reveal private and 
personal information.  Topics that usually are only revealed to close friends and 
family.  The participants need to be able to trust the researcher and be in a culturally 
appropriate and safe environment.  Being more involved in the research process, 
with the aim to produce additional knowledge in a collaboration between the 
researcher, participants and Country, involves acknowledging that Country needs 
a voice too. Through the people of the land, both people and Country have a say in 
historical content and writings, providing evidence- based products for community 
use.  A participatory research process enables co-researchers to step back 
cognitively from familiar routines, forms of interaction, and power relationships in 
order to fundamentally question and rethink established interpretations of situations 
and strategies (Bergold & Thomas 2010: 333).  
 
Method and Data Collection   
 
Prior to commencing my research Pre-ethical clearance was an essential 
prerequisite of this research.  Pre-ethical clearance or asking permission from 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities is also very important cultural 
protocol.  Being an Indigenous researcher positions me as not only a researcher but 
as object and subject of the research (Barrett et al. 2015: 2).  With support from 
Deakin University, I travelled to the Bunya Mountains to gain permission on 
Country from a variety of Aboriginal Elders and community to obtain approval to 
commence Bunya Tukka Tracks research.  I conveyed that participants are owners 
of their own cultural knowledge and would be co-producers of this knowledge.   
 
Pre-ethics and gaining permission included over eight years of yarning about my 
hypothesis of research to the broader Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
community to gain a consensus from community and to affirm for myself that my 
research was something communities wanted and would participate in.  Through 
the years, I gained valuable assurance and information one, to do the research and 
two, who I should include in my yarning circles and where I should go before I 
even started the research process was integral before contemplating research.  This 
was very important to me knowing how Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
people felt about researchers.   
 
As mentioned above cultural pre-ethics procedures  and following my own 
ancestral protocols  were used to seek permission to carry out my research included 
attending major gatherings of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities 
and yarning about my proposed research topic.  These included the New South 
Wales Catchment Management Authority Aboriginal Reference Group State 
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Conference 2008 held in Dubbo, the National Indigenous Land & Sea Management 
Conference 2010 held in Broken Hill, The Greater Blue Mountains World Heritage 
Living Country Culture Camp at Yengo 2012 held Wollombi and attendance at The 
Worlds Indigenous Network (WIN) Conference 2013 held in Darwin, Northern 
Territory, just to name a few.  At these major conferences and gatherings, I met and 
collected contact details from Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Elders and 
community from the Bunya Ranges, including members of the Bunya Mountains 
Murri Rangers, the Burnett Mary Regional Group, the Bunya Mountains Elders 
Council Queensland and the Bunya Traditional Owner Group.  The informants have 
been identified through the Aboriginal Australian map (Australian Institute of 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 1996) shown below (image 17).   
 
 
17. Aboriginal Australia (Australian Institute of Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander 1996).   
 
 
Community and individual consultations consisting of interviews, yarning 
circles/focus group were conducted with Aboriginal people affiliated to the Bunya 
Mountains, Bunya Ranges region in southern Queensland’, including Aboriginal 
groups along eastern New South Wales.  I have identified the informants for this 
research as Australian Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people who are 
traditional owners, custodial descendants, kinship groups or Aboriginal 
communities who have knowledge of related areas that were occupied by 
recognized groups.  Throughout this research, the informants are known as the 
“participants”. 
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Attending my first Bunya Festival held at Mimburi Upper Mary Association 
Incorporation property Queensland, hosted by Beverly Hands presented me with a 
unique opportunity to volunteer at the gathering.  I offered to volunteer in the Elders 
Tent, which provided me a space to ask face-to-face questions, discuss my 
hypothesis and gain permission to proceed with my research.  I also collected 
valuable information on who I should contact and how I should conduct my 
interviews.  I also attended the World’s First Nations Traditional Knowledge 
Conference 2016 hosted by Noritta Morseu-Diop and established through Malu 
Mai Consultancy held in Brisbane, where Elders I had already yarned with were 
attending along with other Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Elders and 
community.  This conference also provided a culturally safe space to ask questions 
and yarn freely with participants coming from a diversity of locations related to the 
traditional journey to Bonye Bonye gathering, trade and movement.     
 
For this research, I interviewed 32 people, between southern Queensland and 
eastern New South Wales and in various locations.  Yarning and data collection 
took place in natural settings and where participants chose to be.  Several interviews 
were conducted on site at the Bunya Dreaming Festival and other major events were 
numerous Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people gathered.  Multiple sources 
of data archival resources and collections were also examined.  Site types and 
location of areas visited where yarning and semi-structure questions took place 
within New South Wales were: Darkinjung Local Aboriginal Land Councils 
general meetings; Taree Local Aboriginal Land Councils and the Taree Indigenous 
Development and Employment Association.  The Community’s geographical areas 
where individual yarning took place included Bulahdelah, Byron Bay, Coffs 
Harbour, Dubbo, Forester, Grafton, Kempsey, Kulnura, Maitland, Norah Head, 
Ourimbah, Port Macquarie and Wyong.  The locations also included areas within 
southern Queensland, Ashgrove, Brisbane, Bunya Ranges National Park, 
Maroochydore, Tewantin, Toowoomba and Upper Mary River Catchment.  I also 
had deep discussions with fellow students and work colleagues.  
  
Even though the geographical area is in southern Queensland and eastern New 
South Wales; Torres Strait Islander people have been identified as having a 
relationship or kinship values with the study area due to colonisation and forced 
removal from ancestral lands.  Torres Strait Islander people were relocated to 
Queensland and now have association with the study area.  The participant’s 
involvement in the research were crucial to illuminating the trails parallel to 
mapping Bunya tree locations.  The participants represent a portion of the 
traditional owner groups with a relationship to the Bunya gatherings and 
ceremonies, southern Queensland and eastern New South Wales.   
 
Several participants interviewed for the research expressed their opinion that they 
would rather have their names, family names excluded until the final research was 
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completed due to cultural protocols and would welcome the idea of being authors 
and acknowledged for their cultural rights and input.  They also expressed their 
support for extended research.  I was encouraged by participants to attended groups 
already established, instead of creating a focus group myself as for the Bunya 
Mountains Murri Rangers, the Burnett Mary Regional Group, the Bunya Mountains 
Elders Council Queensland and the Bunya Traditional Owner Group which later 
was established out of the Bunya Mountains Aboriginal Aspiration and Caring for 
Country Plan (2010) for the future custodians of the Bunya Ranges.  Bunya Tukka 
Tracks supports the aspirations of the traditional custodians of the Bunya Ranges 
and the Caring for Country Plan (2010) and also adds credence to desired outcomes 
for Elders, people, place and Country.    
 
In Australia, there is an abundant information regarding Aboriginal walking 
pathways and related historic stratified uses of these pathways.  There is also 
sufficient ethnographic evidence and archival material to support the conception 
that the movement of tangible objects had ceremonial and ritual obligations 
attached to the journey.  McBryde’s research on stone tool distribution provides 
evidence that supports Aboriginal auto-ethnographic historical accounts, and that 
these items are often implicated in the cosmological worldviews and religious 
frameworks of Aboriginal people and ritual movement (McBryde 1984)  
 
The Bunya nut is another resource that encompasses stratified uses and ritual 
movement, as with the greenstone.  The greenstone was also moved with the 
travellers.  
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CHAPTER FOUR   
 
ABORIGINAL ARTEFACTS. TRADE & THEIR MOVEMENT: 
GREENSTONE, OCHRES, ART, SONG & DANCE 
 
This Chapter examines Aboriginal artefacts, trade and their movements focusing 
on items traded and exchanged, including highly regarded economic intangible and 
tangible resources.  The symbolic meaning in artefacts and throughout the 
landscapes, highlight the importance of the stratifications of intangible knowledge 
and the spiritual cosmological relationships with the production and exchange of 
certain items.  The main focus will be on the stratified activities along the journey 
attending Bonye bonye gathering.  The Bunya mountains, being a place of spiritual 
significance and a highly-valued gathering place and the Bunya nut itself, being of 
high economic value to the custodians, played an important link to the chain of 
ceremony and exchange.  Isabel McByrde’s research provides recognized 
archaeological evidence that supports the all-encompassing movement of 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples’ throughout Australia.  McBryde 
focuses on quarried stone for tool making which was and still is, high on the 
economic scale.   
 
The Greenstone is one example of Aboriginal resources being traded and re-traded, 
being moved across Australia as Cultural Commodities of high significance.  This 
was a very highly valued resource of trade for making axe heads and spear tips for 
ceremonial purposes.  The Greenstone was also a tangible object that held 
intangible values.  Some attention is given to other resources traded such as 
different fibres, story, song and dance and how and why these items were moved 
around Australia. 
 
This Chapter also covers aspects of Aboriginal cultural relationships to artefacts to 
demonstrate how Aboriginal culture is not a stagnant culture or a museum piece; 
that it is a living and evolving vibrant culture that has adapted to its environment 
since time began, adapting, surviving natural disasters and manipulating natural 
resources, while still managing landscapes and caring for Country in a reciprocal 
community manner.  This continues today.  Constantly adjusting to timely events, 
these practises have never completely stopped as some would suggest but, have 
adopted a contemporary approach.  Our people are still travelling these song lines, 
still doing business, and still exchanging goods and information.  You too are 
travelling our song lines and doing your business with your family.  
 
Aboriginal Culture and Artefacts 
 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders epistemologies and ideologies to sustain 
cultural knowledge are more complex than a majority of Western paradigms could 
ever entertain, comprehend or perhaps even be able to adhere to.  Strict protocols 
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ensure equilibrium, moiety and all-inclusive sustainable environments.  They 
involve awareness and familiarity gained through lived experience, being part of 
the situation and a consciousness containing a complex web of knowledge up held 
by the community.  To sustain and thrive in Australia’s complex environment, strict 
cultural order and protocols are needed ensure logical sustainability for all and to 
prosper while caring for Country in a holistic symbolic relationship.  
 
Several resources and items had very sacred symbolic value and held metaphorical 
significance.  Some designs could not even be spoken about.  Timber products are 
an example of items that have been traded and re-traded.  Many timber artefacts 
were traded and some have been claimed and sold overseas or when Europeans first 
arrived held in private collections and public museums.  Timber products and 
different woods were also traded with other timber such as mulga wood from inland 
New South Wales, used for making hunting weapons and turpentine wood, to name 
only a few.  Petrified timber has been crucial to dating Aboriginal occupation.  
 
While there has been much debate over the years amongst European settlers and 
scientist about Australian Aboriginal history, occupation and the extent of 
movement for trade and seasonal food availability.  Aboriginal groups did move 
from one area to another.  The majority of the groups were moving between their 
own tribal areas, but also occupied their tribal lands permanently.  More and more 
evidence of Aboriginal clan groups’ permanent occupation is only recently being 
verified.  For example, it is now generally agreed that there was the movement of 
the North Coast local groups for food and that that Yaegl and Gumbaingirr people 
occupied their core tribal areas all year round, travelling between the coast and the 
river and range hinterland.  Yaegl territory encompasses the Lower Clarence River 
and the coast, possibly reaching as far north as Black Rocks/Jerusalem Creek (south 
of Evans Head), with a disputed overlapping area between the two groups between 
Wooli and Red Rock/Corindi Beach in the south.  Gumbaingirr/Gumbaynggir 
territory is much larger, reaching from Nambucca in the south to north of Red Rock, 
across to the Clarence River around Grafton, inland to Nymboida and up to Ebor 
on the Dorrigo Plateau (Australian Government 2009).  Twenty-two other groups 
visited for times of feasting and ceremony, and they also travelled long distances 
for significant ceremonial and other special events including attending the Bunya 
gathering in southern Queensland (Byrne 1980). 
 
Trade: Transmission of Artefacts and Knowledge 
 
One time ago (Butler 2009), an extensive trade network existed between Aboriginal 
nations.  Meeting places or trading posts were located throughout Australia.  Trade 
between nations was based on demand and supply.  Each nation group trading the 
natural resources of their specific geographical region.  Also, each group offered 
specific skill-based expertise and manufacturing techniques.  Resources were 
traded beyond the original purchase; therefore, products and natural resources were 
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re-traded and could be found many thousands of miles from their original place of 
purchase.  An extensive equilibrium and symbiotic bartering system was 
established from the beginning of time. 
 
Knowledge and taught experience is an explicit social construction with specific 
circumstances, and through Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders enshrined oral 
traditions usefulness and relatedness are passed on to generations.  How and where 
that ethnobotany epistemology is shared and learnt is crucial to develop multi 
nations’ social spheres of trade and exchange that reinforced movement for trade.  
The movement to the Bunya Mountains and attending the Bonye Bonye gathering 
is one of primordial customs.  
 
A large number of soft artefact items such as possum coats, personal hair belts, and 
ceremonial regalia that were traded have returned to the land and hence have 
provided little evidence, from an archaeologist perspective, of the underlying 
trading and social associations related to these items.  Such soft resources are highly 
cherished, but unlike other artefacts have mostly disappeared leaving little hard 
evidence or room for assumptions to be hypothesised.  The Bogong Moth Gathering 
is an example of ceremonial movement with little hard evidence of this gathering, 
with the Bogong moth (Agrotis infusa) being a soft resource.  Apart from 
archaeological evidence of tools and trading material within the landscape, Flood 
states that (Flood 1999: 240), archaeological evidence for moth hunting is limited, 
but the trails are enshrined in the landscape and part of a complex web of trails and 
gatherings. 
 
There has been considerable research conducted on Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islanders people related to trade: why and what was traded.  Bunya Tukka Tracks 
focuses on the Bunya nut as a commodity included in this practice.  The Bunya nut 
being a soft resource, but the Bunya tree providing a hard resource of remnant traces 
of this resource being traded and moved throughout the landscape.  From a Western 
gaze, archaeological evidence was light in confirmation.  Unless associated with 
charcoal or other evidence-based dating methods (Coles & Cother 2010), it is 
impossible to prove “time” as Western dating methods can only go back so far, but 
not as far back as Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander oral accounts handed down 
from generation to generation.  From a Western prospective, there is a tendency to 
assume that if it is not in writing, it cannot be true and trusted as truth.  For 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people, the evidence and story is written and 
contained within the landscape or Country.  The environment is the book etched 
with story and knowledge.  Country needs to be spoken to with language of ancient 
chants, song, dance and rituals that Country knows and understands.  The evidence 
is still there lying just beneath the surface if one knows how to read the landscape.  
The pieces of the puzzle have been researched for only a mere 200 years, for 
example hard artefacts like rock engraving and rock art, stone tools, axes, spear 
heads among others provide scientific evidence.  Backed by archaeological 
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evidence, carbon dating, geographical scientific evidence and overlaid with 
Indigenous epistemologies, enshrined oral traditions, symbolic etchings and rock 
art, hard artefacts and “memoryscapes” research should become a more reliable 
source of accurate accounts of Australian history (Lavers 2010).   
 
Greenstone 
 
Greenstone is considered, in Aboriginal epistemologies, as a very sacred resource 
for men, and quartz crystal is sacred for women.  This was universal throughout 
Australia.  Tribal lands that contain these resources may have had an advantage for 
trade over resources but, there was constantly an equal exchange.  For example, 
one might trade one greenstone for two axe heads and one spear, this would be 
considered an equal trade off.  Even though the manufacture of the axe head and 
spear was more labour intensive the cosmological and spiritual value of that item 
was instantly regarded as higher value than the labour of producing tools. 
 
McBryde’s (1975-1984) extensive research and expertise in petrological and ethno- 
historical experience provides evidence base data analysis of the movement and 
distribution of greenstones axes.  Mount William in central Victoria provides an 
insight to the dispersal of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander resources 
throughout Australia.  McBryde’s research has proven to be pivotal to western 
understanding of stone tool dispersal patterns in Australia and the extent to which 
they were distributed.  Her work entitled, Exchange in South Eastern Australia: An 
Ethno-Historical Perspective (1975) focuses on the petrological and geochemical 
identification of Mt William axes and the source characterization of quarried 
greenstone (Amphibole Hornfels).  It concludes that Mt William specimens were 
distributed much further than axes from other greenstones quarries, up to and over 
1,000 km from the source.  They were clearly favoured over other material for axe 
production that was were identical in quality to those resources from areas close by 
(McBryde 1975; Harrison 1981).   
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18.  Mt William Greenstone Axe Quarry Central Victoria (Brumm 2010: 174). 
 
The map above shows the distribution of greenstone axes from Mt William quarry 
in Victoria.  Other major axe quarries in the Cambrian belt of Central Victoria are 
marked with black circles.  McBryde’s research on the stone axe distribution also 
highlights the cosmological social relationships with the production and exchange 
of stone axes in south eastern Australia.  McBryde’s petrological and ethno- 
historical analysis implies that reasons for the popularity of a given source of stone 
tool-making may be more complex, involving many factors that are not easily 
reduced to straightforward economic or utilitarian considerations (cited in Brumm 
2010: 182).  Utilising McBryde’s research and maps, along with additional auto-
ethnographic accounts from Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people and 
Elders this research aims to extend on the Bunya Tukka Tracks exemplar map. 
 
Ochre 
 
Intricate ceremonies were established around collecting ochre and returning with 
merchandise.  While these items were exchanged for other items, red ochre was and 
is a highly sourced after commodity for cosmological, spiritual and religious 
purposes.  As with the greenstone from Mt William, some ochre sites were favoured 
over others for the same reason.  Ochre varied from many colours, from reds though 
to various oranges, yellows, pinks and browns.  Red and yellow ochres were highly 
regarded resources sort after as not all areas of Australia can provide all colours.  
All colours were used for art and ceremonial purposes on many different levels.  
White was more commonly used and more accessible throughout Australia. 
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There are many uses for ochre.  Ochre is an iron oxide that is found in a range of 
colours, from yellow to oranges through to browns and red.  The ochre is grounded 
into a powder and then wetted, usually with water but sometimes saliva, blood, fat 
and oils from goannas (Varanus spp), fish, emu (Dromaius novaehollandiae), or 
possum (Trichosurus ssp) with orchid juice for a preservative (Department of 
Planning 2007: 2).  The consequential pigment is used for body and artefact 
decoration, and cave painting.  Aboriginal Elders say to me ‘Pascoe that famous 
artist, he didn’t invent oil paintings we were the first oil painters’.  Dry ochre is also 
used for staining animal skins and rubbing throughout the hair and hair belts.  
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people also state they are the first people to 
have dreadlocks, which was a result of the above process.  Resins from certain 
plants are also used to seal ochre art work on the inside of furs, such as possum and 
kangaroo coats. 
 
Red ochre has inordinate significance to Aboriginal cultures, as it represents the 
blood of ancestral beings and birth.  Because of this, it is thought to cure, protect 
and strengthen (Department of Planning 2007: 3) one’s spirit and wellbeing and 
certain ceremonial dances that required red ochre were not to be seen by non-
initiated people, youth or of female gender (Yunupingu 2012; Speirs 2010).  Ochre 
was traded widely across Australia as with the green stone from Mt William.  Some 
ochre quarries are of higher value than others evident through the size of the quarry.  
Aboriginal people would walk many kilometres to obtain the desired ochre often in 
large quantities and therefore carried in kangaroo bags (Coles & Cother 2010). 
 
Different colours are used for certain ceremonies, for example purple ochre from 
Darkinjung Country was highly sought after for Aboriginal women’s ceremonies 
and were once an exchange commodity the Darkinjung Nation from the Central 
Coast New South Wales, Darkinjung Country.  The yellow ochre from Kariong 
region also located in Darkinjung Country, is also of high value as its grain is very 
fine and soft like soap and it is brighter, almost golden with a beautiful shiny effect 
more than most other yellow ochres found elsewhere.  This is of both tangible and 
intangible importance to Aboriginal people for ceremonial purposes.  Other colours 
such as yellow and white, were also highly valued for ceremonial and initiations 
purposes.  White is more readily available in most parts of Australia and usually 
associated with mourning for women form some areas.  In South Australia, 
Aboriginal women made white clay caps that they wore while going through sorry 
business.  Depending on the clan group, or what area in Australia you were from, 
they would carry different uses and meanings.  Ochres were a necessity in attending 
and participating in the Bonye Bonye gathering.  The Bonye bonye gathering being 
a central place for exchange of these resources.  Ochres were also traded at the 
Bonye bonye gathering was an integral part of attending certain ceremonial 
activities at the gathering.  Prior to attending the gathering, ochres were used on the 
journeying for other ceremonial purposes in order to participate and carry out 
cultural obligation.  Aboriginal people are still travelling the Country and practicing 
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in these traditional customs of exchange and ceremony in a modern world, in a 
contemporary way.   
 
Western research shows that operations at most major Aboriginal mines appear to 
have ceased no later than 50 years ago.  Some records state that these practices 
stopped in the early 1900s, but deposits of ochre are still being extracted and 
exchanged among Aboriginal people today for use in art and ceremonies.  I and 
other Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people would argue that this statement 
is untrue.  A report from Department of Primary Industries (NSW Government 
2007) conclude there are 416 recorded Aboriginal mine sites in eastern Australia, 
including Queensland, New South Wales and Victoria, although new sites are being 
identified all the time.  In New South Wales, there are 183 identified sites, 144 
stone quarries and 17 ochre mines, with no information, beyond location, being 
available for the remaining 22 (Department of Planning 2007: 2).  In Western 
Australia, sharp-edged stones from the Murchison River area were traded over an 
area of almost 1000 km² to the south (Attenbrow 2007).  
 
Other well-known Aboriginal quarries in New South Wales are located at Grogin 
Peak, Lowes Mount, Mission Cove, Snapper Point, Yamba Point and Wilson’s 
Peak.  As McBryde’s research shows, Mt William, near Lancefield in Victoria, was 
the site of a large Aboriginal quarry that extended for over a kilometre along a 
ridge.  The stone being exploited is a volcanic greenstone, which is hard and has a 
fine grain, making it ideal for the production of stone axes with a ground-edge 
(Department of Planning 2007: 2).  There are also other local quarries that I and 
other Aboriginal people know of that are not mentioned in this study.  These 
quarries were and are still being mined today for ceremonial purposes.  The 
materials are still being quarried and traded along the journey following religious 
ritual of travelling routes and exchanged being used at events such as the Bonye 
Bonye gatherings.  
 
New techniques are being developed constantly at the International Society for 
Archaeological Sciences. Popelka-Filcoff is using a combination of radio-
analytical and spectroscopic methods such as neutron activation analysis (NAA) 
and X-ray fluorescence microscopy (XFM) to investigate the stories of the ochre 
trade across Australia.  Popelka-Filcoff is examining the types of ochre used on 
boomerangs, shields and bark paintings, and corresponding the elemental 
composition of known ochre sources across Australia.  By examining the artefacts 
and researching the chemical and physical characteristics of the pigments, she can 
piece together key points in the ancient ochre exchange routes.  Popelka-Filcoff 
states: 
 
Since European contact many of these exchange routes have disappeared, 
but through chemical analysis of objects, drawing together experts in 
chemistry, physics, art and archaeology, we can start to piece them back 
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together.  Understanding how ochre changed hands is an important area of 
knowledge about our culture that has previously been lost and can be 
recovered by connecting the analytical data with the cultural importance of 
objects treated with ochre.  We have the chance to reconstruct a really 
fascinating part of our culture (Popelka-Filcoff 2017: n.p) 
 
The Bunya Tukka Tracks research methodology provides new and accurate 
accounts and data that will form a more inclusive and accurate framework for data 
collection on Australian history and known travelling and trading routes.  
 
Song and Dance 
 
Intangible items were just as important as tangible ones, new information was 
passed through song and dance.  Ancient customary lore and information was also 
passed through narratives of song and dance and related to the Dreamtime as 
mentioned in methodology Chapter Three.  Through ritual song and dance 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders people would acknowledge and pay respect 
to their ancestors.  Wearing ochre of certain symbol’s representing the story you 
would sing the story, act out the story, playing out that ancestor, you become that 
ancestor or animal or time of an event.  You would become the story in all its forms 
of design and movement.  Paranormal and physic information can be passed 
through to the singer and dancer when receiving paranormal knowledge through an 
alternate state.  Sometimes song and dance could come to Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander through their dreams.  Believing that ancestors have passed on 
information and knowledge through ones’ dreams is as viewed as a normal event 
of knowledge transference. 
 
Survival of ancient wisdom is contained within these stories.  Contained even 
within these song and dances, are different stratifications of Indigenous 
epistemologies.  These layers are only seen and known through the eyes of the 
initiated, so no harm would come to the uninitiated as they wouldn’t have the 
cultural understanding to access that layer.  The Elders of a certain group are the 
guardians of the knowledge and insure their strict transference.  Very significate 
and sacred lore is contained within the ritual of song and dance, this lore is only 
performed far away from the rest of the uninitiated clan. 
 
Where these rituals are performed are where certain cultural sites representing 
spiritual affiliation with the universe and the Dreamtime.  These cosmological sites 
are very significant and ceremonial practices continue along with the importance 
of being at a particular significant place at certain times of year for cosmological 
events.  This was imperative for ritual ceremonial activities to take place for those 
purposes.  These spiritual places are connected along the travelling routes song 
lines and are also reflected and embedded in Country.  The gathering, dance, song 
and ceremony and the “kungan” and “yarning” (Ngarrindjeri Heritage Committee, 
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2006) that takes place on the journey and being in attendance at the Bonye bonye 
gathering is of high spiritual national importance for the exchange of resources 
tangible and intangible and ceremony purposes. 
 
Key Patterns 
 
Every single part of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander lore, society, environment 
and ways of being are interwoven.  One does not exist without the other.  The 
knowledge and reciprocal exchange of culture was and is a very complex strict 
stratification of respect for the people and for Country.  For outsiders to look upon 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people as mere hunter gathers and initially 
savages, is such an abhorrent insult to a millennium of traditional knowledge and 
intelligence of Australia’s First People.  
 
According to Kevin Tibbett’s research Risk and Economic Reciprocity: An analysis 
of three regional Aboriginal food-sharing systems in late Holocene Australia 
(2004), Aboriginal trade and exchange in eastern Australia was based on 3 
Aboriginal food-sharing systems.  The Bogong moth (Agrotis infusa) gathering in 
the southern highlands of' New South Wales, the Bunya gatherings at southeast 
Queensland and the seasonal congregations along the riverine corridors of the Kati 
Thanda - Lake Eyre Basin are examples of  where Aboriginal people gathered for 
spiritual and ceremony purposes occurred.  The Kati Thanda - Lake Eyre Basin is 
a case that identifies archaeological associates of economic reciprocity through 
ritual movement and exchange in conjunction with attending other gatherings for 
ceremonial purposes.  Tibbett relies on Western scientific evidence without 
including Indigenous epistemologies and paradigms.  Tibbett’s research suggests 
that in the Kati Thanda - Lake Eyre Basin gatherings of increasing population levels 
during the mid-to late Holocene had transformed reciprocity into a form of 
competition or trade within the alliance system (Tibbett 2004: 7).  Due to climate 
change, this moved from the Palaeolithic glacier period in to the Holocene period, 
to dryer and warmer conditions.  He also argues that: 
 
In the Lake Eyre Basin the emergence of increasing social complexity in 
economy and exchange systems is argued to be a result of successful risk-
minimisation strategies operating in the mid-to late Holocene.  Intra-alliance 
competition, resulting in inequality between competing groups and not 
economic equilibrium, is hypothesised to be the key factor that introduced 
trade into the Lake Eyre Basin.  The balance between the social aspects of 
aggregations and economic equilibrium is hypothesised to change depending 
on the food sharing interactions between groups in the alliance relationships 
(Tibbett 2004: 10). 
 
I disagree along with many other Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people that 
trading from Kati Thanda - Lake Eyre only began approximately 4,000-6,000 BP.  
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Kati Thanda - Lake Eyre being an epic point, on routes to one of the largest known 
song lines, the biggest lake in Australia, on course with a major traditional 
travelling and trading route associated with numerous other ceremonies throughout 
Australia like the Bonye bonye gathering has been used much longer than Tibbetts 
suggested dating.  Kati Thanda - Lake Eyre was a central meeting point for 
Aboriginal people.  The Kati Thanda - Lake Eyre Basin, is the largest salt lake in 
Australia, located in northern South Australia and the world's 13th largest lake.  It 
has a drainage basin, inland catchment with a size of approximately 1.2 million km² 
(Herr et al. 2009: 47) and covers 15% of the continent extending into the south-east 
of the Northern Territory and south west and central Queensland.  The Cooper 
Creek, and the Finke, Georgina and Diamantina rivers are the four main rivers of 
the basin.  Other tributaries are the desert rivers include the Hale, Plenty and Todd 
rivers that flow from the south east of the Northern Territory, south (Herr et al. 
2009).  This information in itself alerts the researcher to the importance the water 
system and relationship the first people would have had with this region. Auto-
ethnographic accounts relating to traditional trade contradict this notion.  The Kati 
Thanda - Lake Eyre region was and still is a major water, food source and stop over 
for Aboriginal travellers, journey through Australia. 
 
Tibbett along with David (1991), Flood (1999) and Morwood (1987), hypothesise 
that trade turned from reciprocity into a form of competition is flawed, in my view.  
The estimated timings for regionalisation of trade starting in the Kati Thanda - Lake 
Eyre Basin Tibbett’s suggest started 4,000 BP in southeast Queensland (Morwood 
1987), 2,500 BP in Cape York Peninsula (David 1991) and 1,000 BP is the date 
estimated for the Bogong moth feasts (Flood 1999).  This might suggest a late 
Holocene rather than a mid-Holocene beginning for the extensive exchange 
networks in the Kati Thanda -Lake Eyre Basin.  The earliest confirmed date for 
stone axes (river pebbles not quarried) in the Mount Isa district, estimated at l,200 
BP.  Tibbett also states that the evidence is not conclusive: 
 
Bogong moth gatherings do not seem to serve as a system of risk-management 
for a significant proportion of the population, the non-predation of moths in 
the home range of some tribes suggests that risk, and economic reciprocity 
are low priorities with social aspects being the central issue (Tibbett 2004). 
 
Based on archaeological evidence alone, I argue that if this research had included 
Aboriginal peoples’ oral accounts of their movement and trade.  There would have 
been a more constructive accurate conclusion around Kati Thanda - Lake Eyre.  I 
suggest further, that Bunya Tukka Tracks research will extend on this knowledge 
through Indigenous epistemologies and oral accounts of stratified uses of these 
traditional travelling routes. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
 
BUNYA USES AND ASSOCIATED CULTURAL PURPOSES 
 
Having described the Bunya Tree in Chapter One, this chapter, will further 
introduce the reader to the Bunya Pine (Araucaria bidwillii) with a focus on the 
bunya nut, its many uses of the resource and as a medicinal food source.  This 
chapter discuss the ethno-botany and Indigenous knowledge systems that underpin 
this food source and the Bunya nut as an example of trade and food and associated 
stratifications of cultural obligations and purposes through marriage, song, dance, 
art and oral accounts.  The life and affinity of multi-nations ancient use and 
geographical knowledge about the Bunya nut that has been handed down orally and 
physically from Elder to juvenile to child. 
 
The chapter covers the scope of dissemination and its eternal use marking the 
Bunya as a physical representation of the song lines and representing travelling 
routes.  The botanical realities of the Bunya nut and tree, where it grows, why it 
flourishes in certain areas.  How it is dispersed, but becomes denser in certain other 
areas will also be considered.  
 
Although it was perceived that Aboriginal people did not farm their Country, how 
wrong European settlers were.  European colonisers had too limited a vision to see 
such complex structured societies.  Europeans couldn’t understand Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander spiritual connection and relationship with Country and way 
of living.  If they couldn’t see fixed tangible items such as fences that showed 
ownership, then in a western view it wasn’t owned land.  There is widespread 
evidence of Aboriginal people’s long existence in Australia and extensive 
relationship with Country.  There is also archaeological evidence that Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander did have natural structural boundaries which identified 
their traditional boundaries.  They just weren’t wooden fences in a Western term.   
 
Keon-Cohen’s (2000) accounts the Eddie Mabo Litigation: A Personal and 
Procedural Account, the case of the Native Title Claim 1992, aimed to prove the 
boundaries of his people on Mer Island.  Keon-Cohen (2000) records accounts of 
the legal team’s responses.  Once having been on ‘Country’, they could see for 
themselves and were astounded at the evidence provided.  Keon-Cohen notes, in 
recording Mabo’s personal accounts:   
 
But, nevertheless in many instances clearly bounded by wooden fences, 
and/or by rocks placed at corners and along the boundaries.  The legal team, 
transformed in an instant into expert, highly qualified and immensely 
experienced surveyors, set about producing, by hand and on the spot, 
accurate maps of the areas under claim (Keon-Cohen 2000: 12). 
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While the legal team were doing their research they noticed how the local women, 
each morning, would inspect the grounds outside of their homes for any evidence 
of intruders that may have trespassed their homes during the night.  Eddie Mabo 
also provided written proof in his language that this ancient Malo lore, one of 
which, broadly rendered, states: 
 
Malo tag mauki mauki, Teter mauki mauki.  Malo tag aorir aorir,Teter aorir 
aorir, Malo tag tupamait tupamait, Teter tupamait tupamait’.  When roughly 
translated from the Meriam, into English this means: ‘Malo keeps his hands 
to himself; he does not touch what is not his.  He does not permit his feet to 
carry him towards another man’s property.  His hands are not grasping, he 
holds them back.  He does not wander from his path.  He walks on tiptoe, 
silent, careful, leaving no sign to tell that this is the way he took (Keon-Cohen 
2000: 12). 
 
The above, along with other indications show evidence of ‘custom and tradition’ 
and ‘traditional connection to land’ (Keon-Cohen 2000:12).  They were also 
stunned when Eddie Mabo went on to show further evidence such as traditional fish 
traps and fresh water springs that had been maintained for hundreds of thousands 
of years among other environmental landmarks - and this is just one example.  The 
Bunya Trees are also marks of traditional people’s boundaries and economics 
belonging solely to the local Aboriginal people and their ancestors  
 
We know that Aboriginal people did move throughout Country for trade, food, 
marriage and ceremony but, they also stayed in their Country (Burnum 1998; 
Kerwin 2012; McBryde 2014; Gammage 2011).  Not everyone travelled all the 
time, some would stay at home.  Elders and children may stay and take care of 
camp, just as is so today.  This is another misunderstanding by European settlers, 
as Aboriginal people never wandered around Country aimlessly.  There was always 
work, lore and relationships to take care of, with many layers of business to fulfil 
along the way.  
 
Aboriginal Culture and the Bunya 
 
Fibres 
Travelling to the Bunya gathering also allowed collection of other resources on the 
way, like natural fibres for weaving traditional carrying implements dilly bags and 
mats.  In my Country, Ngarrindjeri Country in South Australia, they were 
renowned for expertise in traditional weaving techniques of very high standards - 
woven mats and coats, dilly bags, baskets and huge fishing nets (Tendi, Committee 
et al. 2007: 26).  These resources were of high value when trading with other 
communities. 
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Every part of plants and animal resources were used tactfully with generally no 
waste at all.  All plants and animals had a complexity of uses, knowledges and story 
embedded within them.  After all, to take something from the land was not that 
simple.  To take from Country would mean to thank the ancestors, this would 
sometimes involve ceremonies, cultural obligation to thank that animal or plant and 
ancestors for taking from mother earth.  Every part of that resource would be used, 
you were not to waste anything.  The Bunya tree had many uses besides its 
nutritional value, the tree was never cut or harmed.  If a Bunya tree looked as if she 
would pass away, she would be rescued from completely perishing.  The fibrous 
outer bark was used for camp fires, when cutting into the bark a resin wood be 
released and was used for glues.  The Bunya being as old as it is would have been, 
one of the first resin and glues to be used in the World and would have been another 
layer of trade of this resource.  Further research using Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islanders peoples oral accounts backed with geological evidence will provide 
information relating to the stratified uses of the Bunya tree, fiber and nut.   
 
We know that Aboriginal people had extensive knowledge of resin and glues which 
had multiple uses.  For example, the Grass Tree (Xanthorrhoea spp) was a staple 
plant providing many uses.  The base of the tree contains a clear resin highly useful 
resource that was used for adhering axe heads to handles.  This resin made super 
glue and mixed with other animal wastes in Western terms, could make a 500 plus 
strength super glue.  The bark that resin comes from was also used as an incense to 
keep insects away.  The resin mixed with other natural resources such as native 
bees wax, was used for plugging holes and repairing wooden implements and 
canoes (Duncan 1999; Speirs 2003). 
 
The Grass Tree leaves were used for weaving and making very strong nets, leaves 
were also eaten and could sustain one thirst if in needed.  The flowers were eaten, 
the stems were used for spears or building material.  The flowers appear as long 
cylindrical spikes (1-3m) arising out of the skirt of grass like leaves, often flowering 
as a direct response to a very recent wild fire.  This ability to be one of the first 
flowers to appear after a wild fire ensures a food source for many insects and birds, 
in an otherwise alien, blackened moonscape environment.  The tops of these spikes 
are covered with a dense pattern of tiny white to yellow florets. These in turn 
produce seed capsules containing a few hard, black seeds (Watson 2102: n.p.).  
Jerry Williams mentions that Xanthorrhoea have excellent horticultural qualities 
making grass trees prized garden exhibits: 
 
Beautiful old examples are survivors of many wild fires and develop into 
architectural masterpieces.  Wild fire can cause their blackened trunk (1 to 2 
metres) to branch into two or even more heads.  These consist of thick, rough 
corky bark, surrounded by a whorl of long, wiry leaves with unique flowers 
(Williams 2014: n.p.). 
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The seeds could also be ground into a “gluten free” flour for cooking.  The base of 
the trunk provided edible grubs.  The grub's presence could be sensed by detecting 
the movement of grubs under dead leaf litter and in the centre of the grass tree, 
crown Pockets of Small sweet honey could be extracted from the carpenter bee’s 
cellular nests, which were often bored in the soft pith of the flower stalk (Speirs 
2003; Williams 2013). 
 
19.  Grass Tree Xanthorrhoea, (Bunya Mountains Elders Council & Burnett Mary 
Regional Group 2010: 24). 
 
 
It is regrettable that the older generations of colonisers and European settlers did 
not leave old growth trees and plants for my generation and the following 
generations to witness.  However, Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders auto-
ethnographically accounts, describe elaborate garments adorning the body, such as 
tribal headbands and armbands made from the Bunya leaves and fibres.  Only 
Aboriginal men of high degree wore these or handed them on to whom they chose.  
There is some written evidence, although very scant, that they used parts of the tree 
other than the edible nuts.  The headman of the Kaiabara tribe wore an armband 
made of Bunya fibre as a mark of office (Howitt 2016: 286) and the bark of dead 
trees was used as fuel.  Also, the gum and roots were a food source with the roots 
being peeled before being roasted (Huth & Holzworth 2005: 6; Steele 2015: 240). 
 
Other uses of leaves and fibre were used for special ceremonial purposes.  This 
material is located in southern Queensland lower Richmond area that is no longer 
visited: 
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Opposite Wyrallah is Amphlett’s lagoon, the abode of an evil spirit; the 
people feared to go near it at night.  At a distance of six kilometres north-
west of Amphlett’s lagoon is a pine capped hill called Parrot’s Nest, but 
known to the Aboriginal people as Goorambil, meaning pine tree.  On its 
summit there was a stone arrangement, the djurebil of the hoop pine, which 
was owned by the Wyrallah clan.  A particular pine tree on this site was used 
for sorcery; a leaf plucked from the tree would be pointed at an enemy, which 
would cause blood to run out of the enemy’s mouth (Steele 1985: 16). 
 
Symbols and art  
 
20.  Corroboree group at Cherbourg 1927 (Steele 1985: 276)  
 
 
The image above was taken for a local film called The Romance of Runnymede 
(1927).  Even though the image above is from a film set, the traditional body 
markings and equipment accompanying them, still represent their traditional clan 
group totems and other stratified meanings that exist behind the symbolic markings.  
The Aboriginal people were apparently from south east Queensland and Cape York.  
At the centre is a vertical piece of timber with fire inside for a light source for the 
photograph, the source is unknown but the photograph was in the possession of E. 
McKenzie (cited in Steele 1985: 276).  Local Aboriginal people show their 
connection to the Bunya tree through art depicting totemic art, rock art and rock 
engravings and body ochre markings.  These practices continue today there are 
symbolic representation of the Bunya tree and nut today in many organisation 
paintings, clothes, installations corporations, such as the Bunya Mountains 
Aboriginal Corporation Bunya Mountains Murri Rangers.  Below are some 
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examples of different organisations logos depicting the importance of symbolising 
the Bunya tree and nut. 
 
21.  Arrangement of Various Symbolic Bunya Art 
   
 
Other forms of symbolic instruments were message sticks, which were often made 
from wood with symbolic art used for communicating from clan group to another, 
also customarily used for inviting neighbouring clan groups to ceremonies.  The 
message stick would have certain symbols relating that other language groups 
understood and valued.  One such Message Stick from Boulia Queensland (Roth 
1897: 137-38) was used to attend the Bonye Bonye gathering, ‘Representatives 
carried sticks from their area inviting other clan groups to come and attend the Bony 
bonye gatherings.  Traditional Custodians of the Bunya trees travelled through 
surrounding districts to invite selected groups to attend the ceremonial feasts’ 
(Bunya Mountains Elders Council & Burnett Mary Regional Group 2010: 14). 
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22.  Bunya Bunya Dreaming Festival 2011 held at Baroon Pocket Blackall Range 
Bunya (Ennis 2011) 
 
 
Figures 22 and 23 show the ochre body markings representing the Bunya tree.  
Symbols also contain sacred objects with information inscribed within sacred 
design.  Some of these symbols could contain spiritual power and could only be 
used by the initiated who had knowledge of how to handle this information and 
power.  These are the layers that are important to capture now, before western 
influence erases living cultural memory.  The language needed to interpret the 
symbolic markings and landscape has been fractured.  
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23. Bunya Bunya Dreaming Festival 2015 (Swan 2015) 
 
 
The Bunya: A Food and Medicinal Resource 
 
 
24. The Bunya Nut insert 1 & 2 Bunya cone and insert 3 & 4 Individual Bunya 
nuts (oztrail 2015: n.p.)  
 
 
Aboriginal people had extensive knowledge of their Country and medicinal usage 
of its natural resources.  The Bunya seed or nut was a very versatile staple food that 
could be prepared in various ways and carried on long journeys for months  without 
fear of food contamination, perishing or rotting an, they were easily carried in dilly 
bags or stored in the environment.   
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The Bunya Pine grows to a height of 50m or more with the trunk often reaching 
1.5m across in width.  The trees produce large cones (about the size of a football, 
(see Figure 23 insert 1 & 2) and which contain 60 to 100 or more nuts (see Figure 
23 insert 3).  Each nut is individual cased inside a hard shell (see Figure 23 insert 
4).  These flavoursome and nutritious nuts are rich in oils and carbohydrates and 
can be prepared in a variety of ways.  They can be eaten raw or roasted, boiled, 
grounded into flour to make damper and also planted for fresh shoots to be eaten.  
Many Aboriginal bush foods, contain toxins that need to be processed to leach the 
toxins and poisons out so that the plant can be consumed by humans.  These 
processes can take days or even weeks to prepare before ready for human 
consumption.  The Bunya nut does not have toxins and therefore, there is no need 
for them to be leached. This again, would have made this food a very reliable source 
and easy to prepare, perhaps likened to “fast takeaway foods”. 
 
The Bunya trees are among a unique species as they are monecious, which means 
each cone is male and female.  They are also moderately gregarious, meaning found 
in the company of others and grown in clusters and colonies.  They recognise their 
own pollen and are programmed to exchange genes without other individuals 
(Dieters et al. 2007; Galleschi et al.2002).  ‘Bunya trees do not want to be inbred’ 
(Williams 2015: n.p.). 
 
The Bunya nut could be left to dry for many months but, when immersed in water 
or buried just under the surface of the ground, or often in muddy ponds, which 
required no digging and left there for approximately one to two weeks, depending 
on the weather conditions at the time.  After which fresh tubes would then emerge 
and then be eaten or the shoots roasted, this process gave the Bunya nut a sweeter 
crunchy flavour.  Bunya nuts would also often be buried on walks and then the 
fresh tubers eaten on the return journey.  The nut is high in carbohydrates, vitamin 
C and contains antibiotic, anti-inflammatory and antibacterial properties (Spiers 
2013: n.p.; Vesoul 2001: 3). 
 
Jerry Coleby Williams writes in his blog on the Bunya Trees: 
 
This tuberous tap root was also eaten and is said to be more nutritious than 
dormant seed.  Today we know that vegetable sprouts and microgreens are 
far more nutritious (up to the point when they develop their second pair of 
true leaves) that at any other stage of their life.  Indigenous Australians were 
into ‘super-foods’ thousands of years ago.  There are reports that eating 
fermented Bunya roots gave people an offensive odour, likened to the effect 
of garlic, yet fermented Bunya was much prized and regarded as a gourmet 
food.  Why?  When the tap roots are fermented, it is believed to further 
increase their nutritional value to humans because they become easier to 
digest (Williams 2015: n.p.). 
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Nutritionally, they are similar to chestnuts, being starchy.  Each nut weighs about 
15 grams and contains 130 kilojoules (32 calories) with more starch and protein 
than the average nut (Slow Food Foundation, 2016).  The raw nuts have a dry 
crunchy texture and taste similar to a chestnut, with overtones of a kind of almond 
pine.  When roasting the nut on an open camp fire you would need to pierce a hole 
in each seed to prevent them from popping or exploding. I have witnessed, on many 
occasions, watching non Aboriginal people copy Aboriginal people cooking the 
Bunya nut, however not knowing this process, usually with a comment ‘Why didn’t 
you tell me they would explode?’  The nut is easier to remove from its shell after 
cooking in water.  After boiling in their shell for 20-30 minutes the texture becomes 
waxy and can be processed easily for pestos or pureed for other purposes. 
 
While investigating the Bunya nut and its medicinal and botanical food source, a 
recent study has discovered the potential of using the Bunya nut extracts as a natural 
food preservative.  The research was on ‘The potential of the Bunya Nut Extracts 
as Antibacterial Functional Food Agent’ (Vesoul & Cock 2012) and it supports this 
information voiced from Aboriginal Elders.  The study on Bunya nut extracts have 
been found to be a promising antimicrobial agent for medicinal purposes and as a 
food preservative.  As a result of today’s society wanting to preserve foods for large 
distribution across the globe and potentially huge profit, Industry introduced 
chemical preservatives during the food production process.  Commonly used 
chemicals in food preservatives include Butylhydroxyanisol (BHA), butylated 
hydroxtoluene (BHT), calcium propionate, nitrates, nitrites, sulphur dioxide (SO²) 
and sulphites (SO³) that can have diverse effects on some people’s health and cause 
long term problems associated with chemical food preservatives. 
 
Vesoul and Cocks’ (2011) research suggest that using the Bunya nut as an additive 
in preserving foods, can eliminate the use of chemical preservatives.  The lack of 
toxicity of the Bunya nut extracts and their antibacterial bioactivity against a broad 
range of bacteria demonstrate their potential as food additives to inhibit spoilage 
and food borne illness without the need for chemical preservatives additives 
(Vesoul & Cock 2011:2).  It has taken western society over 200 years to work this 
out when the knowledge was already there.  
 
The Bunya: Trade and Dissemination 
 
Having such an in-depth relationship with Country and the stratifications of 
information gained from a millennium of one’s family handing down ancestor’s 
knowledge that spans 60,000 years and more reflects an amazing consciousness of 
Country.  Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people were well aware of 
environmental change and the need to obtain food and maintain food and water 
sources for navigating and survival.  Moving resources, damming water, storing 
seeds and planting crops were just another part of everyday life (Gammage 2011; 
Pascoe 2015).  Aboriginal people did, and still do farm their lands in a very organic 
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symbiotic way, making conscious decisions regarding food and water.  The Bunya 
tree and nut was a commodity that was mindfully managed, traded and planted.  To 
complete the Bunya Tukka Tracks exemplar map Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander peoples’ oral accounts of trade and movement of the Bunya nut will assist 
in joining the dots of traditional travelling routes from the Bunya Mountains 
southern Queensland to eastern New South Wales.    
 
The Bunya nuts are also an important part of trade along with movement of other 
artefacts and resources.  The importance of trading resources and information at 
major gatherings is evidenced by the reinvigorated Bunya Dreaming Festival by 
local the Kubi Kubi nations and other Aboriginal groups and organisations such as 
Bunya Mountains Elders Council and Burnett Mary Regional Group and the Bunya 
Murri Rangers.  Cultural information and knowledges were expressed through 
symbolic song, dance, rock art and engravings, as well as stories handed down from 
generation to generation.  Aboriginal people cooperated with their environment in 
a practical sustainable way, a symbiotic relationship with land and people.  There 
was very little that wasn’t utilised.  Anything that was taken from the land and used, 
once finished with or worn to the extent of its use, would return to the land without 
implications of contaminating the environment or leaving rubbish behind in a 
western sense.  
 
The Boab seed or fruit is an example of other oral accounts of seed resources being 
moved around Australia.  Oral accounts from Aboriginal Elders was that the Boab 
seed was planted further inland knowing that the water was rising (Torres 2003).  
The Boab tree (Adansonia gregorii), has been carried long distances over many 
years, this oral history is verified by Jay Robyn’s research titled Iconic Boab Trees 
Trace Journeys of Ancient Aboriginal People, showed that the movement of the 
Boab further in land from the western sea board was transported by Aboriginal 
people (Robyn 2015).  The Boab seed was of economic value to local Aboriginal 
people from the Kimberley region for trading between other Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander groups and also their neighbours such as Timor.  
 
Prior to Robyn’s research, the assumptions by Europeans was that the Boab seed 
must have either floated across the ocean or was moved out of Africa when humans 
arrived in Australia.  Another hypothesis that I and other Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islanders would challenge, since many Aboriginal people and Elders would 
say ‘It’s out of Australia, not out of Africa’.  Jack Pettigrew hypothesises that: 
 
Human ancestors in Africa valued the baobab fruit as food and spread the 
seeds wherever they went.  When they migrated out of Africa some 70,000 
years ago and arrived in northwest Australia.  The available evidence from 
the genetic analysis of baobabs, however does not support this scenario 
(Robyn 2015: 2).   
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For Europeans, the Boab tree was not from Australia but from Africa or 
Madagascar and once again a hypothesise that didn’t match Aboriginal people’s 
oral historical accounts and ethnobotany knowledge.  Research and recent scientific 
evidence has demonstrated that Aboriginal peoples’ oral historical accounts are 
correct.    
 
 
25. Distribution Map of Boabs inland with sea level rise (Rangan et al. 2015)   
 
 
After the ice age, witnessing extreme weather events, the subsequent sea-level rise 
and restoration of monsoonal activity during the post-glacial period and the 
Pleistocene-Holocene transition, Aboriginal people would have made a conscience 
decision to transport the boab seed with them to be planted inland.  The map below 
(Image 26) demonstrations through linguistic study the movement of the boab fruit 
and the distance it was moved inland.  Also illustrates Ancient Human Influence 
on Boab Evolution and Distribution in Australia.  
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26. Gene flow between Adansonia gregorii populations and boab loanword 
diffusion across the Kimberley region (Rangan et al.2015:192) 
 
 
The Bunya Pine is not a fast-growing species.  The Bunya nuts have poor 
dispensability due to competition with birds and animals digesting the nuts and 
tubers.  The trees had limited dispersal methods spreading by seeds falling on the 
ground which occasionally would grow into mature trees.  Human dispersal would 
have been the most productive way of distributing the species (Holngram 2014).   
 
The Bunya: Cultural Artefacts 
 
The Bunya Forest is an ancient Cultural Landscape its self.  Displaying a continued 
complexity of traditional land management practices and ecological knowledge by 
Aboriginal people.  The Bunya forest and ranges can also be known as “Cultural 
Artefact” containing many levels of Aboriginal epistemological and understanding 
of religious doctrine and practices.  The lack of traditional fire management 
practises has changed the Bunya Mountains and reduced native grasses and other 
native plants that relied on traditional land management practises.  
 
Desecrated by colonization and impacted by western religious practices and beliefs, 
the environment still holds a myriad of historic evidence of traditional land 
management and knowledge.  Traditional fire practices are just one layer of this 
information mirrored within the Australian environment.  The only way to truly 
capture this information is through using research frameworks such as decolonizing 
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methodologies (Smith 1999), to research back in order to overcome the ongoing 
effects of colonialization; to place a layer of truth over previous archival evidence.  
Reciprocal research methodologies allow both scientific evidence and Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islanders oral account to provide the evidence.  
 
One hundred and nineteen native grasslands, known locally as “balds”, are dotted 
across the Bunya Mountains.  The blue grass (Bothriochloa bunyensis), also known 
as Satin-top Grass, was considered vulnerable to extinction, was first discovered in 
the Bunya Mountains and grows only in the eastern Darling Downs.  The Grassy 
Bald’s are now referred to as an ancient artefact of Aboriginal traditional fire 
practises and land management.  The Balds are an endangered regional ecosystem.  
A quarter of the area of grassland on the Bunya Mountains was invaded by 
woodland and rainforest between 1951 and 1991.  Scientists believe that grasslands 
covered more of the Bunya Mountains during the last ice age (18,000 years ago); 
now the grasslands (which contain temperate plant species preferring cooler, 
moister climates) are gradually disappearing under forest in response to Australia's 
warming climate.  The rapid invasion of the Balds by woody plants could have been 
because of regular fire events undertaken as part of past Aboriginal land 
management which no longer occurred from the 1900s.  Aboriginal oral accounts 
provided supports this theory. 
 
Regular traditional fire practices are being re-introduced to the grasslands through 
experimental burns of varying frequencies and intensities by local Aboriginal 
communities.  Researchers and rangers are working together to find the right fire 
regimes to maintain the open character and the species diversity of the Balds before 
they are lost forever.  Again, I argue that capturing Indigenous ontological 
epistemology and values is now critical in this generation for the following 
generation.   
 
Fire Management 
 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders peoples’ traditional knowledge is crucial to 
capture, learn and put into practice for the survival of this Country and 
acknowledging Indigenous knowledge systems and caring for Country practises.  
Aboriginal people have been trying to work with Industry and government for 
years, voicing their concerns for the current environmental effects of the Country 
warming up and lack of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders traditional land 
management practises; urging government to listen before it’s too late to repair the 
damage.  Voicing their concerns in 2013, at The National Land and Sea Conference, 
Dean Yibarabuk from Alice Springs, Northern Territory, was funded in 2008, by 
the United Nations University, Ecuador, as he couldn’t get support here in 
Australia.  Yibarabuk presented his case, Fighting Carbon with Fire Arnhem Land, 
Australia (2009) and demonstrated how he could bring ‘Country back alive’ from 
wild bush fires due to the absence of traditional fire management in one of the most 
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scorched areas in Northern Territory.  These areas had not been traditionally 
managed for 150 years or more, due to public concerns and lack of understanding 
towards traditional land management practises.  Many Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander people feel that traditional land management practises are now being taken 
seriously due to the current degradation of land and water and fear of climate 
change.  Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people are also continuously forced 
to acknowledge the constant change in government processes, programs and funds 
being redirected and the constant shifting of the goal posts.   
 
Yibarabuk and other members of his family, ‘Shammed up Mr Howard by being 
funded by another Country to clean up here’ (Yibarabuk 2012: n.p.).  Together with 
their research and evidence lobbied the John Howard government to fund 
traditional fire management and the then Working on Country initiative was 
developed and funded.  Now a new initiative for these programs is being rolled out 
under the Australian Federal Government under the banner, ‘Country Needs 
People, People Need Country’. 
 
There is no simple gradient in “tree suitability” from rainforest, through savanna, 
to treeless grassland on the Bunya Mountains.  A general absence of fire since the 
19th century has changed the traditional landscape and greatly reduced the extent 
of grassy savanna and grassland formations, to the advantage of rain forest.  This 
support the hypothesis that the vegetation mosaic on the Bunya Mountains is a 
cultural artefact and testament to millennia of skilful and persistent burning.  We 
could not conclusively reject the hypothesis that the grasslands are Pleistocene 
relicts that have declined throughout the Holocene; nonetheless, an explanation 
more consistent with the evidence overall, is that the grasslands must have had 
periods of expansion during the Holocene, probably as a consequence of severe 
fires that have destroyed patches of rain forest (Butler et al. 2014: 1492). 
 
Taken as a whole, this and previous studies, suggest that the grasslands of the 
Bunya Mountains are cultural artefacts, maintained by skilful and assiduous 
burning by Aboriginal people.  This conclusion is based mainly on the rapid 
changes observed in the landscape since the cessation of traditional burning, 
resulting in the transformation of both grassland and savanna, principally by 
boundary change rather than irruption towards rain forest.  This also noticeable 
throughout Australia where Traditional land management practises are no longer 
being practised.  
 
Importance of Link to Routes and Pathways 
 
The great drought brought major environmental change to the Australian continent.  
Ernie Dingo emphasis (First Footprints 2013) that over 30,000 years ago 
Aboriginal people were thriving all over the Country, enshrining traces of their 
relationship with Country everywhere they went.  But with drought coming ‘our 
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people were about to face a challenge like never before’.  A 10,000-year ice age 
brought glacier to the mountain ranged and transformed greater Australia into 90% 
desert, one of the longest droughts in human history.  
 
Before recently these stories were transferred through oral traditions, engraved in 
rock escarpments and told through different narratives like story, song and dance.  
Now these stories of our history have been proven scientifically through modern 
technology.  This drought lasted 10,000 to 15,000 years, turning the continent from 
ancient rainforest to dry arid land event the wetlands were drying out, eventually 
turning Australia to 90% desert (Cane 2013: 124).  This would have had an 
enormous impact on the Bunya tree over that period of time and it continues today 
through the Australian climate becoming hotter and dryer.  Once again, Aboriginal 
people would have made a conscious decision to retain and maintain this resource.  
Aboriginal people were still managing their land in most parts of the continent, 
were they could until early 1900s (Gammage 2011; Pascoe 2015).      
 
The impact on Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people attending the Bonye 
bonye gatherings and their connection to the Bunya tree was immense between the 
mid-1800s and early 1900s.  These are the layers that are important to capture now, 
before Western influences erase cultural memory and as the language needed to 
interpret the symbolic landscape is fractured.  
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CHAPTER SIX  
 
MAPPING AND DATA ANALYSIS  
 
Supporting Ancient Knowledge’s with Modern Technology: The Mapping 
 
Bunya Tukka Tracks has utilised modern technology in the form of a hand-held 
GPS to map Bunya trees dotted throughout eastern New South Wales and adjacent 
to traditional camping grounds.  The data is transferred by using a mapping 
program, ArcGis 10.4 combined with ancient wisdom from Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander Elders and people’s oral transference of knowledge, an approach that 
has not been applied before.  This chapter begins with an account of trade and 
movement to Australia long before the British arrived to these shores.  I have 
chosen to use more illustrations than text to give the reader a visual snapshot of 
how maps have longed been changed by many Country’s to conquer and lay claim 
on territory.  In this chapter I briefly investigate previous explorations within 
Australia and demonstrate how many times maps have been changed to suit other 
explorers claiming land, fortune and resources in our Country.  The chapter also 
highlights maps within Australia that altered our travelling routes in order to 
rename everything and lay claim new territory under false claims such as Terra 
Nullius, another false claim.  
 
This research will attempt to show that Indigenous oral accounts, ontology and 
epistemology is central and will have applications in many disciplines including 
environmental and heritage outcomes.  That new information recorded from Elders’ 
knowledge supported by participatory action based reciprocal research 
methodologies is crucial for capturing additional evidence about the missing tracks 
within eastern New South Wales.  Knowledge that has been transferred to me from 
Elders, such as that quoted in Spiers, ‘You follow the bora rings, ceremonies were 
done on the way, follow the dividing range’ (Spiers 2014: n.p). This type of 
information is fundamental to the outcome of this research which is backed up by 
Dale Kerwin’s (2012) map (see Figure 37).  
 
Secondly, I have researched literature that has been produced and utilise existing 
maps to show the gaps in current records within eastern New South Wales.  An 
Example is Figure 40, Renew, Rain Making.  Figure 36, Movement to The Bunya 
Gatherings, shows the basic direction of different groups travelling routes to the 
Bunya ranges, but not precise travelling routes.  Utilising this map along with other 
maps and making an over lay of all maps, as well as applying data collected through 
auto-ethnographic research, the aim is to capture the required information to 
produce a new exemplar map revealing additional Bunya Tukka Tracks from 
eastern New South Wales to southern Queensland. 
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Although this approach is new, the preferred travelling routes are old.  Not much 
has changed over the past few 100 years.  Areas that would have been prime real-
estate and favourable camping areas for Aboriginal people are today just as 
favourable to the newcomers.  Areas where Aboriginal people would build their 
homes or camp site, are now where large mansion estates stand, especially hugging 
the east coast of Australia.  Mountains and rolling hills with comprehensive views, 
good areas for hunting and gathering now have livestock and fences.  Areas that 
are prime eating areas, such as those along waterways and ocean fronts, are areas 
where restaurants, mansions and high-rise apartments now occupy.   
 
The same applies to travel.  Most of today’s walking trails, the old Cobb & Co 
Trails, roads, railways, telephone lines, pacific highway and other main roads are 
in fact very old traditional walking tracks as these routes were the best way to 
navigate through Country and have been travelled upon for many thousands of 
years.  These are Aboriginal Ancestral Dreaming tracks, song lines, trading routes, 
travelling routes, communication pathways and tucker tracks which were 
established hundreds and thousands of years ago and weave across Australia north, 
south, east and west, like a dilly bag as can be seen in David Mowaljarlai’s map 
(Figure 27 below).  These routes criss-crossed and linked ritual movement and 
exchange of resources, artefact and tools, including intellectual copyright to song, 
dance and story.  All were important materials for trade.  Mowaljarlai’s map depicts 
ancient wisdom that was once known explicitly by Elders throughout Australia and 
which included knowledge of other parts of Australia, not just from one’s own 
Country.  
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27. David Mowaljarlai’s Map, (Malnic, Mowaljarlai, 1993: 192) 
 
 
The Bonye Bonye gathering was all of this and so much more.  It was also about 
political matters and judicial affairs.  Some of these pathways were traversed to 
attend the Bonye Bonye gathering while simultaneously attending to important 
cultural traditions and obligations along the way.  These activities and obligations 
have been taught for hundreds and thousands of years being, part of everyday life 
and education.  Aboriginal people have been handing down this knowledge 
regarding travelling and communication pathways through Dreamtime stories of 
creation for millennia in various forms of song, dance and art including rock art 
and engravings.  Some of the oldest maps in the world are etched into rock 
engravings and rock art throughout Australia.  Australia as I know it and other 
Aboriginal people know it, is where human origins started (Wheildon 2013: n.p.).  
Evidence of this is all over Australia, written in the environment, engraved on rock 
platforms, painted in caves, told through art, song and dance and through oral 
transformation.  For instance, it is said by Aboriginal Elders and ancestors that this 
engraving is the oldest map in the world, etched into a rock escarpment found in 
the Kimberleys (Cane 2013: 186) and also shown on the ABC (2013) documentary, 
First Footprints, the epic story of the First Australians.  The map illustrates fresh 
water prior to the “Great Flood”.   
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28. Tjukurrpa Binpi Western Desert (Cane 2013:186) 
 
 
The Tjukurrpa Binpi (Figure 28 above), is an engraved map on a rock escarpment 
in the Western Desert.  It shows the locations of waterholes and resources, pointing 
towards the Birubi Point in the Western Desert (Cane 2013: 186).  Oral accounts 
were painted and engraved in stone; this engraving is for navigating through arid 
parts of Australia and is suggested to be the oldest Map in the World.  Looking west 
the ocean can be seen in the distance background.  While the following maps were 
being created, this map sat for thousands of years unnoticed by most except the 
local people.  Maps such as this are showing water holes and natural springs for the 
remote parts of that desert, dreaming tracks, trading routes.  Archaeologist and 
Professor Peter Veth describes this map on the ABC documentary of First 
Footprints as follows:  
 
It’s old extremely old, we’re not talking about maps from the time of 
Columbus, we’re not talking about maps from the time of Christ, or even the 
Venetians or the time of agriculture.  We’re talking about maps that are 
probably tens of thousands of years’ old, these are in fact the earliest known 
maps in the world.  Maps that show country that people lived, used and 
enjoyed, created narratives of their ancestral beings (ABC 2013: n.p) 
 
Maps have long been highly sought after since time began.  They have been 
changed, stolen and hidden for hundreds of years and used for claiming and stealing 
land, for trade, distorting facts and altering history - for obtaining riches and 
resources from around the world.  The British Empire has been fruitful at this 
practice and Australia is no exception to it.   
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The Dutch, French, and Spanish, along with many other Country’s had all been 
here long before the British.  Aboriginal people had been trading with other 
Country’s for hundreds and thousands of years.  The Yolngu have been trading with 
Asia and Timor for thousands of years and had even taken on some of their 
language and traditions and still to this day carry on this tradition. They hand down 
stories of this relationship through song, dance, art and story (Yunupingu 2007: 
n.p.).  So important is this story, that one of the clan groups have a dance group 
they call The Red Flags, who perform at the Garma festival held in Yirrkala, 
Northern Territory.  The “Red Flags” represent the Moccasin boats coming to 
collect sea cucumbers from the Yolngu clan groups.  This exchange of trade has 
been in practice for over 40,000 years (Yunupingu 2007: n.p.) 
 
On 26 February 1606, the Dutch set out for the Great southern land  
 
29.  Great Southern Land (Australian National Library 2007: n.p.)  
 
 
Before the British falsely claimed  that Australia  was terra nullius, the Dutch were 
here as evidenced in the 1710 Cartographer’s depiction of New Holland, the name 
use for  the Australian continent prior to the British arrival. 
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30. 16th Century Portuguese Flag (Duncan 1997:72) 
 
 
Notable in the image above is  of what is thought to be a kangaroo on a 16th century 
flag.  This could lend weight to the theory that the Portuguese were the first 
explorers in Australia.  The race between the Dutch, Spain and Britain to “The 
Great Southern Land” for its riches in gold is an example of stealing, renaming and 
remaking maps to claim land for resources.  Renaming geographical places, trails 
and mountains on maps that has been part of the systematic invasion process 
throughout the commonwealth claimed countries. (Wheildon 2006: 3) 
 
 
31. Map of New Holland (Australian National Library 2016). 
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Stella Wheildon has done extensive research on explorers coming to Australia and 
on how maps around the world have changed.  As Wheildon states: 
 
There was the Dutch 1606 and 1710 here is the 1710 Cartographers 
depiction of New Holland, which is what they called the continent.  Before 
the Dutch there were the Portuguese maps Jave-La-Grande dated 1536-1542 
and then their maps were stolen by the French 1542 and renamed ‘Jave – la 
– Grande’ (Wheildon 2006: 3) 
 
 
32. Jave-La-Grande Map (Australian National Library 2007)  
 
 
There was not only the race to the east and the southern land, but also a race for the 
monopoly of the spice trade.  The Portuguese used Chinese cartography to show 
them the way to the East.  Then as Pascoe describes, they stole the spice trade, 
which the Indians and Chinese had spent centuries building.  Invaders tend to kill 
the original owners of the soil they intend to plunder.  The remaining people were 
sent to slave labour and domestic chores and were publicly humiliated.  Once the 
hard work is done, their grandsons re-write history, re-name land and paint their 
grandfathers as benevolent visionary (Pascoe 2015: 204). 
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33. 1536 Dauphin Map (Wheildon, 2014:3; Australian National Library 2007) 
 
 
In 1536 the Dauphin map appeared.  Through Wheildon’s research, we know it was 
ordered by King Francis I of France, as a gift for his son the Dauphin and later, 
given to Henry II.  How it came to England is unclear.  Edward Harley Earl of 
Oxford was the next new owner.  How it came to be in his possession is also 
unclear, but after his death in 1724, the map was stolen by one of his servants and 
was hidden for decades until Sir Joseph Banks then acquired it.  That is how the 
English got to Australia (Wheildon 2014: 2; Australian National Library 2007: 
n.p.). 
 
Historian and author Peter Trickett (Beyond Capricorn) stands in front of the 
National Library of Australia with a replica of the map from 1547 the Vallard Atlas 
depicting the East Coast of Australia drawn 223 years before Captain Cook.  
Trickett’s book dives deeply into maps being changed and other voyages that led 
to discoveries of Australia, while maintaining that the Portuguese discovered 
Australia first (Trickett 2007).  
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34. Vallard Atlas, 1547 (Trickett 2007: n.p.) 
 
 
Within Australia, maps have been changed and altered to represent post-colonial 
ownership and surveying routes over the top of traditional traveling routes.  
Renaming these pathways “as new discoveries” with Western names, altering 
history is just a continuation of western ideologies and colonising practises.  As 
defined in the Macquarie Dictionary, maps have been a tool for identifying space, 
a map is ‘a diagram or collection of data showing the spatial arrangement or 
distribution of something over an area’ (Macquarie Dictionary 2013).  No matter 
how many times coloniser and settlers change maps and names of roads, they are 
still there underneath the surface.  They are still traditional travelling routes, no 
matter how much has been laid over the top-blue metal or road base or tar - the 
traditional song lines are still there.  To make these travelling routes visible is 
possible through oral information derived from the people who have the 
knowledge.  The following maps to be shown here also present a reflection on 
Aboriginal ways of knowing, of place, identity and belonging including Indigenous 
knowledge systems which informs the research. 
 
As can be seen from the above maps there have been several maps altered over 
time.  Bruce Pascoe mentions that Gavin Menzies, in his book of 1421, The Year 
China Discovered the World, pondered the prospect of the Chinese continuing their 
mapping of the world.  Menzies argued that the Chinese had already reached 
Australia and had begun trade with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people 
(Pascoe 2014: 203).  The Chinese have been here in Australia for many hundreds 
of years long before the British.  Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders oral 
accounts would say that Asians are our closest neighbours (Yunupingu 2013). 
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All Aboriginal groups across Australia had a body of religious narratives of dance 
and song lines that create an iconography of their Country explaining and defining 
its resources and the socio-political relationships of the people using them.  As Cane 
(2015) suggests, the Dreaming Tracks or Tjukurrpa Tracks below (See Figure 35) 
shows the enormity and complexity of religious travelling routes and the many 
narratives behind them.  Cane describes these as ‘highways’ and these highways 
were here for a very long time before European settlement.  The knowledge 
contained within these song lines was handed down orally from generation to 
generation, hence the importance of capturing this oral information from 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders people in a respectful culturally appropriate 
methodology. Cane describes the Tjukurrpa Tracks: 
 
These highways of subsistence, ceremony and society conditioned life in one 
of the hardest landscapes on earth.  Armed with this oral tradition, a desert 
nomad could survive anywhere, at almost any time over the last 45,000 in the 
desert (Cane 2015: 188). 
 
 
35. Dreaming Tracks or Tjukurrpa Tracks (Cane 2015: 188).   
 
 
As told in the Tjukurrpa song line story of the map above Tjukurrpa Tracks is a 
song line and traditional travelling route of three stories: “The Two Men”, the “Red 
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Kangaroo” and “The Many Women” and are some of the longest and most 
extensive song lines known within Australia (Cane 2015: 81).  While it is probably 
hard for Western civilisations to interpret these narratives of ancient maps of early 
occupation, they are nonetheless maps of iconic narratives that connect arid deserts, 
water ways and fertile parts of the continent to be traversed in a manner that, if 
followed, allows the traveller places to occupy and survive.   
 
Figure 28 Tjukurrpa Binpi in the Western Desert, is a rock engraving.  Though it is 
not written in a book or on paper, it is still a map of Country, of the peoples’ 
belonging and their resources.  Some Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders 
historical information may not be written in western text, but is instilled in many 
forms such as song, dance, art, story and song line; it is ritual, religious and life 
giving: 
 
The songlines of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people connected 
clans from one side of the country to another.  The cultural, economic, genetic 
and artistic conduits of songlines brought goods, art, news, ideas, technology 
and marriage partners to centres of exchange (Pascoe 2014:175). 
 
As mentioned previously, there has been several research papers and documents on 
the Bunya Tree and nut, the Bunya gathering and on Aboriginal travelling and 
trading routes such as Dale Kerwin’s Aboriginal Dreaming Paths and Trading 
Routes (2012), Burnum Burnum Aboriginal Australia: A Traveller’s Guide (1988), 
Isabel McBryde’s research on the topic of Greenstone from Mt William Victoria 
(1975) and John G Steele’s Aboriginal Pathways in Southeast Queensland and the 
Richmond River (1984).  Here I will show a series of maps, and as as can be seen 
from the existing maps, there are still gaps within eastern New South Wales 
highlighting the incomplete trails to and from the Bonye Bonye gatherings and also 
gaps in understanding why these routes where chosen and just how important it was 
to attend this gathering.  
 
Utilising historical evidence and existing known recorded maps, I am able to 
illustrate how a new map using a hand-held GPS, can be produced.  Along with 
oral history, the data collected can identify and map nations’ traditional traveling 
routes and communication pathways.  An exemplar map showing existing known 
travelling routes, accompanied by oral accounts relating to these routes is the key 
to capturing this information. An example, told by Aboriginal Elders historical 
accounts backed and by historical evidence of the gatherings, is that the Bunya 
Mountains are surrounded by Bora Rings. Other ceremonial evidence within the 
environment is located in a circular pattern surrounding the Bunya Mountains.  This 
information was enhanced by my attendance at the Bunya Dreaming Festival.  
From all directions, no matter what way you were entering the gathering, traditional 
Ceremonial practices were conducted before entering the Bonye Bonye gathering. 
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The map below (see Figure 36) by Sullivan (1977), although not very clear, 
displays movement from surroundings areas into the Bunya Mountains.  
 
 
36. Movement to the Bunya Gatherings (Sullivan 1977:18)  
 
 
We know that there were travelling and trading routes right throughout Australia 
so why is there such a gap within New South Wales?  Kerwin covers an extensive 
amount of Aboriginal traditional pathways in his book Aboriginal Dreaming Paths 
and Trade Routes (2012).  But, once again little is shown within eastern New South 
Wales.  All of these maps show traditional trading and walking trails that are 
extensive throughout Australia.  The Commonwealth Crown, surveyors’ and 
explorers have all been responsible for renaming these areas with roads, highways, 
travelling Stock Routes, equestrian trails, railways or Cobb & Co trails. 
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37. East coast route following bora rings and Bunya fest trail (Kerwin 2012: 109).  
 
 
The east coast route following bora rings and Bunya fest trail map above, traces the 
national horse trail (or more to the truth, the national horse trail follows the Bunya 
fest trail).  This map also lines up with Elders historic and auto-ethnographic 
accounts of travelling the dividing range and the Birdsville track.  However, these 
trails were known by other traditional dreaming track names.  Aboriginal people 
travelling to the Bunya Fest would follow this route, which is also a part of a chain 
of Bora rings/grounds along the Great Dividing Range of the east coast (Kerwin 
2012: 109).  But, there were also other smaller routes that link with major travelling 
routes and these are the pathway I envisage capturing through Bunya Tukka Tracks 
and further research.   Some of the most important trades as mentioned by Bourke, 
were the east coast trade routes, which extended from Torres Strait down the north-
eastern coast of Cape York and down the Great Dividing Range into Victoria 
(McCarthy 1939:99).  Jardine also followed this route in 1864 as did The Australian 
Bicentennial National Trails.  The trade in bunya nuts flowed along the Great 
Divide Range and a 3,000km route that incorporates the major bora grounds utilised 
for the Daramulan initiation rites (Bourke et al. 1980: 46).  
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38. Kimberley to Eyre Peninsula route.        39. Cape York to South Australia
    
 
There are three main arteries in north-west Australia, branching from the 
Kimberleys, heading south-west to the Warumungu people of Tennant Creek and 
onto the Barkley Highway to Mt Isa.  Another connects the Victoria and Daly 
Rivers by way of the Buchanan Highway.  The Kimberley then connects the east 
coast by route from Arnhem Land to Roper River by way of Victoria Highway, two 
major trading routes (Kerwin 2016: 111).  These travelling routes once had other 
names, Aboriginal names known extensively throughout Australia by all clan 
groups.  
 
From the western coast of Cape York and across the top end to Normanton, 
following the inland river systems and connecting the Murry-Darling catchment 
areas, the Birdsville Track lies along this route and has many storylines.  An 
example is The Two Dog Dreaming Track, which is the original name of the 
Birdsville track; also The Two Dog, Two Boys and Urumbula (McConnel 1976: 
74).  The Highway runs through Parachilna to Port Augusta and follows the path 
of the emu, and the railway line that runs across the top end of Australia.  Mitchell 
also followed this route in 1845, and Gregory in 1855.  The Great Northern Road, 
Channel Country and the Gulf Road stock routes also followed this road (Kerwin 
2012: 110). 
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40. Renew, Rain Making (Hitchcock 2014: n.p.)  
 
 
Both maps put together and again show clearly the gaps within NSW.   
 
41. Aboriginal Dreaming Paths and Trading Routes (Kerwin 2012: 126) 
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Figure 41 of Aboriginal Dreaming paths and trade routes shows travelling routes to 
the Bonye Bonye gatherings, but once again the east coast of New South Wales is 
not reflected.  Most academic research focuses on the travelling routes to the Bunya 
Mountains within Queensland-either travelling from north to south of Australia to 
Bunya Mountains, or from the west travelling east to the Bunya Mountains.  As 
Kerwin mentions the map (Figure 41), is a Eurocentric map with newly named 
roads overlaid on Aboriginal and Dreamtime travelling and trade routes.  These 
traditional routes are shown below in the traditional travelling routes associated 
with the trade of Pituri, and therefore the Pituri travelling routes, connected to 
layers of other dreaming stories, the Two Dog Dreaming track and the Pigeon 
Dreaming Track among others. 
 
 
42. Two Dog Dreaming Story (Kerwin 2016: 90) 
 
 
Aboriginal people generally travelled not far from water sources and travelled by 
water tributary sand rivers ways.  Travelling routes taken, were often ridgetop and 
saddles of mountains, which were obviously the easiest way to navigate through 
Country but, this was not always the case.  Were there, other reasons to take certain 
routes.  Bunya Tukka Tracks research attempts to address this question.   
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43. Yarralin Peoples Tracks of Naganarri Dreaming and Pigeon Dreaming 
(Kerwin 2013: 117) 
 
 
If the small pox map of New South Wales and Victoria was the usually route to 
travel south and north, then this map reveals a lot about the direction taken from 
southern Queensland to eastern areas of New South Wales 
 
 
 
44. Small Pox Epidemic NSW (Kerwin 2012: 31 
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Or was it that, this was the route taken trying to avoid the new settlers avoiding 
traditional travelling routes due to the native police knowing these travelling 
pathways.  Maybe these pathways were taken to obtain water due to the disease.  
The Bunya Tukka Tracks study area is shown by a brown circle.   
 
Utilising some of the first explorer’s maps and journals in supplementary research, 
as shown below (see Figure 47) Inland Explorations 1815-28.  Along with 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander ethnographic epistemology accounts I will be 
able to produce an extension on these maps with a Bunya Tukka Tracks exemplar 
map of accurate tributaries of traditional travelling routes form main travelling 
Dreaming stories from southern Queensland to eastern New South Wales.   
 
 
 
45. Map of Inland Explorations 1815-28 (Macintyre 1994: 112) 
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Data Collection and Data Analysis 
 
The timing of Bunya Tukka Tracks research is imperative in order to capture related 
information form Elders who hold ancestral understanding of the Bonye Bonye 
gatherings and related ceremonies.  Just as the ongoing impacts that colonialism 
and racism have contributed to the decline in Aboriginal peoples’ knowledge, they 
have also had an impact on Aboriginal peoples’ religious practices.  As discussed 
in the Methodology Chapter Two, I have drawn on standards of research the work 
of Connell’s Southern Theory (2007) and many of Rigney’s (1996-2011) literature 
on Indigenous Research Methodologies and Smith’s (1999) Decolonizing 
Methodologies Research and Indigenous Peoples.  The authors draw on the 
importance of Indigenous research, done by Indigenous researchers to research 
back in order to overcome the ongoing effects of colonialization.  The emerging 
research method has been known throughout this paper as “reciprocal research 
methodology” and will be further developed through future research by this author.  
These methods and strategies have been crucial to capturing a new body of 
knowledge to extend on current knowledge.  
 
As mentioned in Chapter Two, the main aim of this research is to set the platform 
to develop an exemplar map and model a method of mapping the final Bunya Tukka 
Tracks.  The aim is to then produce a colour coded geographical map displaying 
traditional travelling routes and communication pathways through the movement 
of the Bunya nut, focusing on the importance of using both ancient knowledge’s 
and new technology to illuminate the absent travelling routes.  Further interviews 
and focus groups will be established for future research.  These have been identified 
through Kungun and yarning with current participants.  
 
The key to this research has been the utilisation of reciprocal research methodology 
that positions Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander participants as co-researchers 
and the researcher being situated as a researcher and subject.  In addition auto-
ethnographic accounts provided by Elders and other communities who have direct 
knowledge and experience of the Bunya tree, nut, trails, gathering and events 
surrounding them have informed the research.  The reciprocal research 
methodology approach allows the participants to be active co-producers permitting 
a culturally safe space, providing trust and shared enthusiasm to achieve the 
additional information required to produce the final map.  
 
An example of the table used for thematic analysis and coding of data collected, 
can be seen in Figure 46 below, will be developed through extended research and 
incorporated in the Microsoft excel spreadsheet.  However, codes will not be 
revealed in this thesis due to cultural protocols. 
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46. Example of table used for Coding the Data (Swan 2016) 
 
 
To provide a frame work for data collected and strategies for qualitative procedures 
and validating analysis of data, I have drawn on scholarly researchers such as 
Creswell (2007, 2009) and Peshkin (2000).  These authors have provided tools for 
me to build a respectful and reliable approach to data collection and analysis 
validating my procedures.  I have outlined my approach to collecting data and the 
analysing of that data in Chapter Two.  Creswell’s list captures both traditional 
perspectives and newer advocacy, participatory, and self-reflexive perspectives of 
qualitative inquiry.  I utilised Creswell’s recommendations derived from authors 
Bogdan and Biklen (1992), Eisner (1991), Hatch (2002) and others providing 7 
characteristic points of qualitative research (Creswell 2009). 
 
I have incorporated three approaches to qualitative research inquiry: 
phenomenology - lived experience, ethnography - closed research and grounded 
theory – construction of theory through the analysis of data.  In addition, I have 
categorised and positioned the three within a theoretical model (Creswell 2009: 
184).  I have developed a qualitative data collection approach and procedures table 
Geographical 
Area 
Gender No Ceremony Goods 
exchange 
Route 
 
Place of 
yarning 
New South Wales       
Bulahdelah       
Byron Bay       
Coffs Harbour       
Dubbo       
Forester       
Grafton       
Kempsey       
Kulnura       
Maitland       
Norah Head       
Ourimbah       
Port Macquarie       
Wyong       
Southern 
Queensland 
      
Ashgrove       
Brisbane       
Bunya Ranges 
National Park 
      
Maroochydore       
Tewantin       
Toowoomba       
Upper Mary River 
Catchment 
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below (See Figure 46), derived from Creswell Designing Research: Qualitative, 
Quantitative, and Mixed Methods Approaches (2009: 179-182).  The following 
table illustrates the qualitative data collection approaches and procedures I have 
used in Bunya Tukka Tracks: 
 
 
Table of Qualitative Data Collection Approaches & Procedures  
Observations  
 Gather field notes by conduction an observation as a participant  
 Gather field notes by spending more time as a participant than as an observer 
Benefit 
 Researcher has a firsthand experience with participants 
 Researcher can record information as it happens 
 Useful in exploring topics that may be uncomfortable for participants to discuss 
Interviews 
 Conduct an unstructured, open ended interview and take interview notes 
 Conduct a semi structured interview, audiotape the interview, and transcribe it 
 Conduct different types of interviews face to face & focus group 
Benefit 
 Allows researcher to be flexible & control over the line of questioning  
 Useful when the participants cannot be directly observed 
 Participants can provide historical information  
Documents 
 Keep a journal during the research  
 Collect copies of personal letter from the participants  
 Analyse public documents (archival material, maps, journals of early explorers, old 
newspapers, records)  
 Examine autobiographies & biographies 
 Have participants take photographs, videos 
Benefit 
 Enables the researcher to obtain the language & words 
 Gives the participants an opportunity to agree or disagree with archival evidence 
adding additional data 
Audio-visual materials   
 Examine physical trace evidence such as Bunya trees and established traditional 
walking trails  
 Examine photographs & videotapes 
 Videotape a social situation or individual or group 
 Collect sounds of traditional Bunya ceremonies, dance & song 
Benefit 
 Provides an opportunity for participates to directly share their reality  
 It is creative & captures attention visually  
 Ignites memory 
47. Table of Qualitative Data Collection Approaches & Procedures (Swan 2017) 
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Themes emerging from the yarning are displayed in the Categorization of Data 
graph below (see Figure 48).  As shown, themes are interwoven throughout and the 
semi structured questions and yarning with participants. 
 
48 Graph displaying Categorization of Data (Swan 2017) 
 
 
The Microsoft excel program has been used to collect additional data relating to the 
geographical locations of Bunya trees with headings in correlation with topic 
themes.  The spreadsheet also included emerging themes corresponding with oral 
events.  An example of the data analysis collected is provided below.  A full copy 
of the data analysis will be provided on extended research with additional 
information included.  Not all the data gathered in the Bunya Tukka Tracks 
exemplar map and data analysis has been revealed in this thesis.  But an example 
is provided below. 
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49. Bunya Tukka Track exemplar data analysis (Swan 2016) 
 
 
Elders at the Bunya Dreaming Festival representing their family groups were eager 
to share and be included in the data collected.  Being on site at the Bunya Dreaming 
Festival is like being correctly positioned at the precise time for action- based 
qualitative data collection to commence.  Is also cultural appropriate to exchange 
information and share knowledge on Country.  For Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander people, this also aligns with Cultural protocols and a reciprocal appropriate 
way of doing “business”.  Embedded in Country and going back to Country 
reignites memoryscapes (Lavers 2010) and allows Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander paradigms ontology and ethno-science to flow.  Being embedded in 
Country, in order to gather and yarn to Elders is crucial to the authenticity of the 
information gathered. 
 
Emerging patterns 
 
That auto-ethnographic accounts passed down to me aligns with modern 
technology of data collection.  Indigenous epistemology, Yarning and Kungan has 
proven to be a more accurate, legitimate and accurate way of gathering Australian 
history from the traditional custodians.  This includes, for example: 
 
 Travel along the Great Divided Range  
 Water systems traversed and resources gathered form these areas 
 Access to Mountain ridgelines  
 Aboriginal sites such as rock art and rock engravings  
 Other mediums such as song, dance and story telling 
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 Environmental markings and land scapes 
 Location of Bunya Trees planted by Aboriginal people 
 Exchange sites of trade and resources 
 Bora rings surrounding entering the Bunya Mountains  for young men going 
through initiation purposes for several stratified reasons, for example, 
marriage exchange held at the Bonye Bonye gathering & trading of tangible 
and intangible resource’s 
 Goods brought form participants home Country for exchange and trading 
example the Greenstone form Mt William Victoria or yellow and purple 
ochre from Central Coast New South Wales, Darkinjung Country 
 Song, dance and story that were learnt and exchanged 
 That along the journey other goods were gathered  
 Other ceremonial practices were carried out along the journey 
 Certain areas along traditional travelling routes had cosmological value were 
accessed at certain times of the year 
 Certain areas were travelled along the way to gather resources form other 
particular areas for exchange purposes at the Bonue Bonye gathering they 
could not be accessed in their own Country  
 Some clan groups travelled for many months prior to heading to their end 
destination the Bunya Mountains.   
 
The data collected revealed that there were some Bunya trees fashionably and 
extensively planted by Europeans located in institutions and government 
departments between the 1840s and early 1920s.  These cultivated Bunya trees were 
planted at the front of wealthy mansions and elite estates.  The fascination with the 
Bunya tree saw Bunya nuts taken back to England to the cultivated as early as the 
1900’s in the Kew Gardens (Nash 2011), celebrated and grown to be sold and 
distributed throughout England and across the world. 
 
Participants’ accounts revealed that all clan groups took Bunya nuts back with them 
and planted bunya nuts randomly on their return travel so that fresh tubers could be 
eaten later on other journeys, attending ceremonies and gatherings.  There were 
also “fire bushes” lit to show Aboriginal people the way to the gathering.  These 
“fire bushes” let people attending know when and where to enter the gathering.  
There are still remnants of these “fire bushes” on Country and private property 
today.  However, they are very limited.  While camping at the Bonye Bonye 
gathering I met a non-Aboriginal couple volunteering to help at the gathering.  
While interviewing people at the Bunya Dreaming Festival 2015, the couple told 
me that they had remnant “fire bushes” on their land and were thinking of 
establishing a tourist camping area with interpretive walking trails relating to the 
traditional Bonye Bonye gathering.  They were interested in keeping in touch and 
offered me a place to stay while doing my research.  
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CHAPTER SEVEN 
 
EXEMPLAR MAP 
 
I reiterate that even though there is a large amount of archival evidence of 
traditional Aboriginal walking tracks throughout Australia, there is still a 
misconception that a majority of Aboriginal tracks and trading routes have now 
disappeared within New South Wales, especially closer to the east coast of Sydney.   
 
The closer you are to the east coast of New South Wales and Sydney, the closer 
you are to the nerve center of colonization, hence the fracturing of stories and 
culture.  The devastation was extremely fast and very destructive, as it spread 
through Australian Aboriginal communities.  Aboriginal communities were highly 
affected at a rapid speed with convicts and colonizers combing the Country, looking 
for pastoral lands for sheep and cattle and for the Commonwealth to set up a new 
penial colony to house criminals away from British soil and use them for cheap 
labor to establish a new settlement for the Crown.  Some Aboriginal Elders who 
have direct memory of effects of colonization still loathe establishments such as 
cattle stations, police and institutions today.  Looking through an Aboriginal lens 
this is what destroyed their ancestors, people and Country.  These traumatic 
experiences are still relatively fresh in the memories of our people, as they occurred 
only three to four generations ago.  For Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
families to be told today they need to forget, or get over It, is not only an insult, but 
another unrealistic expectation of non-Aboriginal people that have no 
understanding of the inhuman practices of the British colonizers against Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander people and this Country.   
 
To this day, the effects of European’s ideologies and colonization continue to have 
an impact on the Australian soil, the environment and therefore the original people.  
The consequence this has had on Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people is 
still evident today in the recidivism rates, fractured culture, displacement and 
homelessness of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people.  The evidence is also 
evident in the environment (Gammage 2011).  However, the environment is the 
book that continues to exist and is waiting to be read along with Elders accounts 
and knowledge. 
 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people are still very resilient and voice their 
concerns continually, striving to be included and to take back control and offer 
solutions to rectify the destruction of Country; to listen, Kungan and talk, Yarn 
about allowing traditional methods to be reintroduced for the good of all 
Australians and Australia.  Bunya Tukka Tracks will assist in the healing process 
and the acknowledgment of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people’s 
connection to the Bunya Ranges and traditional travelling routes. 
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Discussion of Outcomes 
 
The key aim of this research is to capture the additional information required to 
complete a full data analysis and detailed map for southern Queensland and eastern 
New South Wales.  It was imperative that the research and informants are in an 
environment that supports generational cultural memory.  The Bunya Dreaming 
annual festival is held on Mimburi property in the Obi Obi Valley alongside the 
Mary River and was initiated and currently coordinated by Beverly Hands and her 
family, traditional descendant of the Kabi Kabi nation.  I was honoured to meet and 
be welcomed by Beverly and share my story and my research hypothesis with her 
and the attendees at the gathering.  I volunteered to work on the Elders tent, which 
allowed me the reciprocal space to Yarn and Kungun with local Elders while 
making cups of tea and distributing food.  I was surprised at the number of families 
representing their family groups or clans, and with each year how these are growing 
in number.   
 
At the opening, Bunya Dreaming Festival representatives from their family groups 
announce their family bloodlines, who they are, who their grandparents and where 
they have travelled from.  The gathering gave me a platform to explain my research 
to all that gathered.  Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander families that were 
representing their clan groups at the 2015 Bunya Dreaming Festival participated in 
cultural activities and events.  This gathering is now held every year on the 
Australian Day weekend for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people, this day 
is known as ‘invasion day’ the 26 January.  The Bunya Mountain Murri Rangers 
and the Burnett Mary Regional Group hold another community gathering every 
year in February (Bonye Bu’ru News April 2014), to acknowledge the ambitions of 
Aboriginal people from the Bunya Mountain region reinforced by the Bonya Buro 
Booburrgan Ngmmunge: Bunya Mountains Aboriginal Aspirations and Caring for 
Country Plan (2010).  Recently it was announced there is now another Bunya 
gathering held in March commenced 2017.  
 
The combination of being situated on Country in the appropriate environment for 
‘yarning’ was crucial in capturing oral accounts for filling in the gaps of travelling 
routes from southern Queensland back to the east coast of New South Wales.  
Western methodologies have often failed to capture accurate historical information, 
because research is often not conducted in an appropriate environment, by 
appropriate research methodologies and is ineffective in gathering information and 
promoting discussion. 
 
The Buyna Tukka Tracks exemplar map (see Figure 50), is an extension on current 
archival maps over laid on top of each other to reveal gaps in current maps.  A 
majority of these maps that have been identified by authors such as Kerwin along 
with Burnum, Flood, McBryde and Steele who have also recorded other authors 
travelling routes.  The main maps were derived from Kerwin’s research (2010-
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2012).  The red dots represent additional knowledge gathered through data 
collection using a GPS the coordinates of Bunya trees, combined with Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander peoples’ accounts.  Both methods are proving to line up 
with each other providing an insight that ancient wisdom and new technology can 
and does work hand in hand.   
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50. Bunya Tukka Tracks Exemplar Map modified map by D Swan  
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The main question underpinning this research was ‘What additional knowledge 
about the Bunya Mountain travelling routes and events is held by Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander people?’  As outlined earlier in this thesis, to answer this 
question, mapping was accompanied by yarning framed by semi-structured 
questions that elicited information about the importance of the Bunya nut, its uses 
and routes related to its movement around Country as well as information about 
ceremonial and other aspects related to the Bunya tree.  
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CHAPTER EIGHT  
 
CONCLUSION 
 
By providing an insight to earlier archival evidence of previous maps on traditional 
travelling routes in Chapter Six, I have been able to demonstrate the gap in current 
archival evidence as shown in the Bunya Tukka Tracks exemplar map presented in 
Chapter Seven.  The Bunya Tukka Tracks exemplar map illuminates the hypothesis 
that within eastern New South Wales, traditional travelling and trade routes are still 
there and still being used today and that people are still travelling and trading along 
them.  Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people still journey to southern 
Queensland form eastern New South Wales to attend the Bonye Bonye gatherings, 
called today, the Bunya Festival or Bunya Dreaming Festival.  
 
Though the Bunya Tukka Tracks is not a comprehensive project.  I have been able 
to captured accurate geographical coordinates of Bunya tress to provide an 
exemplar map, to stimulate evidence for further research and to then provide a full 
completed detailed map and major account of the uncharted Bunya trails that are 
the focus of this research.  I have shown that additional information can be revealed 
through Australian Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander’s paradigms and 
epistemological perspectives as they relate to the Bunya growth cycles and 
movement of the Bunya nut.  Bunya Tukka Tracks argues that the growth patterns 
throughout multiple Nations depict and reveal Aboriginal connected song lines and 
make the invisible visible. 
 
Emerging Patterns  
 
The key to this research has been the utilisation of reciprocal research methodology 
that positions Aboriginal participants as co researchers and analysis of auto-
ethnographic accounts provided by Elders and other communities who have direct 
knowledge and experience of the Bunya tree, nut, trails and events surrounding 
them.  The Bunya Tukka Tracks consist of a combination of ancient knowledge 
supported by modern technology. The research process involved using  a collection 
of coordinates and a hand held Garmin 64s Geographical Positioning System 
(GPS), to record geographical coordinates marking the locations of Bunya Trees 
scattered throughout southern Queensland and eastern New South Wales.  
Information included gathered intellectual historical evidence combined with 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander auto-ethnographic accounts.  This research 
has complemented research already accomplished on Aboriginal pathways through 
Western evidence.  
 
Bunya Tukka Tracks focuses on the importance of Indigenous research done by 
Indigenous researchers focusing on Indigenous epistemology and accounts by 
indigenous people that place a layer of truth over official documents and archival 
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accounts from colonisers.  Elders’ historical recollections differ somewhat to 
European-biased accounts.  A Majority of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander’s 
historical stories, as mentioned previously, have been handed down in various 
forms such as song, dance and art for thousands of years. 
 
As were many other traditional walking tracks, travelling routes were overlaid with 
new names by new settlers, surveyors and early explorers.  The travelling routes 
along inland water systems became known as Travelling Stock Routes (TSR).  
These are also traditional travelling routes.  These travelling routes become utilised 
in different ways after settlement.  As mentioned in Chapter Six, the small pox map, 
reveals many layers of information coinciding with Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander people’s oral recollection.  Some traditional travelling routes were being 
avoided so as to not attract attention of the colonisers.  Further research on the small 
pox epidemic through “Kunan” and “Yarning” with Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander people should reveal additional information to support this hypothesis.  
Aboriginal people did not know of this disease and therefore had no knowledge of 
how to use traditional medicines to cure their people.  European journals also reflect 
on how fast this disease travelled through Australia.  Before the colonizers had 
reached these areas further north, Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people had 
already been affected by the disease, even though the British and convicts had not 
reached that area at that point in time.   
 
Key findings 
 
Maintaining Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders cultural integrity and 
knowledge within cultural mapping is essential.  Indigenous knowledge systems 
have been the key to informing Bunya Tukka Tracks and has expanded findings.  
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people and Elders have expressed their 
concerns with current written historical evidence and welcome the opportunity to 
provide correct historical evidence and to have their families’ voices heard.  
Together with ancient wisdom, Indigenous paradigms and western modern 
technology capturing additional historical accounts and evidence is possible. 
 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people participating in this action based 
reciprocal research crucial to accessing information to extending further research 
to add to the exemplar Bunya Tukka Tracks map.  Bunya Tukka Tracks plays a 
small contemporary role in preserving stories so future generations can continue to 
hand down the stories of Australian history, life and change in the environment. 
 
Further Research 
 
The extensive connectivity surrounding the Bunya Nut Trail reflects the 
complexities of the stratified knowledges and uses for Aboriginal peoples that the 
trail entails.  Aboriginal peoples from many nations have walked this trail for their 
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individual and collective purposes for thousands of years.  Therefore, Bunya Tukka 
Tracks has captured a snapshot of the knowledges and stories embedded in the 
multiple uses and meanings of Aboriginal use of the Bunya Nut and Bunya Trails.  
Existing studies have concentrated on the Bunya Mountains gathering but not so 
much has focussed on the travelling routes to and from the gatherings. 
 
Further research will differentiate between Bunya trees being cultivated by 
Europeans, institutions and new settlers, and Bunya trees that were planted by 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people.  Extended research around the 
smallpox map involving Aboriginal peoples’ oral accounts will assist in identifying 
why certain routes were taken and the events surrounding this. The need for 
additional research around oral interpretations of travelling the Great Dividing 
Range in southern Queensland to the east coast of eastern New South Wales and 
what ceremonial purposes these were taken is indicated through this study. 
 
Significance  
 
Being an Indigenous researcher, I have been able to gather and reveal information 
that would not have been captured by non-Indigenous researchers.  This has had an 
impact on and influences and relationality between the researcher and the 
participants.  The relationships are not based on the premise of coercion but on 
relationality.  Deeper and different insights have been given to the researcher 
because the relationships were initially built prior to commencement of the 
research.  Introductions and seeking permission to start the research has been 
imperative to building relationships to yarn.  Not all the information gathered in 
this research has been presented in this thesis.  Some of it belongs solely to the 
participants and to Country and some is to be included in extended supplementary 
research.  Hence the wider significance of the work commence here is still to be 
realised through further studies. 
 
Known travelling routes already recorded assisted in identifying gaps in eastern 
New South Wales travelling routes.  The Bundian Way is an example of reasons 
and times of movement with associations to seasonal gatherings of Aboriginal 
Nations on the Snowy River for Bogong Moth ceremony and on the Eden Coast 
during whale migration.  It is historically significant for its role in early 
colonization, whereby European settlers were aided by Aboriginal guides in search 
of pasturing lands (Office of Environment & Heritage 2013).  Additional research 
will also capture whether the Bunya ceremonial travelling routes were travelled in 
conjunction with other ceremonies previously mentioned and whether there was 
collecting of other trade items along the way such as the greenstone is this why 
these routes were chosen. 
 
The Bundian Way is now becoming a major tourist attraction for walkers and 
historians.  The Bundian Way project sets precedence for duplication in the Bunya 
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ranges.  Recently, the Bundian Way project has received $700,000 funding from 
the Commonwealth government to establish economic and tourisms opportunities 
for the Aboriginal community and for Tourism Australia, utilising the New South 
Wales Government’s Aboriginal Participation in Construction Policy (APIC) 
initiative.  In conjunction with the Commonwealth’s tourism initiative Destination 
Australia for tourism possibilities and state governments Aboriginal Affairs 
OCHRE initiative, which stands for Opportunity, Choice, Healing, Responsibility 
and Empowerment (Aboriginal Affairs 2013) suggest there is a need for further 
research in this area.  Both Government policies aim to support strong Aboriginal 
communities in which Aboriginal people actively influence and fully participate in 
social, economic and cultural life.  The implementation of current policy and tools 
are key to delivering achievable outcomes for the communities involved under the 
Australian governments Aboriginal Economic Development Framework.  This 
research will be significant and assist in building a case for supporting Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander communities in forming economic contractual 
partnership and promoting tourism opportunities, interpretive walks and lookouts 
with environmental services, educational institutions, government departments and 
possibly will influence future policy around conservation practices including:  
 
• Provision of proof of traditional association and support Native title and land 
claims  
• A more detailed map and in-depth legend 
• Recommendation of environmental management strategies for identified 
areas 
• Memorial walks and lookouts  
• Tourism possibilities for State Significant Walking Tracks   
• Future economic opportunities for local Aboriginal people 
 
Along with the Aboriginal communities’ dreams and aspirations, there is also a 
push by non-Aboriginal people to further protect the Bunya Ranges.  Within the 
broader local community people are keen to have the Bunya Ranges listed with 
UNESCO (UNESCO 2010) and have world heritage listing for the Bunya 
Mountains National Park.   
 
By completing extended research on Bunya Tukka Tracks the main aim would to 
honour the local custodians’ ancestral past with ultimate respect to the Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander Elders and people of  the present and respect the wishes 
and aspirations of the Bunya Mountain Country and kinship clan groups with an 
association to the Bunya traditional travelling and trade routes for future 
generations.  Bunya Tukka Tracks has and will illuminate further traditional 
walking tracks in eastern New South Wales and will make a significant contribution 
to current archival evidence and historical accounts.  The data collected in this 
research revealed that Elders oral accounts are lining up with the hypothesis that 
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there were a few different travelling routes such as, along the Great Dividing Range 
and also along the east coast of Australia.   
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